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/ The objective of thig study is to deacrime, on the basis of existing empirical reformation or
-current state of knowledge, the organizational, motivatlixal, and behavioral characteristice of
-undergrounds in insurgent movements and to relate theas characteristics to the total revolutionjary structure, mission, and operations.
Particular emphasis has been placed on:

-4-

"tf14 Describing underground organizations and relating them to the total insurgent
organization.
(24 Describing Communist unes of underground

and their role in Communist-

dominated insurgencies.
(3) Summarizing descriptive and empirical information on motived for joining,
staying in, and defecting from underground organizations.
(4) Describing certain undergrotL I adminltrative, psychological, and paramilitary operations, and noting the human factors which ppear to be related to their
sucess or failure,

(5M Describing the organization and countermeasures used by governmmmts to
aupprew- or eliminao undergrciunds.

iIYNOPSIS

!PART I.

ORGANIZATION

The wtructure of an insurgent or revoluticemry movemet consists of a relatively small
'visible eiement (the guerrilla force) which in orgsdy._ _ perform overt armed operationa, ad!
-a much Wlarer clandeetle. covert force (the ui•dergreutind.
_vital sctivities of infiltration and
arnmi•t•;

ical

The tuxdecground carries cc the

sl,
subversico:
It eatlbe. a

cpemss

aixd,

gs Y-

and it asts as ! support organizatlon for dx. gua•erl•,s.

AA Insurgent or revolution•ry movement is defl.ed " a subvyweive, llegal atlempt to
weAke,

+
-

mcdify, or replace an exlsting govrxng authority throgh the protracted us*e Or

threaftened wqe of force by An orgianized &-roup of indigenous

.Wpls outside te ostabliais,-

errrng structure.
An "undrground"' is define~d as the clandetine- covert olowent ol the teffurg~rt tnreixsci
_I.

is t~herefore urdergrivund. A long, crsLk pr.pwratioe la required, wft the aderground am
poioting dissatisfaction and de_ ycwea
_

V

L
Sage-b

I

-.

I

specialized organizat'_on for armed activity.

Eventually, a dual structure is formed.

One ele-

ment conducts overt guerrilla activities while the other, the underground, continues its infiltration and political subversion, intensifying its shadow-government activities.
The guerrilla organization, when fully developed, is composed

i.% mobile main force

structured along conventional military lines, and two paramilitary forces-a regional force and
-a local militia-which conduct limited actions and support the main force.

The underground

arm of the insurgent movement is usually pyramidally structured, from a broad base of cells,
through b anchee, districts, staLes or provinces, to a national headquartea.s at the top.
An epsential feature of most underground organizations is compartmeutalization, dei gued
to protect the organization's security.

The cellular structure follows the underground "fail-

safe" principle: If one element fails, tle consequences to the whole organization will be minimal.

The degree of compartmentalization and the number of cell# established depend upn the

size of the organi~ation, the degree of popular support given to government forcea, and t
relative danger that security forces pose.
Generally, there are three types of underground cells:

1) the operational cell, usually

composed of a leader and a small group of members who operate directly as a unit; 1) the intelligence cell, which undertakes espionage, infiltration, and intallignce-gathering activities
and is highly compartmentalized, its leader directing his agents through an intermediary; and

3) the auxiliary cell, composed of part-time workers, often found in front groups.
several common arrangements of cells.

There are

Parallel cells are often emtablished to provide baclwp

supporý in case primary cells are compromised.

AnotLer underground structure consists of a

series of interlocicing cells to carry out functions which require a division of labor, such as
manufacturing weapons, acquiring supplies, and providing for escape and evasion. Cell size,
usually 3 to 8 members, varies ec the basis of cell function, the activities of the internal
security forces, and the stage of orginizational development.
To show how the org

iatlcnaai ettructure of undergrounds changes in protracted revolu-

it is useful to cWaeort•o phas6s in the evolution of conflict.

1ion•,

The first phase i- thle

clandestine omja-,ization phi•e in wAch the underground begins developing. such adminIstrativ*

__

opcratione as recruiting, training cadres, infiltrating key government orgazn.atioas and civil
-

groupa, estabilahing escape-and-evasion net., solciting fUnds, establishing Wafe aras, &ad
dcvelop! g extcrnal suppori.
h-ghi'•

7

During this phase, cell si•e. is kept small and the orlanizati.mis

compartmentallrzed.

5

The 5ccond phaa-e Is marked by a aubversive and peychlogical oensive tn which th § W
grouikd
Sas

empioys a variety of techniques of subvertion and p-sychologtcal oprl-cw dsig-Aid to
'ar, yemers

-3emongtra~jona "n,

as
W4,jLýhein

ble.

5oss

Covert

-undergroau.dagents in mess orlsAi sa*1

0.i

rIW_
__

1w

aid of agitAtors, turn peaceMu detnoetratitae 1Mm rWW. CO'au-

tio..nal tcrrrr cella carry out selective

Wth a.................-----
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in the third or expansion phase the organiation is further expanded and mass support and
involvement are crystallized.

Front organizations &W auxiliary cells are created to accommo-

date and screen new members.
During the milltarlzation

overt guerrilla forces are created.

usually follows a three-stag. evolution.

Guerrilla strategy

In the first stage, when guerrillas are considerably

outnumbered by security forces, small guerrilla units concentrate on hP rassment tactics aimed
at forcing the government to overextend its defense activlty. The second stage begins when
government forces are compelled to defend installations and territory with substantially larger
forces.

The third stage marks the beginning of the full querrilla offensive of creating and ex-

tending "liberated area." During all of these stages the underground acts as the supply arm of
the guerrillas, In add"tlo to carrying out propaganda, terrorist, sabotae, and othe, subversive activities.

Crude factories are set up by the underground and raids are conducted to

obtain supplies and weapons.
Lion system Is established.

Caches are maintained throughout the country and a transport&Fina•es are collected on a national and International basis.

Clan-

destine radio broadcasts, newspapers, and pamphlets catry on the psycbological offenive.
ýthe underground cownlues to improve Ite Intelligence and "cape-and-evaslon nets.
In the fifth or consolidation phase the underground a'eat"
Schools,

shadow governments.

courts, and other instituions are estasllshed to influence men's minds and control

their actions, and covert surveillance systems--e-limproved to essure positive control over the
populace.
Although there are general slmllartlwe

In the organization and development of all under-

ground movements, the Communists have added important refinments to the strategy of revolutionary warfare.

With the estabushment of the Comintern,

n international dimension was

added to orgz&ation for subversion.
$Sinethe days of Lenin, the Communists have stressed that successful revolutions must be
led by professional Communist ellte.

Conequ•e•Ly,

the party structure remains the oao-

trolllng force throughout the insurgency, expanding and reorgnizing a necessary.

10

_.

Typically, the Communist Party has both open and covert organizatifo,

-10

based on cells and

S_performing in a conspiratorial manner. The lower bodies of the party select representatives to
-

serve on higher committes until, at the top, a central committee ts formed.

In turn, all

committees are responsible for carryingout th, decisions of the higher os.

In theory, each

proposal Is discussed at the lower levels of the party and represetatives pass the decsloas to_4
'higher levels until a final decision Is made at the top. In practice, decisions generally flow

.

from top to the bottom, with the lower levels permitted pro forma discussio, of the deciasons.
Also in theory, the party is organized on the prInciple of collective leadership with all decssons!
agrced upon by the manjorlty ef officers at any particular committee level. In practice, bow-

"ever. it functions IntS higly centrallIed ma=aierwt
coming from the top.

all atortw

and cmmand deTisi

1.

II

Institutionalized criticism and self-criticism sessions are characteristic of Communist
organizations.

-

The criticism sessions increase the efficiency of the party by subjecting its op-

erations to constant review and revision, and by leading to normative behavJor among its
mi#.-bers.

Operating through mass organizations and 'urkited fronts," Communists have found that a
small group of highly disciplined individuals can aciieve maximum effectiveness.

The objec-

tive in infiltrating organizations with a mass character is to neutralize ag ,nciea which support'
the government, justify the insurgent cause, ane mobilize mass support.

In a united front. th*4i

Communists seek to consolidate and unite forces of discontent against the government, as well
as to gain access to and control of groups not identified with the Comniunist poaition,

The

Communists have utilized the uniLed front technique in most insurgencies, forming aliances
with other politicad groups by offering theft the organizational support of the Communist Party.
Front groups are used when the Communists are unable
Infiltrate
io
existing organizatio•ts
or unite them in a mass front. These organizations usually espouse some worthy cause in
order to get the support of respectable citizens. but the leadership remain

tirmly in the hands

of the Communists.
The transition from a peacetime clandes8ine underground organization into a "national
liberation'' movement carrying on protracted revolutionary warfare involves a number of major
organizational modifications.

A dual structure of underground and guerrilla arms i& set up, in

which the Corn vun'ists maintsa.n interlocking positions of leadership.
One of the significart func;ions of the Communht undergKround is the establishment c`
"shadow governmoent. " Ususlly initiated in towns Pnd village.
0osub%. -

shadiow governments Ratempt

-overnmen' control at al levells, p.ir-tiularly at the grasaroo". level.

instlirehons, hi~ nmenta of ccantro,

and symbols of authorlty are creAted.

New political

Population control

is maintained through multiple orgajiz4tional membershilp a"d tochniqum of Agitatloi &M
pro, acy-.nda.
also -

:nstraments of social force, such as courts and law enforcem~mt ••,ocie,

to cowce- ur e d 1 ters.
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WhLle economic lactorn may ue Important In the context of local or regional situations, the

"gros national product Is not a predi

7

ve Indicator of Incipient Insurgency.

Insurgency Inv3lves only a small minority of a countzy's popilatlon as active part•lcpanls
and can be described as a low-intensity conflWct. Most of the participnts are memberr of the
underground and perform their normal ftntiona within the society along with their clandestine,
-covert activites. A number of characteristics of insurgency members have been IdenMifid.
Not surprisingly, men have been f.umd to constitute the majority of both the underground and
guerrilla organizations, although women have been active In
the underground.

horgaizations, especlally

in

Both In age and occupation, members reflect the general makeup of the

country.
The motivation for joining an underground movement is typically complex. Usualy, persons join because of a combination of Lnterrelated factors, most frequently ersonal A sittional in nature. Ideological or political reasons seem to bave inspired only a small percentagel
and propaganda promises appear to have had little effect. Although coercion alone Is only a
small factor, coercion coupled with other positive Incentives ara s•gnIficant factors. Goverr4-.
meat persecution, reW or Imagined, also leads people to join the insurgents.
An insurgent's motives for rsmaiLng In the underground seem often to be quite different
from his motives for joining. He develops loyalties toward friends and oomrsdes, or may be
innencd
b Inoctinaionandother preqnds
Close sur velllance and threats of rtlna
make it difficut to wltra from the moviment or to defoct to the goen•
t forcos.
Simple Inertia may keep him In the movement.
eoften

An Insurgent may withdraw either by ceasing to particpate in the mt
or by defecting
to the govrament side. Once he La disaffected he seeks the seasest and afest avenue of escapel
fcircumstances are such that he oan simply leave, he Is licl* to do that.

If the po"ibity of

defecting arises first an it Is relativel easy sand safe. he mawy defect. Insofar as theguria

rart of the movenmet is concerned. situationhl and personal facators art more often involved
10than Ideological ones in a decision to wlthdraw or defeat. Ono*e the Individual is disaffected, he 10
4
yually
us
begins to rationalize and finds many flaws in the goals, organization, or Individuals4 in-I,
_yolved in the movement.
-

,

•overnm~nt appeals and offers of rehabillifatos prop-am, when

ýnown, tend to be an Inflencing factor in defection.
Idcolc 1.san Important factor in unifying the many divergs~t interests and goals
among
undoeground movement's membership. As a common set of intarrelted belis, values, Nad
.. norms, idkolog
-ldcology

Is used to manipulate and InDavce the behavior of individuals w:Mln the g

pi-

also offers a way for Indlvduals to reduce the ambiguity and uncertainty in their social,

aand physical environment and give meang

and oiVgaization to unexplained events.

Group membership serves to satisfy several types of ladivYW& a*neds& patriotism, the

:""Se ni "belovu

I

g." IrecognItIon, wd-nhaaceiaet ofself-eseem.-MPasa

~c~r$E

*

to

an individual from external threats and offer him an opportunity to achieve oc~cnootnL or'
political goals not otherwise attainable. Group membership does a great deal to condiltion and

-protect

mold an Individual's behavior. For example, grc-ip membership In an unlderground provides a
set. of standards, so that an Individual always kniows Implicitly what Is right, or wrOOZ, what C20,
_or cannot be done. Underground m~embership structures and narrows c-n indivlidual's exposure
Because his view of life, of events, and of news Is colored

to perception of his environment.

by his feelings and behavior, group orgn&aUon also conditions attittdes and perceptions,
A variety of factor.s affect the degre2 of influence underground membership exercises 070r+.
Ladividuals. Small cells or workcing groups exercise, more effect~ive control than large Orl".
Fre-quency of meetings aad lengib of membership affect the development of Intimrate relationships. The more 'jigbly structured the underground and the taore cl'smrly diefined the relationships and duties, the greater the Influence exerted.
Undegroud moemens by been described "s "normative-coarclve" organizations,em
ploying both perauas~ve gro.-p pressures an' overt coercion.

They are normative in that in-

'Situ donsl niorms and wores secure behavioral conformity to certain nalea and group membership
,sauistjes certain Individa-al needs and desires. However, coercive power is applied through th.o
threat or application of physical sanctions,*or through the deprivation of certain satifcfo
The Communists, through emphasis on "J41 ogy, demno.ratic central~sm, critiorism and
sell-critIcism techniques, the committee system sand the c*U structure, have created a high
'degree of cohesiveness.

Furthermore, their technlqes seem to be effective In providing in

formallonal feedback to the leadership. The criticism -sell-critIcism sessions particularly
serve to reinforce Uwase normallve pattern.a of behavior established during Indoctrination.

Clandestine and covert bebavio? Is an lflzprilAflatfe
tablishing behavior paltter

re o( undergro'md praotc&. By es-

that avoid drAwin ultaition to the umforground movemenlt, the

undezro'und organization Is protected from detecrtion, Mly appearing normal and Inconepicuouc,
urteunerground member makes It difficul for security forces and other ollizess to dcc i
Smembership In a subversive organization.4.
Clandestine behavior consists of actions In whdelf the underground member endeavors t
Wcoalceal his involvement. Covert behavior attempts to cowced and cover underground activities
*fom oboservation. Various techniques have bee employed by the underground to Achieve soScirecy. Organizational practces, such as cellular structures, false fronts, and false records

~44

unrTon

as

aptliouonc~t=
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'PART -Iml.

-

ADMIMSTRATIVE OPERATIONS

Effecti:e unde;'ground adminiistrative operationa are essential for the survival and expanrsion of an insurgent m,ývement; unless its recruitment, training, and financial needs are ver'v- 1
iced, it can neither function nor g-ow. C~erating in a potentially or actually hostile 6nvironment,

,,,

-underground organizations face the requiremsent of balancing the need for cautious, normal administrative functions against the risks and vu3lnerabilities that iaevitably accompaiky any aggressive action.

To achieve this, underground leaders must adapt aaxinibs.r .tive techniques to.

the changing, but always risky, situations of insurgency.
In underground recruitment, for example, the means as well "i the kind of individual re-

I

cruited depend upon the movement's stage of development and the political--ultery situation.
During the early phase, primary attention is given tJ) selecting a well-disciplined cadre.

The

essential need is for tight security; hence, recruitment is highly selective and recruits are
thoroughly screened. Various tests aid oaths are required of recruits to commit them to the
imovement and confirm their reliability. In later phases, as the
Insurgency gains in organizational sophistication, emphasis is placed on exqpanding timovement and increasing7 its mass support f-ow ouitside.

._,e,• •.,e

multiple elements of ýhe

Through citner persuasion or toer-

cion, the origin,? underground organization attempts to create a pa +allcl mass organization.
Persuasion comes through propaganda or prograrnt
lagers harvest the crops, build schools, etch

Z.L ,.dt the pWople, s•-ch &a helping vil-

Once a feeling of indebtedness is croated, the

underground asks for help In return and mý, recruit or "draft" men.
simple "armed invitation" to the

-

-iaprexsmenf of "volunteers."

recruftment include group pressure and suggestion.

Coerciou may vary from

indirect techniques of mass

Otber methods, such as alienating or

compromising an inividuc_ vsa-*t-vls the government so that he has no other alternative but to
iJoin

or support the underground, are also usc4,

The usa of ftdigenous '"eymen" witi-n a town

'or an oiganization is mnother effective undergrownd technique.
10
-

Appeals to join the underground

capitalize upon the love of power, pressure from friends, anticipation of future rewards.
)Jatred,or ideolo,-.y anor patriotism,
The training of specia) i uerground cadres is an cosoltiRl corollary to recruitment.
-_ulidergroondsceks

-

T

10

-4

T(7he 4p

to 'm..ximize its effectiveneris by prepalang recruits in techA.cqua of clan-

de•eithe kxhavior, egitution, subversive bctivitiee, terror, &abotage, Intelligence xuethodh, and
guerrilla warfazve. Indeed, many underground movements hsw establIshed specie
.gv recriuts both practical and ideclcogrial tzalning.

scilis to

5

Tihe t1aarnationual Communist movement

haN lhlg st7ressed the es8eatiai roke of training, and its schools-trom the Moscow Lenin SchoI
oi ;ho 192V's to the Cartro-Cuban training caMps of '-e 1960s1)TrOvide some of the baet axK
+ni-e.-9 of eduýa-,

Lailored to supj?-rt subversion,

TIw havo $
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to propare
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trainees in the art of underground and guerrilla tactics, but to Imbue them with a sense of
dedication and ideological purpose to ensure their caurrying out directives even when the leadership has no direct contfrol.

To support this kind of training, literature such an Lenin's '"-1hat

Is To Be Done?" or Mao Tse-tung's writings are used because they provide an essential link
between the practical and the ideological.
Underg-ound finance is another essential element of insurgent administrative operations.
The underground may tap external sources, such as foreign governments or fraternal groupu,
or they may raise funds within their own country.

They way persuade people to give voluntary4..

contributions, or they may make legal or illegal sales 3f goods.

If voluntary sources are in-

adequate, the underground frequently resorts to coercive rnothods, such as robberies, extortion, or, in areas they control, imposttlon of taxes.

People contribute to the underground for

a variety of reasons: ideological ailegiance to the canse, social preasure, present or futuire
ýprotection, chance of personal gain, or adesire to be or the winning side,

IPART IV.

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS

In an insurgency, neither victory nor warfare can be conceived solely in rilitary terms.
Few insurgencies have been won or Jost by large, dcisive military battles.
combination of m13itary, political, and u' .ial-means is used.

Usually some

I

Much of the political leverage in-

volved in favorable settlements is derived t'rom-effective underground psychological operations.
Through tl% techniques of _y'-hological operations the underground attempts to produce a
social-political climate favorable to its control.

To the underground, and especially the Com-

munist underground, influencing opinions and attitude- is not an end in itseh, but a means to
enhance their organizational work among broad elements of society.

Favorable attitudes and

good intentioas alone do not create revolutions: organ.zatton 's necessary for effective actL".
Propaganda a-agditation (in Communist jargon caLed "agltprop,)
-inderground psychological operations.

Prop•gandists and agitatox- identify their appaalr

- I0

fith oociety's recognized values so as to

tttee t&hc.a who Ac-ept theae widaly held views to

9

accept the underground.
the

The toots of the undarground propaga--ist include moat techniques of _

m tia-newsvpaero,
iarl

leaflets, radio--and also uress word-of-mouth commumication.

It is here tbat the agitator in Cornrr-untis
-

are the principal form-:

omr

'e

movements plads a central role: it*is his task to

inevitable barriers in commrunication and to ese

tnrget audw•nt.:e

jn

a cr-lilble and meaIr'tgfuorrn.

iako the form of &hreazý,

Y.

,mL.noG1ntafyion.
dtsfact

back, and uses group •-•lefs

He ean

Appeals are usmally emotional "k4may

attitudes into mns
g

va.u.s_-and-norms-.to.wtrmn

I6

T'

that tho mesage re&ohw the

They are directe-d rt self-interest and preJudlie.
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---To further alienate or crystallize public opition against a government, the undezground-

may advocate and organize passive resistance.

Passive resistauce Implies a large, unarmed

group whose activities capitalize upon existing social norms in order to provoke action by government security forces that will serve to alienate lsrge segments of p"Ilc opinion. The pas_sive resister seeks to permiade the populace to withdraw its suppoit and cooperation from a
goverrment; his weapon in thIs persuasion is his ability to sulfer-to mrrtyr himself-and
demonstrate by his suiferin that the government is tyranniczI and unfit.
Passive resistance takes various forms and amnploys vario-s nonviolent techniques, It
may use attention-Setting devices uck• as demoustrtions, mass meetings, picketing, or, at
another level, techniques of ngwooperazion such 9A obsenteoism, and civil disobedience. It is
difficult for security forces to effectivaly control passive resisters.

The effectiveness of pas-

In

sive resistance, particularly civil dizobedence, rests on securing widespread cmpt•nlae.

gaining this popular nupport, passive resistance provides strong social coercion to influesceth.•xdecided or unoommitted to join the underground movement.
The underground, however, seldom relies sanlely on the Otactiveness of its appeals or cn
the persuasiveness of it. goals.

Vheu other techniques of psychological operatons fail, it

Iwings codrcive mans to boar. Terrorism repreoents a stromg ngative sanction to eur--r3 that
recalcitrant individuels comply with the undorgiound's demands.
other underground effortR saleh as propaganda-tid-Vtntilo,
standing of its psyc~iological effects
and potentivý.
I

Terrorism is used to sumpxpt

and is always uaid with an under-

Terror may baut be described as a state of mind that varies in effect and degree among in-'

dividuals.

It captures the attention of the individual and makes him arvere of and vulnerable to

the terroristsl domiands.

The utility of terrorism for an u-nderg-r•cnd movement is multifarious

4t may be used to disrupt government control of the population; it m•y, deom aste underground
Isrngth and attract ppular support; it wnay upp_• ... , cooperatioa with the government by
"collaborators"; and may be uaed to protect the security of the clandostine organizatim.
Three types of terrorism can be disting" had; unorganized, support, and specialized.,

i

_spite
8
of -ules against urxsanctioned acts of terror, they do occur, Theso acts are unorganized

9L

anxd are commiwed by gýroups or individuals during underground operatices. Support groups,
_however, arc sanctýoood to enforce underground directives and threats through the use of
.errorism.

For Eelective targets, specialized tei.or units mad,%up of "profesaionals" &ae

6

i

4

Another
i
teclhnique wled by the underiround tc, alleate the prulwce from government4 1$ts
!he subversive manipiiation of orowd,.
parti:r

.y

are

The orowds that participate in civil diSlurba•o•o

-

vulnerable to manipulation by a relatively few underground agitator. wbo •d.r-t

t'ern t-vewird emotion.al issues and

xzse them against authnitW.

iulatex' civil dimtrbarce evolves fa fogjauri

*.j1J' the,2-1MjMIW,ý

Usually x ubw'viv*
ý

=i 4 1,.
ý
L..

..

T "h

1A'

elements org~nize, train, and plan for their action; 2) in the crowd phase, a group largely composed of individuals who have been conditioned either by subversive manipulation or other
events Js assembled; 3) the civil disturbance phase, when agents maintain emotional excitemt-,
create marty re. and focus the riot situation; and Q) the no&,-disturbance phaAe, when the emotions aroused are capitalized upon by calling strikes, spreading violence, or creating
.united front paries and pressure groups.

(U

In the subversive manipulation of crowds, as when dealing In propaganda, agitation, pa-ssire resistance, and terrorism, psychologi.cal operations are concerned not only with the
"objective" world about an individual but with the world is seen by the individual.

_.

Although the

"real" world or the "facts" are important in psychological operations, what matters most is
what people bel eve and cau be made to believe.

The Intent of the undergrouad in crowds and

riots is to focus, direct, manipulate, and create beliefs which will crystallize support for the
i
underground.

PART V. PARAMILITARY OPERATIONS

The underground pqrforms a variety of paramilitary activities.
activities of an insurgency overlap both in function and in personnel.

The political and armed
Usually Inferior in

numbern and resources to the government security-forces, the underground must use every
opportunity and capitalize upon every advantage ir undertaking paramilitary operations.
=requires

This

careful planning of underground missions involving the development of contingency

plans, rehearsals of the mission in advance, and careful study of enemy vulnerabilities.
Teciniques used by undergrounders to exploit vulaerabilities In planning mis•ions include
infiltration, surprise. doceptic',
haraszment ani provocation.
leaders in planning missionr,

dlverse.i,

and creation of fatigue through continuous

Many other factors are lso oonsidered by the undergrorind
from situational factors such as the must stratglo tine of day

to human factors of enemy moral) and confidence.

Adequate inte}•igence estimates aro, of course, prm'.(p'isite
_groiod missions.

to eftaativo plsmift of under T

intell[gence allows underground opertittmg plannorg to ealsblish the rw.
o e. .

s<.iy prioritiex among enevxy targets and to axpose, creAe, and take advaatage os seourity

'Inerabilhtiejs.

Intellhgence ib
La sý

rit~cs! In the planning of pay

elogcal 0oppra; tt

•eals
vthe attitudes, grieviu.ces, aod gailc
problarn of a taxsgt grop sio tbAt spzp r
Shvmes and 4jitztion slogana may be spproprLbAmy tailore'L b4#d, o• ,f
;hT
•
i3

fatg an ->rxuAMovem wiet iCs
fr,--oucnt:A; or •,f
tdL

.le.`%
ar basis,

..,sta'tshlishmomt of ar. adlaqAkuLtqt ilipwooen

5
" 4

AOMurk; most~I

U •Aergvo wod Lntalligew r,re.1es v-A b oh ree mnaiaano

c!Op(,. cmIT <4u-ie "-part-time"' memera 1A towns ov YQL%4Sft

<,it

"

mn -n

The us# d %rm

Vito Nutmber

-I

children, old men, and women-is partkalarly common In providing Intelllgence about the

I

7

movement of government security forces.
The most common paramilitary operations are ambushes and raids.

Because ambushes

involve a surprise attack from a concealed position on terrain of the attackers' choosing, they
sand dffloult to counter, Not our-

are as popular and easy to launch as they are deota

prisingly, the ambush plays a part in 60 to 70 percent of Communist armed action. Raids and
ambushes are useful to the underground in acquiring weapons and supplies, harassing and deWnralizing government forces, delaying or bl•okig tOn movement of troops and sopplies,
-Ang government personae or Inations,

destroyu4

among the populace in the power of government.

4,

and undermining ufldence

Tactics in ambushes and raids stress detailed

Intelligence reports, careful planning, and a boldnass of Imagination that uses the element of

purprise to its best advantage.
Unless security forces obtain complete intelligems on every move of the underground, it
!

largely impossible to prevent ambushes and raids.
east lessen the effectiveness of ambushes.

I

However, it is possible to forestall or at

Couuterambush strategies usually emphasize that:

security forces should not follow consistent patterns a movement; 2) reaction of troops must
s)
be swift and automatic and soldiers should be trained to "rush through" an ambush; 3) effective
outside communicatiorm should be maintained atall time so that reinforcen•,a m

be called;

4) ambushers should be aggriasively pursued--r1--5) rural activity should be onrwmlly observed
and intelligence strang.•hened.
Sao

e is another principal underground paramilitary activlty having as its objective the

destruction or damage of resourcos important to the enemy's military effort. In general,

Strategic sabotage in-

underground sabotage fall, into two categories: stratgegi and parl

volves hitting targets of key importance by specially trained units In carefully planned missions
General sabotage, on the other hand, is directed at nonstrategic targets wilti the purpose of en'pouraging similr acts by the populace, as well as hampering the governmant in attaining Its
oniilitary capacity.

10

Such actu serve to propagadize the underground movement's stregth and

poplar support as well as to furti-er commit the citizenry to its cause.

9
8

- 7s.L'iai to the planning of wdergr'und parainllitary opecatlons are methods of esac"a
nd-ev&-sion networks usaily consist of established escape
ewion. underg.ouad escap
i 'outes and hideoutxt-"s.fe htumes" for temporary stopover or permanent refuge. Care
to taken
€

io provide ncxee',ary supplies ,c
escape-•,nd-.evaio

cover stories for all hideouts,

To protect the secrecy of the

ne,
iwork, uP strangers seking assistance are carefully screened and in--

rr'ogat.. A nyitem of hideouts fa also a crit caai iuaro of sv uat.
-

.

_7

ound movements
at3

effort to -iafttrate ou•tlde perions into a country, iwch an Nor*_ -vyiuawses aents into South
Vietnam. Usually isuchifiltration networkc rely upon hidsouts in ramLUm

ruxar
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PART VI. GOVERNMENT COUNTERMEASURES

The most effective countermeasure Is the use of immediate, overpowering force tc repressý
the first signs of insurgency or resistance. Nations with a representative or constitutional
-form of government are often restrained from such action by moral, legal, and social consider- !
_ ations, and often attempt to combat the first recognized signs of underground movement thro,•ghI
social, economic, or political reforms.

All too frequently, however, these positive programs

fail, either because of the advanced stage of the underground movement, or be-eruse of ir-

.

adequate resources or time. A government must then organize for more dl17 •z" increasingly
!forcefulcountermeasures.
As an insurgency gains momentum and government countermeasures move from simple
police action to involvement of the armed services, a new centralilzed command structure Is
generally required for effective counterinsurge,•y action.

Care must be taken, however, to

leavw area commanders a certain amount of tactical autonomy to permit swift and aggressive
icounteraction.

Frequently a uaified intelligence organization is also established so that in-

telligeuce information may be processed rapidly and efficiently, with little duplication of effort.
e multiple system of intelligence organization, in which a number of separate intelligence
groups work simultaneously, has the advantage of being less vulnerable to compromise
by
ýunderground Infilt, itin than the unified ype.-----The character of modern underground and guerrilla activity has added a new dimension to
intjence functioning in counteraction.

In counterinsurgent warfare the enemy is elusive

and targets are transitory. As a consequence, rapid response to intelligence is of crucial Importance. Also, the kind of Intelligence materials required for action is different. Counter,L ,rgency intelligence must provide long-range Intelligence on the stable factors in the
insurgent situation, such as demographic factors, nature o. the underground organization,
•characteristlcs of those recruited, and the kinds of appeals made, as wall as short-run Infor10

mation on specific individuals-biographies of underground suspects, their families, oontacft-_.and on the behavior patterns of the underground. In counterinsurgency much Intelligence,

10
9

-particularly contact intelligence in the rural are" where the underground thrives, Is hosed
7 -.upon Informants-either paid, voluntary, or infiltrated agients.

Cordon-and-soarch operations

7

;have frequently been used in gathering !ntelligence whe.e the populace does not cocperate for
fear of reprisal from the underground.

6

Survelllan e and interrogation provide another *our*e

oi intclllgence,

4

Defection prograns have also played a significant role in the outcome of slveral ocunterinsurgency efforts.

The psychological impact of ddaection an other members of the

is significant aid, in addition, defectors may provide c"knsderable
uuafly decide to defect because of situational factors-fromi--

igemt

2

[

data.
s.

.

V

!r

Page

"be

/

an estimate of the probable outcome of the insurgency, as well as from such short-range factors as disagreement with superiors or adverse living conditions.

Because many under-

grounders and guerrillas hre coerced into joining the movement, or join because of highly specific
grievances, they can be persuaded to defect if they can be convinced that they will receive good
treatment. At the point of decision, the defector is most concerned about the future and fear of '
possible retaliation.

The government's goal should be to communicate with potential defectors,;

telling them of safe systems and known procedures for defecting.

In organizing defection pro-

grams, a concerted effort must be made to coordinate psychological operations with other
programs.

_._

Il

If the government says that defectors will be given fair treatment and then govern-

ment soldiers or police shoot or punish men who surrender, confidence in the government's

!

promises will obviously be diminished.
Population control is an essential feature of counterinsurgency action, It seeks to ac'complish two different, yet integrally related, countermeasure objectives: to restrict the
movement of the underground and to separate it both physically and psycholegicelly from the
'populace, The principal techniques of population control are collective-responsibility tactics,
'resettlement and relocation programs, registration requirements, and food controls.

In ad-

ýditiou to these more common population-control techniques, the Communists have developed
what has been dubbed the "total soc' ýa1" approach featuring the simulaneous and coordinated
:use of social, economic, ideological, and politlcal-controls.
The general target for civic action Is the vast majority of the populace which does not officlally participate in the insurgency.

There are many methods by which the government may

;effect civic action programs: it can strengthen the social welfare services to help victims of
!the underground, expand public health and educational programs, aid agricultural areas, stimulate economic de-elopmen.t, and control food prices.
Underground organizations have a number of vulnerabilities which security forces can tWe
advantage of to destroy the movement. The high degree of compartmentalization makes the
underground organization vulnerable to infiltration. It is also
possible for security forces to

10

,

,playupon the fear of infiltration held by most undergrounders.

10
9

If the underground can be madeO

+

_to believe that they have been infiltrated, their immediate response Is to increase security
:measures and reduce their operational activities.

The reouction in underground activities

_

c, ulnishes the effect of the constant pressure of underground terrorism and agitation.
Since underground communicationr

are organized on a fail-safe basis, once a link is de-

tected it may be placed under constant burveillance in order to trace the other links, perhage to
the underground leadership.

In certain situations some underground work, such as finance,

4

training, and supply, may be carried on outside of the country to reduce the posslbility of

L

detction and ,.irveillance. Cooperative efforts with other nations or increased border ehocks
can be effective In detecting undergrounders while they are relatively in the opon. - It is m•ola•-
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important in counterinsurgency operations to keep in mind that even when the guerrflal force isn
defeated the movement is not dsdtoyed until all of the clandestine underground cells have been
detected and destroyed.
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The dynamics of social change are of prime concern for many social scientists.
Sin

However,

the desire to understand the broad characteristics and societal impact of revolutionary move-

ments, we often neglect the study of the human element involved in them.
Those ideologibts who write revolutionary dogma or those who report the history of great
revolutions speak of the masses as if they were a living bitng.

But what of the individuals that-.-.

make up the mass? What are the wants and aspirations that lead individuals to jobi, to remain
in, or to leave these underground movements? Hew are law-abiding citizens tempted to the
dangerous life of the underground? And, once committed, what influences them to stay? What
:rules of behavior and decision enable them to survive such a hazardous existence?.
To understand the indi-idual, his motivations, hbi behavior, -ad the pressures that society
places up9 n him is at the heart of the problem of social change.
las been described as the hearts and mindF of men.

The battleground of insurgencyl

There the understanding of the human

:element is basic to understanding the dynamics of social change.
The information synthesized in this report is but an Initial step in the attempt to underst-nd
the motivation and behavior of those in underground and insurgent movements.
Comments of readers are most welcome.

-i-

Theodore R, Vallance
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PREFACE

Human Factors Considerations of Undergrounds in Insurgencies is the second product of
-

SORO research on underrounds.

The first, Undergrounds in insurgent, Revolutionary, and

Resistance Warfare, was a generalized description of the organization and operations of underground movements, with sevu. UIustrat4'- cases.

The present study provides more detailed

information, with special attention to human motivation and behavior, the relation between the

-

organizational structure of the underground and the total insurgent movement, and Communistdominated insurgencies.
Because an understanding of the general nature of undergrounds is necesaary to more detailed considerations, some of the information from the earlier study of undergrounds has been
included in this report. Wherever possible, materiial from insurgency situations since World
War II has been used.

Occasionally, however, it was necessary to use information from

studies of World War II underground movements in order to fill gaps about certain operations.
In the methodological approach it was assumed that confidence could be placed in the conclusions if data on unterground operations and misuion& and similar data could be found in other
insurgencies.

An attempt was made to base conclusions on empirical infornatIon and actual

accounts rather than theoretical discussions,-%nd-upon data from two or more lnsurgercles.
effort was made to find internsi consistencies within the information sources.

Az'

For exampnle, U

units were organized and trained to use coercive techniques for recruiting, and defectors
described having been recruited in this manner, the conclusion that people were coerced into
the movement can be made.
and amonjg he

\

2-.cause of this approach wnero is a good deal of redundancy within

I

i

a r'ous chapters.

Whie the nuain emphasis in this report -8s been on und-rground organization, many c.iaracteristics can: ix: understood only in relation to over' port-ions of the subversive organization.

f

Therefore, discussions of guerrilla forces, the visible outgrowui of undergro-cnds, und of
structu-s, which oftrn inspire, iLnstigate, and supp<.rt ubversive und•orgrounix,
_Communist
have beer. included.

_

The report is Lisigned to provide thh milz.ry user with a text to corn-

_plement eaxlsUng training materials an maisuas in counterinasurgency -and.uuccn..-tin

war--

fare, and t'- provide helpful -ackground informaaon for the formuiation of coterinuij-gey
polcy %aCdccrtne

An such, it snould be pairticularly useul for rairning courmsi related to

-4-

the counterinsurge.cy mission,-.t
The authors wish to express 'hrtnks to a numtŽer of persons whose azpcrtlse ar.i advic-s asiste
}

sutantla~uia

preparation -uf thin r-per.
in t"Che

* 5¢0'~c
Appcr:ci• A f:u- tie nmet.hcbml5 used

Mv. Slivko N. BjeelaJac, Dirctor 01
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Special Operations for the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, Department of the
Army, on the basis of his personal experiences and special interest in the study of underground
movements, contributed guidelines and concepts to the study.
Four men reviewed the entire report: Dr. George K. Tanham, Special Assistant to the
President of the RAND Corporation of Santa Monica, California, made many helpful suggestions
-based upon his firsthand experiences and study of Communist insurgency; Dr. Jan Karski,
Professor of Gov

.,nent at Georgetown University, Washington, D. C., whose personal ex-

perience as a former underground, worker is combined with a talent for thorough, constructive
criticism, also helped the final manuscript; Dr. Ralph Sanders of the staff of the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces. Washlngtou, D.C., offered a careful and useful critique of the
manuscript and helpful su~es"ons; Lt. Col. Arthur J, Halligan of the U.S. ArmAy Intelligence
School, Fort Holabird, Maryland, provlded valuable suggestions based upon his experience in

F

T

tat-nam.
Within SORO, Dr. Alexander Aakaossy, Brig. Gen. Frederick Munson (Ret.), Mr. Pillip

Thienal, Mr. Adrian Jones, Dr. W'nhael Cooley, Mrs. V~yinia Hunter, and Mrs. Edith Spain
contributad to the end product.
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SINTRODUCTION.

--.

The organizational structure of an underground reflects a delicate balance between effi_ciency and security.

While carrying out operations, underground members must be constantly

aware of the hostile environment within which they act. The diverse and often conflicting requirements of security and efficiency add complications and anomalit,, to the underground
structure and operations.

Many times, in order to achieve one goal, others must be sacriflced

After many decades of conflict and repeated trial and error, Communist organizational
I
skills and tactics have reached a point of handbook simplicity. Although most of tLe Communist'
principles and practices have antecedents in other movements, few organizations
have practiced
the underground art so widely and so persistently for such an extended period of time.
Although the principles, rudiments, and techniques of political recruitment, organization,
land control are elementary and can be found in all societies, their successful application is
always impressive.
To fully understand how and why an individual makes certain decisions or takes certain
actions, it is essential to understand how he perceives the world around him and to examitne the
utimull which impinge upon ? u within his environment. Whether they are members of family,
.industrial, or social organizations, persons assume roles which are defined by the naure of
the organizations.

I

]

For this reason knowledge of undergrowud organization is Important and

prercquisýte to the understanding of the behavior of underground members.

When an Individual i

joins a subversive organization, the org1tAitlon becomes a major par of his daUy life and
:alters his patterns of behavior markedly. I
If an organization is to achieve its objectives, certain activities, including decision11reaking and commrunications, must be carried on. The structuring of these activities pr-ovides
ithe context for an Individual's behavior and motivation.
10the

The roles assumed by the individual,

Information he acquires, and the rules, rewards, and punishments
imposed upon hi

byth

9

organization establish the patterne he follows. These structural and orpahzabonal determi_!nants of bouiavior will be briefly reviewed in ths first two chapters.
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CHAPTER ONE

""--_

2 UNDERGROUND ORGANIZATION WITHIN INSURGENCY ..

For the purpose of this study, an insurgent or revolutionary movement is defined as a sub-

I

versive, illegal attempt by an organized indigenous group outside the established governing
-structure to weaken, modify, or replace existing governing authority through the protracted usel
or threatened u-te of force.

An underground is defined as those clandestine or covert organi-

zational elements of a subversive or insurgent movement which are attempting to weaken,

-i

modify, or replace an existing governing authority.
In its initial stages, when the insurgency is oei9 organized and is necessarily operating in
a clandestine manner, tha entire organization is considered an underground.
develops strength, some elements are militarized and operate overtly.

As the movement

The guerrilla arm is

used to combat the military force of the existing government. In this phase the military efforts
of the guerrilla units are augmented by the clandestine activities of the underground, which
carries on the political war, establishes shadow governments, and supports the military effort.

A dual structure of a guerrilla force and a covert underground force appears in most insurgent
movements.

INSURGENT ORGANIZATION

Many factors influence the organizational structure of insurgent organizations.
economic,

&Dd

The socialsi

polit.cal conditiona within the nountry to a large extent determine who the dis-

contented are, who the participants will be, and what issues and cleavages wilU appear.
gency ten

to develop out of internal conflict.

Lnsur-

Usually the participants do not have access to

governmental authority and force, and through protracted conflict attempt to win the suppoit of
!the people and establish shadow governments.
Terrain and environmental factors also affect oranizratkim.

Although an undergrund can

, unct14-,n in almost any Gnviroumant, guerrilla forces are "Idom foundi in barsh climant.
_,-ihly populated areas,
tion,

or

If the leaders of the movement a"e also members of other ovijmsza-

thýey tend tc work within tho. formar orgnizations and to attract members from them

_ the umrarground.

0

Consequently, Lb. character of the former org'Jzatic-j tends to influ

the form nd c•arkacter of an un&egrokmd,

ee

.j

i

i

--

S•-~4
*in Maava k1948-1960). thare was vn overt Lrrr,': force, thu *AiVy&anscs Liberatio-n
Army (MRLA), and &n ndain;grounte forae, the Min Ybon; in, Yugoslavia (144-I5, the Natiocal LTabcrai;- Army Sand :he National Liberation Committees; in _Igexia (1964-19f-•., d
Sg-aerri-la fc;-ce, the FUN, ;.nd the politL-nl force, th,, .LN; in V•iou.A, the V•t C•
•
V
- ,s
rill.hrm, the N ai/Lb roArmy, and t.. "5i.
WiA-n

-

-r

Sanctuary is vital to the existence of an insurgent organization. Neighboring countries or-relatively inaccessible rural areas within the country must offer the insurgents a base area to
train cadre and experiment with political appeals and insurgent orgailzation.

External supportzpiaiypyhlgclbtlsmteia

s required if th moveen t

conflicts.
The form of the uaderground organization is determined in many respects by the types ofI
people who originate the mowc ment and the environment within which they must operate. If the -4.
organizers are primarily military men, the organizi- onal structure usually takes on many of
the features of a conventional military organization,

If the organizers are politicians, the po-

litical role and political aspects of underground activities will be stressedl.
*Ins-irgent organizations by necessity operate on both political and military fronts. Not onlyj
must they neutralize or destroy the governmimt's military force, they must also win the support of the people and control the people through shadow governments.
The insurgent military force is usually crude and begins with smiall-unit guerrilla action.
If the conflict runs its full course, a regular mobile force, supported by other paramilitary

forces, evolves. On the political front, an underground is formed to subvert existing
mental support and organize support for ali the insurgents.

govera-

The underground works through

mass organizations and front groýýpt Jf existing nonipolitical organizational structures and
eventually establishes control of people through shadow governments.

The underground sup-

ports the guerrilla and military fromt by providing supplies, intelligencp, and par-amilitary
sipport.
NMny times the duties and activities of guerrillas and underground overlap and it is difficult to distinguish between the- two organizations.

However, sevezal distinctions can be made.

Guerrillas have responsible unit commanders, and live and operate outside oi the control and
suiveillance of goenet-

ces,

SUrVeill"ance of Yove-,nr,,'7t

~asaro ilea

lorý.

-s.

Underground -aembers usually live within the control and
rheir activities may be either legal or lllegapl, but their

wtizhe system andi they try, tW concealI their organization and the identity Of

frmthoverniug
--11,?
authority
¾e~~~~M
ar ns-ur' 5 cnc'v are ue1toas

-

Z
j-!

All of the civilian organiz~ationa associated with

nerou.

k.~ &oIgh tLhe appa~rtnt goils cf an in1surgent orgniizAti-m are well publiciized, tbhe true goct..
bDCayonFor
r v

stne
-W

e~xa~rple, in a Communiut-itispIrW insury,

A

t!A C~olmuaistl 5

,inrgent
organitation and creates a cl~ado~tina, covert poralloi hieraralt~
iasrgix-7,the lmdrg-rmind ',vludes both thet otviU.

~ Commut~t

clndestine, cover organlz~atio.

-i4Z

L

---------

Military Component

The military elements initially emplAoy guerrilla tactics, usually developing a mobile main
force later. The regular main fcrce is usually organized along ounv~ntional military lines
-

nto sections, plat-oas, companies, battalions, and even regiments. These units operate in the,
Lumuntryside, moving from region w region. The malin force is generally supported by pura-

i

military or guerrilla forces at the regional or local level.
The regiP---d troops, the second element, are assigned responsibility for an area comp}r--able to a province or a state. They n"'ve about conducting raids, ambushes, and attacks
against government troops.

They ar -k refuge and supples from local villages at night.

The third element, a local militia, operates from a village and is generally composed of
Village residents.

The members of these units live in their usual way by day sad go ouit on

raids only at night.

j

For defianitional. purposes, those elements that operate operly and are organized along couventional military Lines and use conventional tactics wili be considered the mobile main force.
Those overt elements that operate
iul-y-time
on a

basis and use guerrilla tActics wiLl be remarrsn

to as paramilitary or querrilla.
Undorground Component

Pxr -Tlon at111rnight,
rpý'adsoly
The underground arma
of the insurgent overant is uzualdy a hierarchicl Ilstacr
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LIUWIons.

Besides playing an offensive role ajaLst the gavernment, they have admnilstra-.

Uve ar- organizational roles. They recruit and train membera, obtain finances and supplies,
estabIhA cachbs !or both the underground and the guerrilla forces, conduct terrorist and paychological operations gainslt the government, and try to win the people's support of the movemca%. in support of the guerrillas, they are charged with col4ection of intelligence and with
-

carrying out sabotage against miltary Installations.

One of their mot Important roles Is to

establish shadow governments and control the people.

The Call

The basic unit of the underground organization Is the cell. It usually consists of a cell
The leader assigns work, checks on members, and acts as a llaisn#

leader and coll members.

7with underground committees. A large cell may require assistant cell leaders.

Its size

usually depends upon Its assigned functions, but in dangerous times the cell is kept small to
'reduce the possibility of compromise.

The cell may be compartmentalized In order to protect

the underground organization and reduce the vulnerability of Its members to capture.

Com-

partmentalization restricts the Information any member has about the Identity, background, or
current residence of any other cell member.
"the means by which they enm be reached.

He knows individuals only by their aliases and

This-follows the underground "fal-safe" principle:

if on•

element In the organization falls, the consequences to the total organization will be nuni-I

ma].

Purthemrmore, it is a security measure which protects not only the organization but the

individuaJs in the compartmentalized cells.
The degree of compartmentalization depends upon the size of the organization, the popular
,support given the government's security forces by the populace, and the probability of detection
iby security forces.

If the security forces have neither instituted population control and sur-

ýveillance, nor tried to infiltrate the underground org.nization, the degree of compartmentali/ation Is usually small.

At the 'othear extreme, If the populace supports the government and

-- 10

- willirgly informs It about subversive activity, compartmentalization will necessarily be rigid.

.2

Cells may be organized on a eographic basls or on afunctional baals within such groups

S-cbeas labor unions, the professions, and women's organizatious. Both types
of cells often exist
,. slmulwne~ously. The cells may be highly centralized, with orders flowing from. a high comnm
throughout the organizatlon; this tends to increase the eficleAcy of operations.

On the other

hand, the organizatin may be highly deceaftalized, with units in various parts of the country
operating autonomously; this reduces Its vulnerability.

-- 3

The structure of underground cells usually reflects a compromis

between Z
re-ui rmn

2

of orpnlzational efficiency and the need for security. The struactr also Varies with tha
of ins'irgent development.

G

---- --
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Structure.

The opetratiooal cell is usually composed if a leader and a few cell mwzbers:-

opeatLng directly as a unit. They coUect money, distribute propaganda, and carry on the
eoessary political functions of an underground.

(See flgu;e 1.)

OPERATIONAL CELL
BRANCH LEADER

INTERMEDIARY
OR MAIL-DROP
LCELL LEADER

o.-4

. •MEMBERS

i

Fligre 1. Operational Cell

The intelligence cell is unique in that the cell leadar seldom comes Into direct contact with
the members of the cell and the members are rarely in contact with each other. The structure
9 _ts ujch that a member who has Infiltrated into a government agency, for e9ample, ooacts th
-cell leader through an intermediary such as a maLl-drop, cut-out, or courier.

The cell leader

I
B

Sis in contact with the branch leader through a courier or mal-drop. C1.racteristc of this ceal
'is the high degree of cempartnmentallzation and use or indirect comnumication.

(See figure 2.)

The auxwllary cell is comemoly found In front groups or in sympathizers' organizations.
conitans an underground cell leader, assistant cell leaders, and members.

6

It

Members are usu-%4

ally highly involved In the cause of the underground, lint they are either unreliable or untested

-for routine underground work. The cell lesaders Identlfy potential recruits and scram them for
the operational underground or Intelligec ells. TU axiliary cell differs st-uturay from
t
the operational cell In that It.slars

wsz'

R
0 7T

ss.-W

G

p i p kr uml '

little or no compartmentalization.
during an expansion period.

It ti primarily used to handle large influxea of members----

(See figure 3.)

INTELLIGENCE CELL
BRACHLEADER

7~r

INTERMEDIARY

F

OR MAIL-DROP
CELL LEADER

INTERMED~IARY
OR MAIL-DROP

£

t

,t

MEMBERS

Figuire 2. Intelligie4nce cen
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Size.

T"nderground operational cells are usually composed of 3 to 8 members.* ActiVities7

which call for a division of labor require a large cell and a hIgh degree of coordination.

The

cell way be called upon to serve a specialized function, o0 it may be asked to work with other
cells, each performing part of a comple:: function in the underground.

A big cell with Uttle

compartmentalization minimizes the need for formal communications and is thus less vulner-

able as far as written recordR are concerned.

Howevw', its vulnerability to capture is greater,

becanUse the members know each other and have frequent interaction. If one member is caught
and informs, all members will be compromised.

In the small compartmentalized cell, the

danger that critical underground !eaders and cadre will be captured is minimized.

_

On the otatari

hand, it has a greater need for formal communications between units.
The size of the operatioria c id also varies according to the phase of developmzn
oiganization.

t of tlw

Where there I- a political party which is legal, the main attempt is to recildt

people into the party and then indoctrinate them.

In this case the cell may be large,

For eg-

ample, in Germany prior to World War II, the Communist Party cells consisted of as many As
20 members wL met twice a week.

Each cell was headed by a political leader, an administra-

tive organizer, and an agitprop leader. 3 When L became apparent that the Nazis were gaining
control of the country, the Communists prepared to go 'rnderground.

The cells were reduced ini

size and compartmentalized to diminish the risk o( infiltration by agents provocateurs. Only the

i

leader of each group of five knew the identity and addresses of the other four members of his
cell. He alone could contact the higher levels of the pcrty. A As a practice, no one person in
one group kmew the identity or composition of any other group,

-

Similarly, the Communist Party in France before World War i! had (7l1s of 15 to 20 and
even 30 members,

After the paxty wa.a declared illegal in September 1939, until the armastice.

MnJune 1940, cell size wan reduced to three men in order to mrJntauI a high degree of seaurity

Later, tW increaee the party's effectiveness and size, eight-iLn cells were set un, Nut

I

between ktober and December of 1940 the size was reduceMd to five meii. During the German
, _c-ceupauon, the party returned ,c three-man cells in order to ensure maxinmum dseurit .4 In
atimes mf- maximum security th-e 'hree-man cell seems to I4Le
basic unit. Bgo when goys cu.uv e-nforcementi
nnnm'mershi:; :av oe ` .e....ed

re-ativeX
ci.ose
y
La

and there is a need for rocruitment, cellI
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Critical high-risk cells are usually sm•ll, compartmeatalized, and detached.

at"•lipnce
,

calls are highly compartmenWLized and usually maintained at approXImately three members.?

Saboage units also are usually kept to three-man cells8 and remain Independent of othe undergrou-•d networks. 10 The sabotage units usually work on their own and set up their ow0

ommu_

nications system. If Speclalied terror units function in much the same manner and a"e also kept
to three or four members. 12

Auxiliary cells, such as those in youth organizations, are less compartmenalize
violate many of the rules of clandestine behavior in order to
ground organization.

and

n-ol1 members into the under-

4

These cells act as a screening device, testing members before they are

accepted Into the formal underground organization. 1,

*

Number. The number of cells primarily depends upon the density of the population.

"underground seeks to disperse its units geographically as well as ethmically.

An

To avoid over-

"concentration in any one group, organization, or geographic region, which would make surveilranco by security forces easier within each area, the underground generally has cells in
various blocks, districts, cities, and regions. It infiltrates and also creates cells in existing
organizAtional elements, such as labor, youth groups, and social organizations.
Communist Party members maintain dual-cell membership. The underground member
may be part of a cell made up of agents who live-within a certain residential area or block:
theso are called street cells. He may also be a member of a cell at his place of employment:
a workshop cell.14 Dual-cell membership Is more or less universal in countries where the
'Communist Party Is legal, and the number of cells a member belongs to depends on the fumc,ton4 he Is to perform.

-

Parallel Cells. Parallel cells are froquently met up to support a primary cell. (see figcaetepiaycliscmrmsd
.celI
eonli
nelgne ulct
el r
'ure 4.) This Is done for several reasons. First, It takes a girevat deal of time to reestablish
cells and If there Is to be a continuous flow of Information the underground must have a backup
'call in case the primary cell is compromised. Seonl, In intieligme, duplICAU Cen&• sxr__

*

Sneeded to verify P.eces of Informatlon and to check the reliabilIty of sources. Parallel cells
.- were set up as a protective measure by the Socialist Pary in the sntl44a. i underground. is

7

*In Denmark during World War U, sabotage unlijiwer generally 6-member cells that op-eted autonomously.5 In Cuba, the cells for sabotage were kept to S or 4 members plus a
leader.$
4
In World War 1I, in the atnt-Nazi movement, one underground labor youth leader was in
charge of 10 subordinates who among them had 90 followers. Th* members were primarily
yung
ostudents who collected Intellignce and gave it to their leaders, who in turn submited a to the formal underground leader. In Cuba during the man-Basta movemenu,
a prop Aft"
"cellwas led by one formal underground lesdar, 1with 12 subordinates, who In turn controled
:400 members-of the propaganda, secto..

I

1- T

:

-.

Communist operations are conducted with as many as 4 or 5 Independent and parallelintall-

gence organizations.is In varous frot groups parallel cells are used for clandestine support
of underground members In the front organization who are "ekLcg positions of authority or

responsibility.

PARALLEL CELLS
BRANCH LEADER

INTERMEDIARY
OR MAIL-DROP
CELL LEADERS
INTERMEDIARY
OR MAIL-DROP
MEMBERS

,
SECONDARY

PRIMARY

CELL

CELL
Figure 4.

Cells In Corie".

ParaII Cells

In order to caMrr out such functions a the manuf•ture of weapons, sup-

lo-pIy, escape and evasion, propapnda, and printig of newspapers, a &dvsion
of labor is required. In the HAganab, cladestine worksboap were establis• to produe small arms.
$.,aterlals were puzrchLed from regular commercial soese sad tame to legal worwks,
Seach

-

'embly plant. The operational cels aso well as the opero wes
management, insuring that the assembly lines were com-pa
Aeader,

who

Each plant had an intelligence raetwork to act

A simn'azr procedure is used in escape and evsimo.

a c--like

operatlo•wbere-'ed

6

organized into a sorie ZZ

lied

and oprated I an.o-

kept records of materials, storage, and

_'tr'vaportafJon of the various parts cocealed in the oomnp
process.

8

AWythe parts were taken tom as-

of which manufactured components aotheweapons.

ficient manmer. onlY theunderground
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in the chain and'nothing more; an entire escap-and-evaion not is not known to ny one.
individual.
in the Belgian underground six cells or sections were connected in a series to produce
One cell, composed of reportr.

large-scale newspapers.

gathered the informat' )n and sent
One cell was

it to a second cell which was composed of editors, who wrote the material.

charged with supply: that is, getting the ink, paper, and lead. Another cell was in charge of
administration-keeping books and funds. An additional cell was in charge of the printing; and,
finally, through various other cells the newspaper was distributed. Often cells are expanded or assembled for a short period to carry out specific, special'mission tasks.

In Denmark, small, 6-man cells were increased to 10-man sabotage teams in

order w varry out la.ge-scale missions,

The network eventually Included 10 teams of 10 men

,each. This was the maximum strength allowed for se-rity considerstos. It In Greece, terror
cells were org-nized for a particular mission and then dissolved in order to protect the securit!
!of the terror4 '
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-The many activities must be centralized in order to provide subordinate units with services
Such functions as strategy, collection of funds, pro-

that they cannot provide for themselves,

curement of supplies, and intelligence and security services are usually performed at some
1
central agency. 2

In conventional organizations, centralization requires a high degree of coordination and
-coordinationin turn requires a great deal of communication.
nerability of most underground movements.

Communication is a serious vul-

Frequent meetings, written messages, and records

can be used by security forctes to identify and destroy the underground organization. There is

4

great deal of local autonomy w: th respect to specific actions which require adjustment to local
conditions. Tactical decisions are usually made independently by lower-echelon leaders in decentralized commands. 22 Generally, when higher commands issue orders,
they communicate
them to , wer echelons in the form of mission-type orders-orders which say "do whatever is
necessary to maximize a certain objective function." %
1There are two factors that dicta. - thi- practice.

The first is that the local units probably

know the situation better than the central command, and the second is that lower echelons are
probably better prepared to make decisions with respect to implementation and time.

If a

mission or action must be cloeely directed or if there is a change in strategies and the central
command wishes to exercise tight control over the specific umits, a liaison representative is
For routine operations, however, direct

usually sent directly to the units to assume contrcA.
control is seldom necessary.

One factor which tends to unifie-d action among decentralized

units is the long, intensive common training given to the cadre before they depert to assume
command of a local unit.
-cal

The high dlegree of decozinralization, compartmentnization, mission-type orders and
autonomy of action is primarily a security measiire to protect the organization from conrise a,.d is raosý prominent in the early stages of the movement.

-o-

However, as the mo -ýment

expands and the emphasis changes to overt action, main-force unitz are organized along the
of conventional command azd the underground ulits become less compartmentalized.
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This dual principle of leadership for security reasons may even extend down to the opera-tional level.

In the pre-World War EUanti-Nazi underground two types of cells were used. One

was composed of members who operated within the country but who were directed by a leader
who resided outside the country. This was a security measure to ensure continued existence of
the cell.

A second type of cell was used in which the cadre and cell member; both operated

-within the country. These cells were interconnected and operated through a common directing
center. Tn this second type of cell, organizational security was sacrificed for organizational
effectiveness.

2u

However, the dual system of operation provided som3 balance b~etween

security

and operational effectiveness.
Insurgents organiz- their areas of responsibility and administrative boundaries so that
they do not coincide with those of the security forces. 25 In this manner the insurgentvantage of the interface problems which exist among government security forces. In most org1anizations it is easier to send messages upward in tl"r chain Of' command than it is to send
-nessages laterally to comparable elements. Therefore, in many cases, I,' crossing of a city
iiiLt or a state line takes the insurgents out of one unit's jurisdiction and responsi iflty and
places them under the jurisdiction of another unit of the security forc.es.

The delays and con-

fusion caused by interface problems often provide the underground with the nzrro-" margin of
timc Tecessary to escape or go into biding,
If underground units a,.

entralized or concentrated in one section of the country or seg-

rment of the population, as the OAS was in Algiers during the Algerian independence movement,
it is relatively easy for security forces to concentrate all their efforts w~ -*'q area in order to
Lit~O
nd cieSti'ov tlie or-arizatix,

Fr security reasons it io a~dvantageous to have repr-

tatives 17nov-nv nart of the cow-try, at every geographic locýation, and in every political
1,1t,is

fctic-ailly desiramble to us~e existing org anizations. such as unions, Military
fisc

31 mensandpolitio.a1 partics, to achleve the purposes of the subversive movement.
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in a protracted revolution or aizatuoal activities of the unerground undergo variu"

cbng.

Although the phis"s of change can be Identified, they do not necessarily followa fixed

paneam of development.

They may overlap and their evolutionary progress may vary In dif-

farent parts of :bhe country due to local conditions.

In the clandestine orynization phase, the underground begins by settog up calls, recrut--

ILg.

raLi•ng, and testing cadr"

InfIltrating key Instralbo unions and notices' organim-

ions, establishing extarnal support, and establishing a base in a safe area. During this phase
the orgization Is small and highly compartmentalized. Cell size Is kept small and new cells
areadded. Operational-type cells are usually matntained with three members each, and In-

.

tellienee-type ceol stmrcres are used for those a ents Infitrating key installations and
organizations.
In the psychological offenaive phase, the underground capitalizes upon dlsuaUsfaction and

desire for change by creating unrest and disorder and by exploiting tension created by social,
economic, anw political differences.

Through strikes, demonstrations, and agitation, a wider

atmosphere of discontent Is generated. Covert underground age"to In mass organizations not
in concerted effort with agitators who call for demonstrations and through subversive manipulaUon turn them Into riots. Underground activities are directed at discrediting the police and the
mtitary and government authorities.

Operational terror cells In many parts of the country

operate through the selective use of threats, -intimidation, and assassination. Th& total number1
of cells In the underground Is Increased; cells In series are created in order to run underground newspapers, make large agitaUon efforts, and undertake other such large-scal

co-

ordinated activities throughout the country.
In Its oxinsion phase, alter Its disruptivo activities create unrest and uncertainty, the
movement seeks to crystallxo public support for a strong organization that will restore order.
Thb emphasis is put on recrulting people through mass organlzations and winning popular support for change.

Auxiliary cells are created to accommodate new members.

Support is built

up in front groups and created in other natio,•al organizations by. covert members.
also mqc to establish a national political front of many orgnIizations.
now clis

and mass organizations.

An effort

10

¶'iraLned cadres create4..

Auxiliary cells are created to handle the Influx of new meome

bers. Uceructing progresses from being highly selective in the early stages to mass recruitmcnt In the communities and rural areas, and ultimately to drafing yoing men and women.

"The

overt activities of the militarization phase draw general attention to the Insurgent

movcmc•to

A g-,errllia force Is formed to harass the government military force.

In its tacticas

the Insurgcnt military force avolds convcntlonal fixed frontw; there is a cIlck concentration fo"
action ,.1 an Immediate dissengcment and dispersal after fighting.

"Tlrhe gucrrilla

stratgcy •encrally follows the three stages outlined by 342o Tse-tung.,

fLrst is callc-d stratgcic defcnse.

The'

Because the government forces are usually superior, the-'

U

-~mma

guerrillas concentrate on harassment, surprise raids, ambushes, and assassinations: they try
to torce the government troops to extend their supply lines. Since their primary aim is control
of people rather than territory, they readily trade territory to preserve the guerrilla force.
The second stagc. begins when tUse government Ie-zces s"op their advance and concentrate on
holding territory. As -men,arms, and supplies are acquired, the guerrillas atracklarger governSmnet

forces and installations.

In this situation, the government is prepared to aght conventional

war but the guerrillas are dispersed and capitalize on their speed and mobility.

Thus, harass-

rment wears down the government troops while the guerrillas are organizing and building their
army. As Nlao says, "Our strategy Is one against ten and our tactics are ton against one.""2S
The third stage referred to by Mao is the counteroffensive.

This begins when the guerrilla 1

army becomes sufficiently well-trained a

well-equipped to meet the government forces.

guerrillas seek to create liberated areas;

within these areas of control, they buid up addl-

The

tional military forces.
The guerrilla force Is established only after the leadership has decided that the revolutionary structure is strong enough to support Its own army. Undergrond agents infiltrate towns
and villages and begin clandestine recruiting of villagers Into frontgroups and local militia. They
train and Indoctrinate keyreocruits. Later these groups become feeder organizations ftr the
regional and main-force units.
Aa the insurgent Internal supply arm, the underground purchases supplies, either on the
black market or in the legal market through front organizations.
set up factories In urban and rural areas.

They raid warehouses and

Supply sources Gutside the country are also tapped

through firms that Import under noncontraband labels from friendly governments.

Caches are

maintained throughout the countryside.
The underground provides transportation to move supplies, concealing the load or otberwise discouraging the authorities from making an Inspection. As part of the trnMslortaton
systemo,

storage facilities are provided In houses, central locations, and remote

areas.

External sources, such as foreign governments or frahtrnal soceleas, are tapped for Ainds
lInternally, loans are obtained from wealthy sympathizers. O.her techniques used to raise
Jnclude selling Items from door-to-door, robbing wealthy

individal and business firms,

10

I
8

0o-

ercing people into making contributions, levying taxes in controlled areas, and ecunterfeltng.
National organizations are subverted by underground membor" who join the organizAtion
N

7

and represent themselves as dedicated, loyal members worthy of leadership positions. With
.the aid of underground cells among rank-and-file members of the organlzaton and a system

.

rewards, bribes, and coeraive techiques, the underground obtas co1trol of may social andm.. •
political organlzations.
The undergrourd forms front groups when it is unable to Infiltrate exizstifn orgtanissUons.
These front groups espmse -smeworth

cause•s
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members of the 6ommunit~r, but the unde-ground members kefp the leadership in their owrnhands.
The underground communicates propaganda messages by radio, newspapers, pam'AIlets,

k

word-of-mouth, and slogans and symboln printed on walls. Agitators operate covertly trying tojI
-.

crystallize sentiment for the insurgents. Armed propaganda units go from village to village

.-ecturing on che ways of the organizaticn. Detacnstrotlons are used to snlow dissatisfaction.
with the government and comm~itment to the ins~irgents. Another technic'un. is to encourage the
populace to use passive resistance. By capitalizing on longstanding oatagonisma and r.-.sistances, the underground attempts to get fia-Utral groups i avolved in dernonstratimt-a.
onstrators are Lhen 1-oved toward violen-,- as underg~:cund a.-ita,.ý k. ,.
security forces to 'ake actoio

4

The dem-

te events wlhich lead

q;ainst tli 3 crowd . Throv.Kh a precipitating event such as sn

assassination, and thrc-4Zh the use of -agitator3 within the zrowd, subversive agenta convert civil
demonstrations into riots, and -icdlencce.
The imcdcrgrc-,ud uses terrnrnism, not only to instill !ear but to iraw attention to the move-I
ýwent and to demonstrate in a drariatic '-.y the strergth and seriouspess of Ats operation. A
small strong-arm unit, such as most uiidergrcunds maintain to pi .eut fliair members, may
'also be used against iniormers and pczpie who oo-7perate wj.n the enemy.

Because terror is a

,state of mind, the undergzounu must carefully assess the reactioixr that follow the use of it.
In sclective sabotage the un'ýerground attempts to incapacitate installa.tions tiia. can-rot
easily be replaced or repaired in time to meet the goverrmen'ts crucial needs. Specinl attention is directed at tactical targets, st

-bridlges.

Sabc,.-g-e acts aa e alsom'onertaken tD

en1courage the populacc to engage in general acts of destnicl.ion. Thid general sabotage is
-carried out with such simple O:evicess as Molotov cocktails,

n.--can grenades, i~,ed devices to

ceause fire or damage to small itAems of equipment.
The undergr'ound infiltrates agents into government, military, and police organizstio-is and I
:estlablizhes an intelligence organizatien.

Agente living in N-iliages and towns alao provide the

it _'guerrilla forcts with tacti;cal intelligence and local movements ot the goiernment f!,rees,
_10
The underground establishes escape-and -evasion operatloais. Egress routes tkwt directO
--.ipersons awf~y from lhies of battle are set up and fugitives are hidden in secret lodgkLigo, in re--8
:mote areas, or with guerrilia units.7
Cinally, there is the consolidatiorn phase. While military operations are under way, the in-surgent

underground continues ius political action'i. Ore of the most important functions of h

underground is the creation of shadow governments.

initially, infiltrated agents i~stablish

covert cells within a village or city. Next, small front :org%,nizatiUons are created. Througli
"persuasion,"1 or with tb,ý aid of guerrilla forces, "elections" are held and libaration corn mittccs selected on which undcrground members as wvell as local villagers are represented.
Schools,

courts, a4nd other institvdtons which influcnce the minds and action16oi? men are brough&

2

under the control of this shadow government.

The people within the villages are brought into

mass organizations for indoctrination and control over their actions.
on goodwill alone.

,

Undergrounds do not rely

Wh-ui in control of an area, they occasionally resort to the elimination of all

opposition, and die establishment of covert surveillance systems within the new mass organiza_tions and the civil government.

Village by village, the underground takes over and finally

governmental support is eroded and an entire area is controlled by the insurgents.

ORGANIZATIONAL INFLUENCES UPON MOTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR

The character as well as the structure of the underground are influenced by the background
of the persons who organized it. It will reflect the military, political, or c-ganizational backgrounds. of its organizers.

The membership in time will be affected by the predominant char-

act.eristics of the movement. The leaders of the movement tend to work within former
Io, anizations to attract members to the underground and consequently the character of such
organizations influences the form and character of the underground organization.
The discipline and sanctions imposed upon members are usually a function of the effectiveness of the security forces. If the security forces are highly effective, the underground
tends to be very secretive and dibiciplined, with severe sanctions for any deviations from the
'rules of the organization.
Constraints upon what an individual can or cannot do are implicit in organizational
membership.

'Rules for decision-makiJng and communications prescribe certain forms of be-

havior wlich members must follow. In additicn, organizational rewards and punishments
offer w~'w unotives and incentives, specifically influencing the member's daily activities and howl
he performs them.

a

The structure of an organization v't•i, il ltse~f, influence an individual's behavior.

In

guerr:illa cr~anizat 'ons, for example, behlavior is conditioned by the kind of unit in which the
individual is involvc.". Mobile main .'or,,s are usually large, well-disciplined units, requirlngu_ 10
conventicnal military behavior.
1

Regional orces are made up of smaller units

{9

onomposed of

+

Iciendls and neighbors within a village; operations are only oz a part-time basis and di.cipline _
is less rigid.

In the undergrcand structure, an individual's bahavior is affected by tha i.

cell to which he belongs.

of

Members of auxiliaiy cells work intimately with a large number o

6

peOplc; a member of an operational cell comes in close contact with only two or three other
members; ;•,nd a member of an intelligence cell never comes directly in contacn with other members of tL2 udcrground. The type of organizational 'nit in which an underground member findst
hinmself :lso deitermines whether he works individually, as a member of a small group or aS
part of a largc military unit, what sort of discipline is exercised, and finally, whether he worksi
at heimc wift long timc friends and relatives or away from homr

withnew-found friends or strangers.[
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The nature of the organizational command-control structure also tends to influence an individual's motivation and behavior.

He may follow a strict organizational pattern of behavior or

be free to take independent action depending on whether the organization is highly centralized or:
decentralized.

The type of command order, a direct or general group order, will affect an in-

dividual's reaction and subsequent behavior.

"-mines the

The frequency of command communication deter-

extent of individual guidance and control. Behavior Is also affected by whetLr the

communications are direct or clandestine through mail-drops or intermediaries.
An individual's tasks and responsibilities influence his motivation.

For example, a cadre

member, because of his responsible position and power, is likely to be more willing to ad-r'

I

organizational goals and presumably requires less indoctrination and motivational inczative thazX
other members.

A guerrilla in a remote redoubt, having relatively little interaction with peo-

ple outside of the movement, may not have a strong ideological sense of commitment, but an
underground member involved in agitation and propaganda among the masses may find himself
believing the propaganda he daily dispenses.

Similarly, an underground intelligence cell mem-

ber who is required to assume a progovermment facade, in order to protect himself from dis:covery, is greatly influenced in his mode of behavior by the facade.
An underground may also require certain patterns of behavior in order to create a favorable image.

Members frequently are prohibited from taking anything from the people without

paying for it; there are usually strict rules regarding sex relations among underground members; undergrounders may ne directed to befriend certain segments of the population in order to
influence them to support the movement.
The phase of insurgent development affects the organizational structure of an underground
and, in turn, shapes the behavior of underground members.

During the clandestine phase of

I

development, for instance, mernbers refrain Lrom doing anything which draws attention to them4
ýselves or to the organization.

However, during the psychological offensive and expansion or

trilitarization phases, members adopt a more overt role and attempt to draw the popular atStention

avoided earlier.

Finally, in the consolidation phase, the underground member ussumei

10

.the role of just and fair administratcr in establishing a shadow government.

9

In short, organizational goals, structure, command and control, and phases of insurgent

__8

dcvelopnncnt all, in turn, help shape an individual's goals, environment, behavior, and motivaption.

Maiiv of the points discussed briefly above will be dealt with in more detail in later

__6

Chapters.
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CHAPTER TWO
COMMUNIST ORGANIZATION

" _

-

Revolutions agairst indigenous governments and organized resistance to foreign invaders
have been common in every era of history.

Equally common in revolutionary and resistance

warfare has been the use of guerrillas and guerrilla tactics.

Although the terms "guerrilla"

V

and "guerrilla warfare" originated in the Spanish resistance to N5 .poleon's occupation, guerrilla
strategy and tactics were at that time well known throughout Europe and Asia and can be traced
to much earlier times.
However, with the advent of the Russian Revolution, new and significant refinements were
added to the strategy of revolutionary warfare.

In his 1902 pamphlet "What Is To Be Done?"

V. I. Lenin laid the organizational foundations of modern insurgency.

He formulated the notion

that if revolutions are to be successful they must be led by small, professional (i. e., Communist) elites.

Later, in his Left-Wing Communium: An Infantile Disorder, written in 1920, he

f,

stressed the importance of political infiltration and the use of united fronts to disguise the Communist revolutionaries' purpose.

He stressed the importance of creating a covert parallel ap-

paratus with interlocking leadership so that a small highly disciplined elite could secretly direct
and control a much larger revolutionary movement, which they could then use to achieve the
goals of the elite.

Thus originated the Communist-dominated insurgency.

Mao Tse-tung for-

malized the strategy and tactics of a protracted guerrilla war among the rural peasantry as a
means of extending iLternational Communism into underdeveloped areas of Asia.
When World War I1began, many national groups organized underground resistance movements in Europe and Asia to resist occupation and reestablish legal, indigenous governments.
The Communists seized upon this ideal opportunity to lay the groundwork for revolutionary
movements.
control.

They combined the principles of guerrilla warfare with political penetration and

Throughout Eumope and Asia, Communist resastance movements sought more t3 gain

political control than to carry on resistance warfare against the enemy.
In the aftermath of World War II, the Communists were successful in turning resistance
movements into re; jlutionar) movements in such countries as Yugoslavia, Albania, and China.
In the postwar years, international Communism sponsorea and, in many cases, organized ant',
supported "wars of liberati-•". in Greece, Malaya, the Philippines, Indochina, Cuba, Vietn, n,
Laos, and Venezuela.
Liternatiornal support of internal subverspion has become a pattern throughout the world and
was voiced as a poi: -Y -f international Communism in N,,kita Khrushchev's speech "For New
Victories of the Worlo Communist Movement" at the November 1960 Conference of Represeatatives of Communist and Workers' Parties held in Moscow.

He sUoted that wars of national
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liberation are inevitable and that Communists must fully support them. He thus established the.
position of world Communism as supporting worldwide insurgency.
In an article Long Live the Victory of the Peoples' War in 1965, Lin Piao, Vice-Chairmanof
the CCP Central Committee, Vice-Premier, and Minister of National Defense, elaborated upon
Mao Tse-tung's theory of the new democratic revolution and reiterated the theme of support for
worldwide wars of national liberation.

1Mi.o Tse-tung's earlier theory had emphasized the rural

revolutionary base areas and the encirclement of the cities from the countryside.

J

Mao has now

extended this principle to the entire globe, conceiving of North America and Western Europe as
the cities of the world and Asia, Africa, and Latin America as the rural areas of the world
which encircle the cities.

He raintains that in the final analysis the whole cause of world

revolution hinges on the success of revolution in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, since they
have the overwhelming majority of the wcrld's population.
According to Mao's theory, the new democratic revolution has two stages: first, a national
revolution and then, a Socialist revolution.
aration for the second.

He maintains that the first is the necessary prep-

He concludes that Socialist countries should support nationalistic

re,,olutions and that these revolutions should be led by a revolutionary party armed with
Marxism-Leniniam.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Article 12 of the Communist International (Comintern) Statutes called for Communists
throughout the world to create secret illegal Communist organizations alo;agside legal organizations.

The covert worker of the "'illegal" organization disassociated himself from the Commu-

nist Party and its members, conducted himself self-effacingly, and culuv-etd a harmless
'upearance.

The agent used d~fferent cover names in different parts of town and changed his

cover address and sites for meetings frequently.
from those of the party organization.

All his papers and files were kept separate

No building was used unless its tenants had been

investigated. 2
in the 1930's, the Comintmrn was extended to every part of the world. In Western Europe
and America, permanent bases were established.

In many parts of the Western Hemisphere,

seamen's and port workers' international organizations served as reccption and reporting
centers for agents.
further instructions.

Agents could report to one of these groups and receive shelter, money, and..
Agents within the maritime 3rganizations made contacts for international

functionaries, agents, and instructors passing through their districts and also provided cover
addresses for covert corAmunicalions.
organizations.

4
24,

They received and handled international funds for local

6

1

During the period from 1930 to World War II, through its Executive Committee (ECCI), the_-Comintern became a second arm of Soviet foreign policy. The secretaries-general of the
Comintern's member parties were reduced from leaders of their respective national organizations to mere regional executives of a single structure, for which policy was made exclusively
in Moscow.
After 1943, no formal organization existed for the coordination of the activities of the many
national Comiiunist parties. At first, some believed that the Cominform (Commumast Informstion Bureau), with headquarters at Bucharest from 1947 to 1955, carried on the functions of the
Comintern, at least with respect to the European Commuri -' parties.

However, at no time was

this body supplied with the staff and clerical personnel necessary to continue the rangt: of activit-es in which the Comintern had been involved; it was probably no more than what its name
suggested-an agency for the distribution of propaganda.

Although the Communist International

was dissolved in 1943 to rid the party of the propaganda handicap of being an international subversive movement, some authorities believe that international control still exists as a result of
the heavy emphasis on indoctrination and institutional character formation of its cadre. 3
The Communists also distinguish between legal and illegal organizations for gathering
intelligence and espionage.

While the party operates openly or through front groups, it also

operates through embassies, foreign trade commissions, and news agency personnel.

Those

agencies that enjoy diplomatic immunity are termed the "legal" apparatus within a country.

The

term "legal" is used. jecause the members of such agencies have diplomatic immunity and, if
arrested for espionage aeti,,ities, are not jailed but declared persona non grata and forced to
leave the country.
The illegal apparatus is composed of espionage _r intelligence agencies such as the Soviet
CURU

(Military Intelligence Directorate) and the KGB (Committee for State Security) and their

agents and informers.
espionage.

If caught and arrested, members of these units can be legally tried for

The GRU is in charge of military intelligence in foreign countries and the KGB units

are responsible for nonmilitary espionage in foreign countries, operating parallel and often
rival units to the GRU.

ORGANIZATION OF NATIONAL COMMUNIST PARTIES

Everv few years international conferences to discuss and formulate worldwide Communist
policy arc held.

Between tfhese conferences, the national Communist parties are responsible

for adapting a id impleinmnting conference decisions within their oAn countries.
years thc

in recent

atioal partacs have tended to align with either the Soviet or Chinese Communist

part.es.
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In 1965 there were over 90 Communist parties, with an estimated 44. 5 million member-

--_7

ship. Parties in 14 Communist countries accounted for 90 percent of the world membership.
The Chinese Communist Party of 18 million members is the largest and the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union is second with 12 million members. 5
The supra.me authority in each country is the national congress, composed of delegates
elected by the various conferences and by the next lower level of the party.

The national con-

gress meets every two or three years, when convened by the central committee, and is charged
with four major responsibilities:

(1) to determine the tactical line for the party on political

issues; (2) to revise the official program and make new statutes; (3) to hear and approve the
reports of the cen"-al committee; ard (4) to elect the central committee.
it is called upon to discipline top members of the leadership.

From time to time

In practice, most matters which

are considered before the national congress have already been discussed.

The central commit-

tee prepares and documents questions and problems, which are sent to the various party levels
where they are discussed and agreed upon.
already been decided.

The national congress usually approves what has

It also sanctions the decisions of the central committee. 8

The national conter'(nce is called into special session by the central committee if urgent
political matters arise in the period between party congresses.
small number of delegates.

It is restricted in siz , to a

it is often used as a substitute for the national congress when the

party, to minimize the chance of police detection, wishes to conduct clandestine meetings that
can be quickly called and dispersed.
Between meetings of the national congress, the maximum authority of the party reste with
the central committee, composed of top party leaders and varying in size from party to party.
The members must have demonstrated competence in organizational ability. Their functions
include car-'rying out the decisions of the national congress, supervising finances, enforcing
programs and statutes, and controlling the party press and propaganda.

The central committee

sets up a finance commission for fund raising and a central control commission to carry out
party discipline and security.

Its executive bureau, the political bureau (polltbureau), of 10 to

12 m-imbers, is elected by the central committee and directs party activities bet-wtn meeting,.
A secretarv-ge:'eral and two aides are elected by the central committee to carry on the
daily operations of the party.
andLe

This secretariat transmits the decisions of the central committe•

party to the subordinate commands.

The secretary-general is the highest ranki.ng

ele~ted official and is responsible to the party congress.
bur:ua and 's responsible to the central committee.
'xLstL5 in! sOin? •,

"7-ý Irc

S is•

He makes decisions witth the poht-

The party presidency, an honorary post,

:nunist t'artto'ýS.

e'.,rnitees
c.•.n::
set up to discuss and resolve problems at the various

andothen pass vtatie, to
v~e
:eoo~ca-nStruction,

nig orities lor consideration.

Thesoe

hetranining of executive committees for finance

committees superand coitrel

ico•tJ',tees, an! the elections of delegates to the next higher level of the patty. In a tition,.

-

trey are responsible for routing party business and directives through their area of Jurisdiction,
and executing the decisions of the party. All members of the party belong to a cell and have
weekly or blweekly meetings.S
Cells may be organized geographically, with all members living within a certain territory,

or funzUenally, with "shop upits" organized according to type or place of employment. Often
they are set up in both ways.
The major emphasis and fundamental principle of organizational work In the Communist
Party are to create cells within nonparty organizations, no matter how imall the number of Conmur.ist sympathizers within an organization.

In trades and factories, professional associations,

poaaar.t and front groups, and similar places, the Communists are Instructed to o-Ar.lze party
member#, into a small group called a "fraction."

The fractin consists of part or all of the

members of a cell, selected by the Communists to work within oelsting legitimate organizations.
It is the fraction's responsibility to learn the intcrests, language, and attitudes of the organilzation, so that they can effectively communicate and dls2mL1 Jte the party propaganda line. They
also identify and investigate Individuals who may be sympathetic to the party and organize them.
In order to guide the fraction, which may Include all members from several different trade
unions, a nucleus Is organized to work under the direction of the local party committee.

The

nucleus Is the "shop unit" and may consist of as few as three mc abers in any one place of employment.

The purpose of the fractions Is to disseminate the party line, to attract new members

to Jhe party, and to aid in developing a power base for the party. 10
CO;,IMUNIST PARVTlES D; XONCOM16UI1ST COU2NTRI.S

"The Communist Party, In countries where It is a legzl political body, has two majM)r organizations, one open and one covert.

The overt organization funotions as an ordinary politiCal

party. llowwoer, the Communists evo1 ywhere organize their party Into a system of cells and
committees, regardless of the size or stre-Igth of the r or tho degrte of government opposi-.
tion.

Even in the 'legal" party, the cellular structure serves to train members In conspirato-

rial behavior.

Ccli meetings are often held secretly so tt

1-ow to travel to and from them without arousing suspicion.

members attending them can learn
Members are assigned minor in-

tcli;cnce-gathcrin; or sabotage missions which in themselves have little or no practical use
hut which test and train members in clandestine behavior.

_

..

A press (either open or clandestine).-

is usually sct up in order to give members experience In writing, printing, and distributing
niaterinl for the party.
In add•tion to the opcn lc;21 party, a higl'y compartmentalized clandestine organization Is
iso cr•caed.

:V'n•,ers of Its cells are people who have potentlal v2lue to the Communist Party
ths
.Party

-

In ,tccvcnt of an Insurgcncy or coup d'etat. Individuals recruited from government. vital con-":
munlcations centers, industry, or other organizations that the Communists s.ek to Infiltrate
may not be admitted directly to the party RaeIf but may become members of clandestine cells.
Thus a network of infiltrators and agents in Important positions Is In readiness.

These cells

may remain dormant for many years, being used only to collect selective Intelligeice, to be
activated only In case of an insurgency. 11
The Communists also organize "front" groups to use people who are sympathetic with
causes which the Communist Party promotes but who are either unreliable or would not for
personal reasons Join the Communist Party. Front groups are organized around currently
popular issues.

WVhile the party usually controls these organizations, they are kept separate.

The Communists also attempt to gain control of governmental agencies through coalltions with
other, non-Communist parties. s2
The Communist cadres are full-time professionals who accept the serious risks of revolutionary leadership, and the formation of such cadres Is the basic work of the Communist Party.
Lenin believed that only a small, militant organization could bring about revolution.

The orga-

nization proper must be confined to a small, hard core of dedicated individuals who can be
counted on to maintain their own discipline and carry out orders preciselyand wit•outquestions.
The term "cadreo'-a group or body of professionals who train and recruit new units around
them-is applied to the small Communist vanguard who are to lead the revolution. i3
The ;!irty seeks to crcato in Its cadres a body of men capable of implementing a dictated
strategy with "great ability, skill, and real artistry." But such competence cannot be acquired
through theoretical studies alone: the member must be constantly tested In political combat.
"Each Party !an master the art of political leadership only from its own extensive experienco."
Ou I. of this crucible comes an 2ADLr1_1jk who Is more than an adherent of a political doctrine:
he is a person totally committed to, and with no life outside of, the party. 1
The Communist Party Is highly selective in Its recruiting. The potential member must
show through practical work that he understands the party and Is prepared to accept Its discipline. Membership can be conceived of as a process rather than as a condition.

The granting

of a party card Is not the completion of a period of preparation, whereafter the individual can
relax with the samrance of having "passed the test.." It Is in Itself only the halfway house of a
process whose end product is total mental commitment.
,(orrrAlly a substantial portion of those who become members do not complete the process
by proceeding on in toward the center of the apparatus. Many withdraw along the way, ad the
party is prepared for this. Only a candidate who is well along te way toward total commitme•n•
is permitted to learn tlh

inner workings of the party.

courses in discussion groups and party schools.
rnJ<-arwi-fiie members.

He goe through extensive indoctrination

He must purticipate in the orga-diaoaof 1

These activities are designed to guarantee his total Involvement

"Ad
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commitment to the funcUoning of the party.

lie must be willing not only to perform legal polItU--

cal activities but to carry out Illegal work when required. IS
The Communist Party operates on the rule of democratic centralism.

WIthin the Iterarchy

o,' party organizations and committees, each lower body selects a represcntative to serve on a
party committee; this commlttc In turn Felects another representative to serve on a higher
committee In the hierarchy. 3€ The principle of democratic centralsim Is followed throughout
Communist organizations.
the party organization.

Unit committees arm elected by the membership or the delegates of

Each committee must report regularly on the activity of the party or-

ganization and must give an account ofItswork. Theso committees are responsible for carrying
out the decisions of tLh higher party committees. All decisions of the higher committees are
bindig upon the lower body members.
In theory, each proposal is discussed at the lower levels of the party, ar.d each committee
member presents the opinion of the lower body to the next higher body until a decision is madve
at the central committee level.

Once a decision is made, the entire party must carry It out. In

general practice, a decision Is determined at the central committee level and, although the lower
echelons discuss It. the members are well aware tlat they must ultimately concur In It. s?
Elections for committee members and their secretaries must be "approved" by the committee at the next higher level.

This enables the leadership to exercise strict control over sub-

ordinates and to uuppress any opposition from the outset. Is
This disposition of authority follows the party princip!e of "reverse representation" at all
levels.

The "elected" or designated leader of any organizational clement. of the party, regard-

less of the level at which he operates, rupresunts among his associates the authority of the next
highest party body. lie Is not the spokesman for his subordinates in high party councils, but
rather the latter's lialson with lower levels.
Institutionalized criticism or self-criticism serves two essential purposes In the Comrmunist
organIzation: (1) it Increases the efficiency of the party b7 subjecting Its operations to constant
-

review and revision; (2) it creates a norm of behavio-. in members and helps secure absolute
commitment and dedication to the party.
The actual activities of criticism and self-criticism sessions consist of conferences, discusslons, and meetings within the party In which attempts are made to determine and correct
any weaknesses In the work of the p2rty or party members. Criticism is practiced on all occasi•ns and is an Integral part of Communist life. -Theoretically, all-decislons-and- basic policieS-.
of the party are open to criticism ard dIscussion In these sessions.

But In actual practice,

criticisms must never contradlet the essential party line and are directed only to Improving the
practice and Implerventation of existing revolutionary theory. A member Is expected to aznalrat
mistakes and shortcormings of the party operatl•os only. Unless his criticism Is coenstru•cvethat is, offe -s a conarete proposal !or improvement In work or a method fort correcting

!2

-

mistakes-it is not accepted and the individual making the criticism may find himself under at--7tack.

No criticism may be made of the central leadership, and no organized expressions of

criticism or dissent are tolerated. 19
Criticism and self-criticism sessions are designed to develop absolute commitment and
ideological dedication among mebhers, so that party orders are implemented, not mechwnically
but creativeiy.

They attempt to make the individual member think in terms of a vanguard and

how better to advance the current line and more effectively carry out revolutionary work.

d4ern-

bers are compellcd to report errors, mistakes, or weaknesses displayed by all party members
no matter how small or trivial; they may also state and restate any change in policy.
The sessions estajlish and reinforce complete ideological unity among the membership.
Each individual must conform to the party line.

The meetings act as constant reminders of the

need to raise their goals, increase their activity, and execute orders faithfully. 20
Every party member knows that if he does not make every effort to contribute seriously to
criticism of his fellows, then in the subsequent comprehensive dissection of his own conduct, he
will be obliged to confess this guilt.

He also knows that participating fully in ,he identification

of others I failings will not help him to escape his own eventual subjection to the same process.
The thorough analysis of his conduct can proceed into the smallest detail- of his life, both private and public, both intimate and generally known.
before the group and promise to improve.

He must clearly acknowledge his faults

He understands that an inadequate response in his

own session can lead to reduction of rank oe even co expulsion from the party.

Thus the ses-

sions instill in each member a need to dt.monstrate to his associates his unqualified responsiveness to the wishes of authority so that he can avoid undue attention by his cohorts and escape
excessive criticism when his turn comes.

In this fashion the Communist Party maintains a

built-in, permanent uncertainty and apprehensiveness among the rank-and-file, and can be
certain of obedience froom below. 21
Another characteristic of Communist organization is collective leadership.

Exe-utive and

administrative decisions must be agreed upon by the majority of the officers at a given level of
the party.

Collective leadership, however, is an exception and practiced only during interparty

conferences.

In practice, the party functions in a highly centralized manner with authority and

command decisions flowing from the top to the lower echelons. 22
Changes in leadership within the Communist Party Pre not frequent; "elections" become the
equivalent of promotions.

The leadership submits candidates and issues to the me.rbership.

In order to legitimize this authority, members are compelled to discuss these mattern and
overtly agree and vote on them.
Issues submitted

vote are not appeals to the membership for actibn, as they oommonly

4r,: in.unmobil.zcd and unstructured groups, but are instead specific orders wid plans for futur

Joi

f

I

work.

f

I

II

The memLer's attention is focused not on acceptance but upon what is to be done next.-

Emphasis is placed upon uniformity of thought end the ultimate authority of the leadership.

23

COMMUNIST USE OF MASS ORGANIZATIONS

Large groups which the Communists strive to infiltrate are called "mass organizations."
Communist Party theory holds that a small group of highly disciplined individuals, operating
through mass organizations, can rally the support required to win a revolution.

24

V. I. Lenin recognized the vulnerability of mass organizations to infiltration and manipulation. In turn, Joseph Stalin argued that Communist Party members must avoid the concept that
efforts to build up the party should be directed solely to recruiting new members.

Instead, he

suggested that the Communists systematically use mass organizations as "transmission belts"
to the broad masses of nonparty workers.

By working through mass organizations, Communist

Party workers can reach and influence many thousands of workers "not yet prepared for Party
membership."

Through "these organizations, led by well-functioning fractions, the Party must

necessarily find its best training and recruiting ground.
through which the Party...

[Mass organizations] are the medium

guides and directs the workers in their struggles and... keeps it-

self informed on the mood of the masses, the correctness of the... Party slogans, etc.

"25

The Communists feel that the simple creation of disorder is not sufficient to bring power
into the hands of the elite.

They attempt to separate the existing leadership from the institu-

tions and support on which it rests.
construct new instruments of power.

While disrupting the government, Communists seek to
They build their own covert controls within existing oi'-

ganizfttions or form new or-anizations which they can control.

They try to subvert institutional

loyalties and create new allegiances within mass organizations at the community level.

They

undermine old forms of authority and create new ones, corrupting the authority upon which
ins•itutional foundations are built. 24

Objectives in Controlling Mass Organizations

The objectives cf infiltrating mass organizations are:

(1) to neutralize existing agencies

which support the government; (2) to Justify and legitimize cuises which can be exploit-d by the
subversives; and (3) to mobilize mass ;upport. 2¶
By penetrating organizations and institutions within the society, the Communists avwod bVing
isolated, and are in a position to neutralize competitors and monopolize mass support.

The

strategy of neutralization has played a large role in the relationship of the Communist Party to
Social;:, and other left-wing organizations.

They try tV infiltrste the&@ groups ad through

31

disruptive practices in the organization neutralize their effectiveness and put the leadership in
disrepute.

Where communism has no popular following in its own right, Communists have

sought to mobilize popular sentiment around legitimate issues and causes and so indirectly gain
legitimacy for their movement.

Another major objective is to mobilize those large segments of

society who are not members of groups into formal organizations.

Mass Organizations in Communist Insurgency

The use of mass organizations in an insurgency can be illustrated by several cases.

The

Malayan Communist Party (MCP), early in its history, set about organizing a number of front
groups, including the Proletarian Art League, Youth Corps, Racial Emancipation League, and
General Labor Unions (GLU).

The labor front was perhaps the most important.

Using the de-

mand for higher wages to match the rise in rubber and tea prices as a basis, the union movement organized a number of strikes and collective actions.

28

The principle of organizing labor

for collective action was new to Malaya in the thirties, and the Communists' efforts to develop.
labor unions were to pay off in the insurgency after World War II.
After the war, the MCP set up additional organizations.

It organized a General Trade Union

and a Youth League to attract Chinese students.. Once the insurrection was under way, a Cultivation Corps, an Anti-Britibh Alliance Society, a Students' Union, Women's Union, etc., as well as
less overtly political organizations, such as youth and sporting g"oups, were organized.

With

employment hard to find, it was often necessary for a man to join a Communist union in order
.o get a job.

The MCP also established its own schools and clubs, so that it could approach the

Chinese community to conduct political discussions and disseminate party literature. 29
During the insurgency in Greece, the Communists organized and controlled many front
groups, such as the Seamen's Partisan Cvmmittee, the Communist Organization for Greek
Macedonia, the Democratic Women's Organization of Greece.

In the rural areas the Communist

Party operated through the Greek Agrarian Party (AKE) and the United All Greece Youth
Organization (EPON). 3
In the Philippines, Communist Party officials spent much time before the war engaging in
labor activities in Manila and other parts of Luzon.

The printers' union was influenced by

M•triana Balgos, and the League of the Sons of Labor wis headed by Crisanto Evangelista. both
noted Communist leaders.

The League of Poor Laborers, the predecessor of the Confederation

of Peasants, was among the mass support urganizationi
tle insurgency between _'-46 and 1954.

which provided the bLase of support for

Most of the members of the Communist polltbureau in

.Manila were officers in Lte unions affiliated with the Congress of Labor Organizations (CLO). I1
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Methods of Controlling Mass Organizations

The fundamental aims of most mass organizations are those for which they are organized:
labor unions, for example, are organized to improve the lot of the worker.
formed primarily as pressure groups can be used for other purposes.

But organizations

To the Communists, they

represent a chance to manipulate the social and political ideas and attitudes of the members.
Most voluntary, large-scale organizations are composed of a leadership (a small corps of
individuals who represent the administration), a few faithful, full-time followers, and a large
group of dues-paying members.
the leadership.

The followers usually leave the operations and decisions to

Members may or may not agree with the leaders on all decisions and actions.
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Members who are willing to work and accept responsibility are usually given the oppolatunity to
do so and, indeed, such willingness leads to a gradual promotion to leadership responsibilities.
When planning a take)wr, the Communists first try to gain influence in the organization's
membership office in order to control recruitment and to infiltrate Communist members.

Once

in, Communists are instructed to volunteer for all positions and for all work in the organization.
They are instructed to be the first to arrive at and the last to leave meetings.

They are taught

how to harass non-Communist speakers and, through the tactics of attrition-through-tedium,
win votes and offices within the organization.
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They seek the leadership of political and educa-

tion committees, and use these offices to identify people in the organization who might be sympathetic and those who are avowedly anti-Communist.

Editorship of the organization's

newspapers provides opportunities for expressing subversive ideas and gives access to printing
materials which may be used to establish their own distribution routes. Once they have organized cells or fractions within the organization, they caucus and plan their organizational moves
in advance.
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The Communist seeks leadership positions and

epresents himself as dedicated and loyal to

the organization, taking the initiative in planning activities and volunteering for any job, no
.natter how time-consuming or unpleasant.
subversive activity.

He is instructed to avoid the appearance of any

Altho',gh his candidacy is supported by cell members in the rank-and-file,

close ties between the candidates and the cell collaborators are hidden from the general membership so that the candidates' support appears spontaneous and unsolicited.

Usually the most

vocal members at - meeting pass resolutions and manipulate the apathetic majority.

Therefore,

a small articulate group cA.n readily influence the direction of the organization and eventually
jain control.
in such organizations as labc:r unions, systems of rewarcs &adpunishments can be utilized
to maintain the obedience of members.

If a man is dropped from a union he may wt be ablS to
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On the other hand, if the union leader improves the lot of the union members,

they will more willingly go along with morea purely political actions and obey strike calls.
addition, goon squads may be used to "persuade" uncooperative members.

In

Having instruments

of persuasion and coercion, the leadership can gain compliance of a majority of members. Most
members will comply w•i"

a strike decision, since higher wages may benefit them and failure to

comply will only lead to punishment, loss of membership, or worse. 35 In using front organizations, the Communists attempt to develop and maintain the loyalties of people who othe wise
could not be persuaded to enter the Communist Party or who, even if willing, would not be sufficiently reliable.

They also are able to mobilize many who arc indifferent or even opposed to

Communist ideology-uniting them instead behind such causes as "nationalism," "liberation,"
"pacifism," or other popular social issues within a particular society.

The organization also

attempts to gain support of those elements within the com-~iunity, such ?s religious and fraternal
organizations, that command the respect and loyalty of the Aorkers.
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The cell attempts to evaluate the power structure of the group which it is trying to infiltrate.

in professional groups such as industrialists, lawyers, or university presidents, the

Communists seek to control executive staff functions since Lhis is wherp tae power resides in
such organizations.

They look upon the facade of distinguished citizens on theboard of directors

as an asset to the organizational infiltration.

Hence, they do not seek the prestige positions but

instead positions of control which affect the day-to-day operations of the organization. 37
In the Malayan Communist insurgency, for example, the MCP maintained its influence
within the General Labor Union through three separate control systems.

The first system was

made up of a president or secretary and 2 or 3 full-time organizers, who were part of the open
membership of the labor union.

Although they were p&rty members, they avoided any connec-

tion with meetings or activities that might identify them with the party. They reported to aid
took orders from the GLU. They were told to operate within the law and to give the impression
that their primary interest was the advancement and concern of trade unionism.
The second system of control was exercised through underground party members, who held
no official office and were members of the open rank-and-file.
cruited new members for the union and for the MCP.

They were activists A'ho re-

They served to simulate grassroots senti-_

ment for policies favored by the party, enabling the leader to avoid the appearance of dictating
to the union.

This group also reported on the financial status of each member and provided

rnformation to the party on membership attitudes; the party then based organization policy on

these reports.

T..e undergrouri members reported to the section of the party responusile for

tradc uniorunsm, which was separate from the regular party.

These members were more trusted

than the ier ers, wvho were considered expendable if discovered.

"I.' t-i-d
S\..h

ccn::rol system consisted of the regula.r party members who formed a fraction

thC urzon

"r-ceivedorders

They
Tnhcei-p.
held no official posts.

from the regular party

[•4

i-hey reported Lheir activities tm

Uvdl
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United Front Activities

The term "front" has been used in three different ways in Communist political warfare.
Commonly, it refers to political activities carried out behind the facade of an apparently nonCommunist organization.

The front has been used to gain control of peripheral leftist groups.

It has also been used to gain access to wide segments of society having no ideological commitment to communism or Marxism. In a "united front" operation, the Communists seek to consolidate and unite forces of discontent against the government.

The groups in the united front

need not agree with the objectives or goals of the Communist Party.
offer its support.

However, the party does

In this manner the Communists maintain organizational integrity while be-

coming associated with other, legitimate organizations. 39
The Communists have utilized the technique of the united front in most of their insurgencies.

They form alliances with other groups, offering them the organizational support of the

Communist Party in return for a united front against some issue.

The rank-and-file of most

organizations are more than willing to accept anyone who professes to share their views. Many
organizations have assumed that the Communists would enter into cooperative ventures without
subverting the organization and that their cause would benefit from the additional strength of
the Communist Party. 40
Lenin's formula was to go where the masses are located, vie for leadership positions or
neutralize the existing leadership, and gain access to t-he rank-and-file.

By drawing a number

of legitimate groups into a united front, the Communists can gain the prestige of speaking for a
large and diverse group of people.

Once in the front, they seek to discredit the leaders of the

other organizatAons so as to gain control of their followings. 41 Usually organizations join a
mass front or coalition in order to achieve particular ends; the Communists join for an opportunity to subvert them.

The theory is to fill power vacuums and to create new organizations to

cope with new problems which are not being effectively handled within the context of existing
organizations.
In Venezicla, the creation of a united front was the first major step in initiating an insurgency and is characteristic of most Cormmunist-dominated insurgencies.

For exampls, the

Venezuelan Communist Party (Partido Comunista Venezolano-PCV) initially used its legal
status to cover its illegal activities.

Communist.3 infiltrated the Democratic Action Party

tAcc6dn Democrftica-AD) and in 1960, under Domingo Alberto Rangel, the left wing of the party
%%as expelled.

The party formed a new group called the Movement of thf Revolutionary Left

,,%Iovimiento de lzquierdo Revoluciona io-M-R).

In the mid-fLfties, both the -( ""d PCV were

on mi:aan" ooposiUon to President Rdmulo Betancourt.

in 19%1, the MIR used its congressional

7n.-r.;nity to carry on terrorism aga.nst the Betaneourt regime.
and

=-,
l wu:e rulcd illecal by the Supreme Court of Venezuela.

Finally, in 1962, both the PCV
After this decision a National

Liberation Front (Frente de Liberacidn Nacional-FLN) -asformed to unite all left-wtng 1lenmnts
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The FLN organized the Armed Fcrces

against President Betancourt and initiate an insurgency.

of National Liberation (Fuerzas Armadas de Liberacidn Nacional-FALN) to conduct urban terror and g-ucrrilla warfare against the government.
In 19G2, the Minister of Defense of Venezuela described the Communist plan as it appeared
in captured FALN documents.

The FALN proposed: (1) agitation.against the government; (2)

demunstrations, disturbances, strikes, and terrorism; (3) sabotage and guerrilla actions
throughout the country; and (4) insurrection culminating in violent takeover of power.

The pur-

pose was to create such chaos that the armed forces would take power through strong-arm
methods; then the Communists would overthrow the army and gain control of the government.
The Communists have gained support in the left wing of the Republican and Democratic Union
(Unidn Repftolica Democrdtica-URD) which withdrew from the Betancourt coalition in protest
against the government's anti-Castro action in 1960, as well as the AD opposition which split
from the AD in 1962. Both of these elements suppoi ted the terroristic campaign.
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In May 1941, members of the Indochinese Communist Party (ICP) formed the Viet Nam Doec
Lap Dong Minh Hoi (League for the Independence of Vietnam) or, as they were popularly known,
the Vietminh.

The organization was a broad coalition of political parties, all of which wished to

free Vietnam from French rule.

Since many nationalists did not join the coalition because it

was Communist controlled, Ho Chi Minh officially dissolved the ICP on November 11, 1945.

In

May 1946, in still another move to win nation.'list support, he announced the establishment of the
Mal Tri.ii Lien Hiep Quoc Dan Viet Nam (Vietnamese Popular National Front), a broader front
than the Vietminh, whose goal was "independence and democracy.
In 1951, since the front received most of its aid from Communist China and the Communist
bioc, the Communists felt that they had sufficient control over the movement that they could
reestab'.sh a Communist Party.

in addition, if some unafýreseen event should occur in which

they lost control of zhe front. they w-anted to leave some official representation in the organization.

The name, Dang Lao Dong (Workers' Party), was carefully selected.

One party document

describes the reasons which %ent into the choice of name.
iA should never be admitted outside Party circles that Lhe Workers' Party is

the Communist Party in its overt form for fear of frightening and alienating
property owners and weakening national unity. To part9 membe.-s and sympathizers it can be admitted that the Workers' Party is the Co=n .nist Party,
but to others it should neither be admitted nor denied. . ..
In t-Jis v-ay they avoided alienating people who for one reason or another could not accept communism, but at the same time won recognition from other Communist parties t-hroughout the

Usi:>•t:xs'same tacutcs as im the war against the French, in 1962 the Commumsts organized
,.:,r:.",tc,,

for the Liberation of South Vietnam •N1LSV).

'.c:rs ol the centra' commintee of the L

in order to control the movo-

Dong Prty went to thD South to run this

opcrations.

Onc.,- they had firm control, a thinly disguised Communist Party (People's ReCWu-

tionary Party--PRP) was formed which is ostensibly independent of the North but in fact is an
extensIon of the Lao Dong Workers' Party.*

Except in the rare cases Involving attempted

coups d'etat, the creation of a united front has preceded the Initiation of Communist insurgewl
and guerrilla warfare.

C0MMUNIST DNSURGENT ORGANIZATION

Underground and Guerrilla Structure

Far-reaching organizational changes are required to convert a peacetime party into a national liberation movemen: designed to carry on a protracted revolutionary war.

WhIle the

party apparatus Itself remains essentially the same, an additional structure, composed of underground members and guerrillas, is created.

Through interlocking positions of leadership

within the movement, the party directs the underground and guerrilla organizrt~ions and operations.
At the top of the organization is a central committee, a politbureau, and a secretarygeneral.

The secretary-general directs the national committees for military organization,

mass organization, education, finan~ce, and intelligence.

Below the national level are provincial,

district, and local comraittees and Individual cells. There are two parallel national organlzations, one civil and one military.

(See figure 7.)

The civil organization or national liberation front is usually made up of several political
parties and affiliated mass organizations.

The front Is responsible for mass recruitment and

for support for the guerrillas In the f'rm of Intlel gence, supplies, and safe homes. It Is also
responsible for population control and the establishment of a shadow government to provide
schools, courts, taxation, and administrative offices.
regions, districts, villages, and towns.

The front has liberation committees in

Within each of them is a parallel covert Communist

organizational element.
*When Radio Hanoi announced the formation of the PRP, it avided the word "Comlmt[sv"
and described the party as "representatives of Marxist-Leninists In the South." A captured Viet
Cong documen, which originated in North Vietnam and was sent to a provincial party committee
In South Vietnam, states that the formation of the PRP should be explained to party members as .
a tactical move to rebut accusations about the Invasion of the South by the North to permit the
NFLSV to recui-t new members ani win sympathy and support from onaloriled nations. It goes
on to say that the independence of the PRP is only apparent and that in reality the party is i• e
Vietnamese Workers' Party united in North and Sc-ath under President Ho Chi Minh.
In July 1962, when the North Vietnamese signed the international agreements on Laos, a
me mber of the de!egation reported to foreign Journalists that the list of members of the central -:
committee of the Workers' Party was necessarily incomplete. Some names had been left off in,
order to protect the Identity of men who were directing military operations In South Vietnam. 44
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Three major military forces evolve.
local militia.

The mobile main force, the regional forces, and the

The first is a regular army and the last two are paramilitary.

The regular

mobile main-force units are organized on thie basis of battalions, companies, platoons, and
squads.

There is a heavy emphasis, however, on political indoctrination.

Each unit generally

has a military leader, a political 'Leader, aind a party member who make tactical and political
decisions.
The mnilitary organization is sct up according to the principles formulated by Mao Tse-tung.
Vo Ngu,,yen Gi'p ia elaborating- on Mlao Tse-tung, disting-uishes three nlilita.,y phases of insur'mnobile warfare,' and 'entrenched camp warfare. "45 Certain

gency: "guerrilla warfare,'

organizational and political developments are prerequisite ',r transition from one phase to
another.r
The guerrilla forces carry on a war ofl harassment until basic political structures can be
created.

Thi: more proficient of these forces are then singled aut to launch the mobile warfare

phase. .New main-forcýe units are created and organized aklung conventional lines but remain
mobile and use guerrilla paramilitary forces as a

protective screen . Although this mobile

main force assumes a formal structure of battalion strength, it may fall short of conventional
military strength and fire power.

By contrast, the guerrilla paramilitary forces retain a

simpler organizational form, being composed of small units approximately the bize of platoons
and continue their harassment of government security forces.

It is the responsioility of local

forces to maintain a presence among the civil populace and to harass g, vernment forces.

Giap

maintains that even in the m-nile warfare phase a judicious balance muz'z be achieved bc-ween
tinese two forces.
T he importance of maintaining both a main force and paramilitary formations was also
stressed byMao Tse-tung:
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decisions and through the military high command gave directives or orders to the armed forces."
Three regional bureaus controlled party activities in the Malay statas.
reaus were district committees.

Below the regional bu-

The branch, with three to five members, was the basic unit.

Typically the Communist technique of interlocking the underground with the military organization was used.

A committee from the politbureau was established within the high command of

the Malayan Races Liberation Army.
regions.

Regiozual committees controlled the MRLA units in the

Each committee usually consisted of three members: a party representative, a mili-

tary commander, and a military vice commander (for troop indoctrination).

The party repre-

sentative was the controlling figure.
The Min Yuen, at first a front organization established to replace the party-controlled trade
unions that disappeared when the Emergency began in 1948, became an underground organization.
Its functions were to collect funds for the MRLA, furnish supplies, collect intelligence, disseminate propaganda, and serve as a pool for recruits for the party aDd the MRLA.

In many areas

the Min Yuen had its own armed forces, which protected the political organization and carried
out independent terrorist activities in support of the MRLA. 48
In the Philippines the Hukbalahap (Huk) organization was patterned after other Communist
insurgent organizations.

The chain of command included the secretary-general, a 31-man

central committee, and an 11-man politbureau.

The secretary-general directed national com-

mittees for organization, education, finance, intelligence, and the military.

The military com-

mitee, made up of members of the politbureau, exercised commaifd control of the army.

Its

policies and decisions were carried oat by Lhe commander of the army who, with his deputy
commanders and staff, forme.d the GHQ.
The party's organization bureau was at the sane level as the army GHQ, and was charged
with. handling political affairs and furnishing political and propaganda guidance to the commander
of the army.

Directly under GIQ were the party regional committees (RE COs), which at one

time numbered about 10 and were believed to be the highest headquarters in direct command of
troop units for tactical operations.
The RECOs functioned also as territorial and administrative hetdquarters, with responsibility for organization and propaganda functions.

Regional commanders represented GHQ in their

area, supervising and coordinating military plans and political activities.

They also developed

tactical plans for implementation by their subordinate field commanders.

At the regional level

there were also organization committees in charge of establishing local Commist cells, observing the loyalty of party members, indoctrinating new members, and supervising their
training.
Young men who were Huk members were sent back to their native villages to recruit for the
gitcvrilla force.
-

They were to organize their villages for the Huks by establishing committees

of trusted and respected elders.
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Each village committee was organized into two groups: one a
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nonmilitant underground group, the other military. Most of the male villagers were recruited
They worked their farms by day and

as guerrilla fighters and organized into local reserves.

served as guerrillas at night. The local underground provided intelligence, food supplies, and
medical care for the guerrilla units. 40
The Greek resistance movement during World War II provides another example of how a
small but relatively well-organized party can organize a vast military and civil insurgent movemen. and maintain control over a large segment of the population.

In September 1941, the

Greek Communist Party (KKE) began a nationwide resistance movement.

The Communists

organized the Greek National Liberation Front (EAM) to recruit and enlist all sectors of Greek
society.

All citizens and classes that favored resistance against the Nazis and free elections

after the war were welcomed.

The EAM sought and won the support of some left-wing political

leaders and formed a coalition made up of the K7-",

Urion of Popular Democracy (ELD), the

Socialist Party of Greece (SKE), the TTnij-v ý ,ociallst Part of Greece (ESKE), and the Greek
Agrarian Party (AKE).

Each of these parties had one rep.'- -ntative on a central committee.
Although it appeared that the EAM

This committee was the poll.cy-,making organ of the EA".

%as composed of many par,`es, in fact the Communist6 held most of the power through the
front's functional gror;:.s

.%h,EAM organized th-2 Greek People's Liberation Army (ELAS), the

United All Greece Y ",,i C -gar;zation (EPCON), the National Mutual Aid (EA), and the Workers'
National Llberatiý.m F,'cV (EEAM).
The British estdmato•i that the EASwws composed of approximately 50,000 men while the
EAM had from 300,000 to 7 %,00, mrn*bers.
and approximately 2 million for -he EAM.

Tine EAM gave estimates of 85,000 for the ELAS

By 1943, the EAM controlled a good portion of

Greece through an adininistr.&tive hierarchy and local self-government.

In each village there

were four EAM groups: the EA. the EPON, the Guerrilla Commissariat or ETA, and the gereral
EAM committee.

The secretary of the EAM was called the 1Lpefthinos or "responsible one. " It

was his duty to check on all travelers coming into a village to confirm their Identification, to
recommend individuals for training to the ELAS, and to follow orders from his district szpsrlor.
The ETA collected taxes and gathered materials for the ELAS.
It was through the ipefthinos in each village that the Communists exerted control.

Before

the war the Communists were the only party with widespread underground experience and most
of the organizers of the EAM were Communists.

Thus, the Communists who organizod the KAM

irn a village usually became the leading EAM functionary.

Through the election of bigher leil

officials, the Communists further increased their influence.
mnenibers of the district EAM committee.
committee.

Vl~lage ipeh

.

atjcted te

The district members in turn elected a regional

Each region in turn had one representative on the EAM oenurl oommltt"e.

1tiee

such as Auhens, Piraeus, and Saloruka also had one repre~ataitre on the oentral ooimlttoe.
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The city reprcsentatives .vere elected by neighborhood EAM committees, and EAM piofessional
and trades organizations.
The 25 delegates on the centrel FAM committee represented political partics, the fuwctioral
organization, the ELAS, EPON, EA, and regions and large cities.

Through the ipefthlnos the

Communists had a majority of die delegatt, on the EAM central committee although they made
up approxi:naately one-tenth of the EAM membership.
the two top leaders of the ELAS.

The EAM central committee appointed

The E LAS had two bodies, a high command which carried out

the military operations, and a central committee which passed on pclicy.
issues were resolved or handled by the EAM.

However, all political

The EAM controlled the armed services through

the kap3tanios. Whie each ELAS unit was led by a military commander who was re3ponsible
for all military decisio•As, it a compwrable level there was a ,getanlEos who was responsible
for propaganda and morale within the unit and the relations between the units and civil populas.
tion.
In the ELAS headquarters there was a military commander, a kapetanios, and an additionad
EAM representative.

Invariably the kapetanios and the EAM representative were Com-.unxists.

Although the military was in command of all military operations, the army wus controlled by
the EAM and, ultimately, the Communist
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The most recent example of Communist irsui.gent organization and one which requires detailed description, is in South Vietnam.

Again. the liberation Lont and th. eatablisnment of

separate but interlocking organimatiors have been employed •y t.nc Coinnumsts.

The North

Vietnamece Lao Deng (Communist) Party provided the impetus ior estab'lishig the Natiornl
Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NFLSV) and the National Liberation Army.
tively, these organizations are known ar the Vie: Corg.

Colloe-

Tcý piomote the idea that the South

Vietnraese Naticnul Front anI the Lao DWng were separate organizations, and to counter the
charge that N-oeth Vletnm had invadyd 5kouwas organized.

Vlena.i, .he People's Revolution0ary Party (PRN)

The leadership of the 1JFLS', ti.. Natiiia Li)eratlon Ariry, and the PRP is an

interloc!dng one, the Communists holding multiple posilons in all three organizations. 51
The Liberation Army receives direction from the Lao Dong. the ýLnistry o' Defenre,
the high oommand of the Nurt. Vietx~amese People's Army.

Aid

The highest military headquarters

of the Liberation Army in South Vietnam is the Central Office for South Vietnam (CCCVN),
which is below the high :orrmvvid o' th Pcople's Army.

The Cenural Office maIntatIns lin.

of

communications with Hx-•i "und the malor military urita in the South. R
7"he Nscti•,-il ,beratica Army it composed of regular mil~tary and larAmilita.,y tnits.
W*
~ir tei

regular army are the main loroes that operate acrm"

regional forces that operate within single provinces.

The

provt:',.'bcrd-rs

&M tbt

I

iaramilitary tfore, the GCerrilla

Popu'ar Army, has three elements: the village or hamlet guerrillan, the oc-mbat gubrrillsa,
and the secret guerrilla-.

T7hese &re organized in squads or piat on
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part-time guerrillas who carry out harassing and sabotage missions and serve as a replacement
pool for the regional units.
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Political direction and control of the National Front are exercised by thu Lao Dong through
Besides the Communist

the COSVN. 5 The NLFSV is composed of a number of organizations.

inner core-the People's Revolutionary Party-two other political parties are represented in
the movement:

the Radical Socialist Party and the Democratic Party.

Then there are various

liberation associations (farmers, women, youth, students, cultural, and workers) and many professional and special interest groups.

Finally, there are several minor groups, such as the

Afro-Asian Solidarity League and the Peace Preservation Committee, which are oriented
toward external or international matters. 55
To insure control by the party, the policy Is to have at least two party members working
epenly

on most committees.

In practice, the number is usually determined by the control the

Viet Cong exercises in the area.

To achieve a broad base of representation in the NFLSV, it

has been s~nding policy that party members on NFLSV committees should never exceed twofifths of the committee's membership. 56
Administratively, the National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam is organized along
geographic lines, with an interzone, zone, province, district, village, and cell rtructure.

Oper-

The committee is organized

ating at the interzone level are a committee and a committee chief.

into six branches, with the dan van branch responsible for civil and military recruiting and
proselytizing.

The organizational branch Is responsible for the dich van movement or armed

propaganda and terrorism among the governmc -t civil service workers and the Army of the
Republic of Vietnam (ARVN).

This branch is charged with influencing government employees

through demonstrations and riots.

The binh van is responsible for infiltrating, building -ells,

and subverting the morale of government troops and encouraging them to defect

The training

and indoctrination branch is charged with training agitprop and armed propaganda teams.

I'

A

liaison and communications branch conducts the organizaticnal communications needs through
couriers and runners.
ganization.

The security branch is responsible for the internal security of the or-

This administrative structure is represented at each level of the organization.

The NFLSV focuses its attention on several major activities.

The political strugle (s*ek-

ing out and fomeniting class conflict) is one of its principal Lctivities.
is the o0 ganization and expansion of the united front group.

Another major activity

-_

Finally, the NFL6V is directed to

undertake "armed struggle," including sabotage, assassination, and other forme of violesne and
coercive persuasion.
The front is primarily charged with the administration of liberated areas, liberation associations, and the various profmssionsl and special interest goups.

L

vions of eipionage and sabotage against the governroen•

masses.

It also

and is responsible 1r

arries• M t

action

-

•do

Mass communication. ranging from radio to altation. falls within Its respoUtty. W
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At the provincial level, the frant has eztablishcd shadow governments headed by a commissioner who presides over a pyramidal structure topped by a central committee for the province,
which superviseR district commissioners, village or township cadres, and hamlet committees.
Political administrators, many of whom have received from 6 months to 2 years of training in
civil administration in Hanoi, govern these areas.

Altaugh many administrators are South

Vietnamese, there are some North Vietnamese advisers as well.
The basic administrative bodies in the "liberated" areas are the liberation committees.
There are subcommittees for military matters, health, information, culture, education, and
communications.

There is a Foreign Relations Commission which has missions in Moscow,

Peking, Prague, Algiers, Djakarta, and Havana.

In addition to the committees on the national

level, there are liberation committees at the province, district, and village levels.
When a village is liberated, elections are heid to choose a local committee for selfadministration, which then establishes groups for military matters, public health, education,
and economic questions. The village committee elects representatives to the district committees, who in turn elect delegates to the provincial committees.
mittees were initially appointed.

However, these higher com-

Elections are to be held at some later date.

Although village committees can contact district and proviiicial committees for advice, the
higher committees usually provide tlw, general political line and leave local affairs ýo the selfadministration committees.

One reason for this is the difficulty of maintaining daily cnmmuni-

cation among the various administrative units.

Messages usually come from broadcasts of the

clandestine Liberation Radio or circular letters.
F'or training purposes, books are distributed by the provincial educationcommittees.
committecs have crude jungle orint shops in which most of the work is done manually.
dition to standard textbooks, books are also printed for the nationul minorities.

These
In ad-

Each village

sends peuple to the teacher-training programs in the district or provinn.lal headquarters; they
then return to their vi!lage- and organize schools.
Each village also sends two people to the district center to receive a 6-months training
course in nctlicirnc and hyt'iLne.

On rctud-ning to the village, they set up clinics, where most

atteltion is pIid to problems of hygiene and the control of malaria and intestinal diseases.
S.rious meiical c:LsrZ are sent to district or proTincial clialics.
hccause of tr.'nstKortation difficulties, each liberated village is responsible for growing its
own food,

ii h su 'iplus food going to the National Liberation Army.

U

Commnunications

In C(\riwr:•n:-t ý..>aurgcncies, there are several kinds of communication network..

There Is

a comunica:-,n nctwor' withIln the Communist Party, another uithin the National Liberatlon

1

~G
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Front (NFLSV), and a third

within

the Natic.

:1e ation Army.

The systoms vary from the

simple to the complex in operation. 59
Within the party, disruption in coramunicaudons between members of the cadre would affect
operations very little, for the cadre is so well trained and indoctrinated that its members need
little guidance or instruction in day-to-day operations.

Only major policy changes or new pro-

grams make it necessary to communicate within the organization.
There are two types of formal communications.
relatively slow.

One is the written directive, which is

The fast type is the radio message, communicated through clandestine stations.

When radio Is used, the message is disguised through some type of code, often in the form of
key words or phrases.

Intensive training and preplanning reduce the need for fast communica-

tions. 60
If a message is of extreme complexity or great secxecy, a meeting may be arranged.
lower echelons receive word by courier that a meeting is to be held.

The

A liaison member from

higher headquarters outlines the wishes of the central committee and entertains questions at
this meeting.

He may cite and quot: documents which he has read and burned.

To maintain

maximum security, secret documents are seldom carried to meetings and no notes are taken.
Administratively, there are four levels at which such meetings take place-the national
headquarters of the central committee, the provincial central committee headquarters, the
districi c' town central committee, and the cells.

Each central committee has as part of its

administrative uo•ration a comm'.nicatlons liaison section.
own liaison with its parallel units.

Each of the lower echelons has its

The communications section handles all messages, coding

and dccoding them, and supervises the couriers.
The communications system of the NFLSV operates much as the party system does, but
with less emphasis on security and a greater volume of messages.
centers at central committee headquarters, -crzone

There are message liaison

headquarters, zone headquarters, prov-

ince headquarters, district headquarters, and village headquarters.

Messages may concern

new missions and assignments, reViews of policies and programs, or distribution of publicatIons
and propaganda.
In discussing communications within the National Liberation Army, It is important to distinguish between the regular mobile main force and the paramilitary units.
operate out of the villages and use runners to the district central committee.

The guerrilla units
Messengers

carry communi ications between the lower echelon paramilita-y units and thezr political counter-parts without g"oin through headquarters. The guerrillas communicate with the regular forces
bY runacrs, ý.Ithough the% keep contacts to a minimum.

ori

tii %ki
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Most communications between these two

e NFI;V.

\:iin-fwce communications are more sophisticated, depending upon the type of equipment
c iptured from govern :-:cnt forces.

At headquarters, captured radios and walkle-talkies maybe

L-
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used, as well as couriers and messengers.

Since the main body of central headquarters is

dispersed, telephone systems and switchboards are used tr coordinate central committee operations.

Communications systems are extensively used as an alert system.

Field telephones,

telegraphs, and lights or visual signals are used to warn the main force of enemy approach.
During operations, communications are generally limited.

In the 'liberated" areas a regular

telephone and telegraph system may ba used.
A National Courier Division is charged with running messages between the regional central
committees and the district committee or cell level.
liaison and jungle mail-drops.
girls, women), is detailed.

Courier services are usually a system of

Training for couriers, who are frequently "imiocents" (children,

A courier for district headquarters spends approxJmately a year

within the organization before being given his assignment.

The district headquarters controls

as many as six branch committees and platoons which work on the edges of the jungle or in
rural areas.

The courier's job is to spend his days visiting "jungle letter boxes" collecting

and delivering messages.

Letter boxes are the only fixed point of contact between regional

headquarters and the district branches and platoons.

Couriers seldom meet each other,

leaving messages on different days in order to maintain security.

Letter boxes are also

changed from time to time and their location is secret. 61
While the party is highly secretive, limiting communications to only the most vital, the
National Liberation Front (NFLSV) has more extensive communications, often concealing the
substance in propaganda and morale messages.

The Liberation Army's communications are

complex on the tactical level, using modern technical equipment in addition to runners, couriers,
and jungle mail-drops.

Within the party and NFLSV, the communications structure conuists

of a series of liaison couriers and runners.

Shadow Government and Population Contro:

Communist underground strategy is to build as well as to disrupt.

Through shadow govern-

ments, the Communists develop new political institutions and new symbols of authority which
serve as instruments for population control.

The Communist* gain control of the civilian

populace by combining the positive incentives of political doctrine and institutional order with
the negative sanctions of terrorism and coercion.

They develop institutions, such au rural

courts, youth leagues, schools, and farmer cooperatives to exert normative and regulatory ouitrol over individuals, and reinforce this control with coercive means, such as surveillance,
threats, and physical punishments. 62
Shadow governments are usually Initiated in towns and villages, where little or no govern-

nmental control exists. Such places frequently nave none of the advantages of communfty aatim.
or organization. such as schools, sanitation facilities, medical services, polleo protection,

IiI

courý_, or pohjca, parucipation.

The shadow government parallels local governmental struc-

tures. Through the systematic removal or assassination of government officials, and through
otatUon ard propaganda, official government control is eroded and replaced by new institutions.

In the opening phases of subversion, Infiltrators live among townsmen, carefully select
young, potential leaders, and organIze them into nucleus cells.
turn speeific grievances into crystallized attitudes.
agia:ors vist the villagers.
tions are held.

Coll members then agitate aMd

Later, armed guerrillas and professional

WIth the implicit threat provided by the guerrillas, "free" elcc-

The slate of candidates includes members from the covert cells.

government is organized behind a facade of representative government.

A shadaw

Through social and

professional organizations, social control Is established and initial resistance is turned Into
varying degrees of acceptance as villagers avlcome the advent of a school, social organizations,
sports clubs, and so forth.

The old power structure is assaulted az drastic changes are made

In the village's political and economic Institutions.

As a multiplicity of new organizations re-

quires new leaders, young members of the village, usually those reunited by the underground,
are given the responsibility and power usually reserved for tbe elders or the wealthy. 0
As a village gives more and more support to the underground shadow government, the legal
government may be prompted to retaliate or launch a counterattack.

Villagers who were in-

volved In the shadow government or who resist the government's return may be punished.

How-

ever, the government's return is often short-lived, with government troops generally leaving
after a brief period, because of the remoteness or seeming uniilortance of the village in
overall government programs.
government control.

The Communists then return to resume their shadow-

Local commitment tends to be made on the practical basis of who is in

control rather than who is preferred.
When a village has acquiesced, the underground progressively transforms it into a base.
The villagers are Induced, through normative or coercive means, to provide food, money, and a
place to store arms and ammunition. Village men are recruited Into active service, farming

"thei r land by day and conducting ambushes or raids at night. The villagers a" also a valuable
source of intelligence. They infiltrate government headquarters and Installations and provide
advance warnings, helping the militarily weaker guerrilla forces to plan offensives and amaulses
or to avoid encirclement.
Population control Is maintained by organizing mulUple, Interlocking memberships among
the inhabitants.

Constant social Interaction and propapada-orIented discussions are enough to

convince many to support the Insurgent government. Instruments of social force, such as court
andl law enforcement agencies, are usually suffcient to coerce any doubters.

Inwormatfon from

sc%-criticIsm sessions, covert agints, and po'IUcal police alert the insurgents to any organized
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•re steps through which the Communists go In establishing shadow governments are waustrated in t:-e example of a South Vietnamese village.

Captured records of a Vilet Cong rom-

mandcr revealed some of the techniques and problems the Commnuiwsts faced in gaining control
of a village in Kien Phong Province in 1960. 45 The village, dubbed "X1E" for security reasons,
haa 6,000 inhabitants and was effectively transformed from a non-Communist into a hard-c:ore
Communist combat village.

Interestingay, the Diem government had done a relatively good job

of administering the area, and the Communists, In order to build a mass organization, finally
had to use farmers' latent interest in land to focus grievances against the government.
larniers merely w.nted low rent and the right to farm the land they maintained.

The

The govern-

ment soldiers In Oih area collected Iaxes and reci.nlmed land from delinquent tenants for the
Indlor(s, who usually lived in the cities.

At first, the Commurists voiced various slogans

a•ainst the landlords, but achieving little success with those, they dispatched an agitprop team
to organize the village.

Living In fields and marshes during the day, the team slipped into the

village at night to propapLndlze.

Government robile troops were active in the area during the

first year and largely thwarted the Communists' efforts-killing three party members and arresting over 100.

Indeed, or~iy one cadre member finally remained, and he had no local

support.
Eventually, through persistent efforts, several farmers were induced to join the party by
"the promise" of land.
*1the

local XB party.

Slowly, a base of seven members was established as the beginning of

These In turn r~rulted others, and eventually the cadre grew to 26 mem-

bers, while the XB expanded front organizations to 30 members In the Lao Dongyouth movement,
274 In the Farmers' Association, 150 In t

Youth Group, and 119 in the Liberation Women's

Group. They were Instructed to open as many private schools as possible and to form groups
and associations among professionals, tradesmen, workcrs, and peasants.
Within two years, 2,000 villagers had become involved In the Communist front activities.
Yet, despite these apparent successes, the mass of farmers remained passive to Communist
appeals for action.

The party adopted a new tack, beginning with a concentrated campaign to

eliminate the Influence of village leaders and government security agents.

By applying

pressure-often physical threats-to leading villagers, they were persuaded cr coerced into
Joining the party.

When apvernment forces came to the village with projeett, they were unable

to find any leader who would cooperate.

Even government medical supplies were turned down.

Finally, the government virtually abandoned the village ii terms of civic projects.

The party

encouraged people to take over land and began to establish public health, sanitation, and education facilities. It even assisted in the marketing of produce.
T'hnus the party, by persistent persuasion and coercion, grew from a small cell to the ruling
ahority in village X1.

L

Throughout this process the people in the village seemed to be moti-

vatcd by individual inerests rather than by Conmunist doctrine.

At this point an attempt was made to get active support for the National Liberation Movement from the villagers.

rhe pa'ry saw to it that Viet Cong flags were flown from village

.gpoles and frequent propaganda sessions were conducted.
villagers into military activities.

The party began to press the

In spite of initial reluctance, the village was eventually

tr•msformcd into a "combat viliage. " Villagers were induced to set up booby-traps, build
iarricades, and establish defensive positions against government troops.
became a target for government attack.

With this, the village

The more the v•i~ag, -s were pressed by the Commu-

nists into building defenses, the more government troops came to clean up the rebel "stronghold" (even though no guerrillas were there).
"defendLng" itself L:-om its own government.

The Communists had maneuvered the village into
Inevitably, the more the government troops at-

tacked, the more the people turned against the government and toward the Communists.

The

axiom that "people learn war through war" became a fateful truism: whereas the villagers
were once reluctarnt and hesitant in their military support. of the Commumists, they now had a
vested interest in supporting the guerrilla units and protecting the village from the government.
In another village in Vietnam, the Viet Cong entered and let it be leaked to government
troops that they were going to hold the village for 3 days.
village, although tne Viet Cong had left in tha meantime.

Government troops attacked the
The net result waj that villagers who

were once neutral were alienated from the government.66
Another example of the operation of shadow governments by Communist undergrounds appears in the Huk movement during World War II in the Philippines. 6T As described by Luis
Taruc, the Huk leader, tae Communists found that the easiest villages or barrios to organize
were those which had strong prewar organizations.

Once they had a 'beachhead" in a village,

the principal focus cf their organizational effort went into establishing a Barrio United Defense
Corps (BUDC).
w-hen a BUDC unit was es' ablished, a council was formed.
upon the size and importance of the barrio.

The size of the council depended

Elected by secret ballot, the barrio council con-

sisted of a chairman, a vice-chairman, a secr'ýtarv-treasurer, a chief of police, and directors
of recr.itment, intelligence, transportation, commur'cations, education, sanitation, and agrtculture.

Often one man held several positions.

Councfls were formed only in those areas where

,luksquadrons could protect a barrio and defend it against the Japanese.

Elsewtere, barrio

reiief associations and antirobbery associations were formed.
OrzaniZiang t1he BUDC in a villAge involved s,-veral phases.

The first step was to send a

con*-ac: :na zo fied out who i_. the barrio were :oya, who were anti-Huk or sples, and what ki•d
o.f P.'.:c 5t.e barrio leaders were. If barrio sentiment wa favcrabie, a squadron w.mld amtar
a

ca`.
:d
az-eezng of :eading indiv~duais and talk to them.
'-,
d be cxZied and ;-c Huk
,
.:ogram explained.

oL rga.dZ:d.

Then a meeting of the entire village

Taruc reports that th.es bax-i•a were esily
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liowever, in barrios which had collaborators, spies, or were predominantly against the
Huks, a contact man would identify the agents and where they lived, and watch their movements.
Then a IHuk squadron woula surround the barrio, arrest collaborators and suspected enemy
agents, take them to a public place, and on the basis of information gathered from the people of
the village, make charges against them.

In a public meeting people were asked if the charges
If the people rc pudiated the charges, the

were correct or if there were any additional charges.
prisoners were released.

If thc confirmed the charges, the Huks tried to determine if the

individual collaborated under force or willingly.

Traitors were usually executed, but those who

cooperated under duress were lectured and asked to work for the underground.
After the trial, the whole barrio was lectured and the squadron left, returningat alaterdate
to check on village activity.

H the enemy had returned to establish control and people had

collaborated, the Huk unit arrested the collaborators and took them with the squadron for 2 or
During this time they lectured them.

3 months.

When they felt they were convinced, they re-

turned them to the barrio.
This type of direct military intervention was not normal procedure.

Usually, organization

of civilian support and population control was effectively maintained through the establishment
of mass organizations and new institutional forms.

To develop mass organizations, the Huks

initially worked with a small number of former union organizers and professional men who had
been associated with popular movements.
techniques of mass organization.

With this nucleus they set up schools to teach the

They instructed recruits in the methods of infiltration, orga-

nizing barrios, and how to penetrate and combat the Philippine constabulary.
eventually trained barrio council members as well.

These schools

The major functions of the barrios were

to help in military operations and to develop their economy so as to provide supplies for the

j

insurgents.
.Mlthougn, the Huk squadrons usually camped at a distance from the barrios to Avoid grawing
suspicion or attent'on to them, occasionally they did stay in a barrio and soldiL.a wtere assigned
to various houses and familiesin farmin

In return, the Huks helped with househc-id chores an:d assisted

.

The BUTDC acted as reserves for the mobile units.

For each Huk in the field, there were

:Nvo in he barrios. eng-aged in productive work Axd civilian pursuits.
miutay -raingn; zn the bah:Ios.

Recruits also received

Usuaily men on active duty were rotated back to the barrios

:or rest .ertods and t*-e barrio reserves would spend some dine with th, regrular guerrilla

As• Tarc concudes. 1r this way we are able to build an army that was very much like
.-

-ts.

an .cccr;i

r

tw-thirds of it beneath the sea.

-c Heuk avoided encounters wi;h the enezy that rnitt result in punitive action against the
'rtg
a
was held with the BLDC
A,-.C- an aml..bush -,*" "o be staged near a barr-o, a

.,arr~o.

o unc il

ao-d cr

tao
c ibantts p-*rmxiss"on.

U

The director of intelligence of the barrio was an integral part of the overall intelligence
notivork.

Every man, woman, 'tnd child in the barrio reported informalAon to the director who

in turn transmitted this information via runner to the guerrilla agents.

The most significant

contribution of thc barrio intelligence was their observation and investigation of strangers,
which greatly limited the enemy's usc of spies and ;igents.

A director of transportation was

responsible for maintaining carriage horses and carts and for placing them at the disposal of
the Huks at :, moment's not, -e.
There was an inner communications system among the barrios, and no one could move
from one barrio to another without an appointed "connection" to accompany him.

There were

two types of courier systems, direct and relay. Importan' messages were always sent directly
by courier and traveled a well-defined route.
siderably longer.

The relay system was circuitous and took con-

Other devices were used for alerting barrios, such as a flash of light through

an open window, flags, banners, or clothes hung on a clothesline.
A director of education was responsible for setting up schools Eo that the children would
not have to attend schools established by Japanese occupation autho'ities.

Health and sanitation

The director of economy and agriculture had an important

projects were also undertaken.

position. His task was to organize the village so that a maximum amount of tood was available
for the Huks and the villagers and kept from the enemy
planting, care, and harvesting of crops.

Cooperatives were launched for the

To protect food irom Japanese confiscation, Huk squgd-

rons attacked the enemy frequently during the harvesting season to divert troops from the fields.
The squadrons also helped in the harvesting.

The barrio organized groups to put the food into

drums and bury it or pour it into hollow bamboo poles that were hidden in the rafters of houses.
Courts and a jury system were set up to administer justice.
both civil and criminal matters.

The barrio council handled

Cases which involved informers, spies, or traitors were

generally referred to the military committee in order not to involve barrio people in the executions.

In order to curtail black-marketing in food, a system of licensing and patrol was estab-

listed to check on the movement of All iice. No one could aell rice without a licens3 from the
insurgents ind anyone caught in black-market activities was investigated and turned over to
barrio courts.
In summary, the importance of shadow governments has often been overlooked in the analysis of Communizct organizational strategy.

The Communists seek not merely to disrupt con-

stituted government, but to supplant it. They employ such positive foroa as organizational ties
and institutional norms to exert social control.

8ut lest these "voluntary" and "normative"

appeals fail, they also employ the threat of coercion, using such means as clandestine cells for
surveillance and terrorism.

Through shadow governments, the Communists create effective

instruments of population control that not only offer an area of support for guerrilla activity
but lay tlhc foundation for the later emergence of previsional governments.
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MOTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR
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INTRODUCTION

Historically, people have endured hardship and tyranny passively for generations.

Then

suddenly one generation, one segment of society, or even one individual rebels, while others
continue to tolerate their traditional lot. The question of what causes such rebellions is one of
the most intriguing of our times.
There are other associated questions: Are there particular factors associated with the outbreak of insurgency? Are these factors related to the success or failure of the Wn6-1rgency?
Who are the insurgents; are they the outcasts and malcontents who reprasent the criminal element of society, or are they a typical cross section of society? What circumstances and reasons motivate them to become part of an illegal, subversive movement ? Once a part of the
insurgent movement, what makes them persist, under hardships and danger, for the long years
of struggle nececsary to win a protracted war? Who are those who falter and defect?
Ideology is an integral part of most insurgent movements.

Especially in the early phases

when the entire organization is underground, ideology rallies people to the movement.

Coupled

with other organizational processes, it steels and disciplines underground members. What are
the ideological and behavioral techniqtues of social control? How are they used in underground
organizations, and what special ones are used in Communist undergrounds?
Especially important in the underground arm of the organization is the role of clandestine
and covert behavior; indeed, special attention and training are usually given to teaching underground members such forms of behavior.

Is there a common pattern of subversive behavior

which shields undergrounders from detection and capture?

What human factors techniques are

used to deceive security forces?
These are some of the questions to which the following chapters are addressed.

Chapter

Three presents a summary of findings about factors related to the underlying causes of insurgency, the charafter•stics of insurgents, and the reasons for joining, staying in, and defecting
.from underground and other insurgent organizations. Chapter Four presents a summary of findings i
based upon theoretical studies of group behavior, relating them to qualitative descriptions of
underground behavior.

In Chapter Five the rules of clandestine and covert behavior are de-

scribed and related to human factors considerations.

I
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MOTrVATION

FACTORS RELATED TO INSURGENCY
It has been assumed that there are certain underlying causes for insurgency and that certain economic-social conditions are more conducive to the outbreak of insurgency than others.
It is commonly believed that countries rich in economic resources are not likely to be
threatened by insurgency, since the basic needs of most oi their citizens are satisfied.

w

The

Communists have concentrated their subversive activities on the developing nations on the assumption that a low level of economic development offers the necessary objective conditions for
the creation of an insurgency and the psychological fuel to carry it through to a successful conclusion.

In the 1960 conference of the Communist Workers' Parties in Moscow, Nikita S.

Khrushchev advocated a "three-continent theory" which would commit world communism to the
support of wars of national liberation in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

Although the Chinese

Communists currently are in disagreement with Soviet policy, Lin Piao's 1965 declaration supports the contention that world revolution can be obtained through the less-developed areas of
the world.
Casual observation would confirm the Communist assumption.

Since 1946 insurgency has

occurred in countries at all levels of economic development except the highest or massconsumption level, as in Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, the United States, and most
Western European countri s. Interestingly, however, in Latin America Insurgency has occurred

'

in those countries with hitt levels of development for the area-Cuba, Venezuela, and Colombia.
(Hftiti is an exception.)
There are few comprehensive studies on the relationship between economic factors and insurgencies.

One study of world economic conditions and violence found a curvilinear relation-

ship between gross national product per capita and political domestic violence.

There was a

low level of violence in countries with a high GNP per capita (more than $ 800) and a relatively .1
low level of violence in those with extremely low GNP per capita (below $100), in contrast with i 7
a high rate of domestic political violence in the middle-income cotuntries. 1 This would suggest_
that there Is no simple relationship between economic factors and the outbreak of violence.
In order to further investigate this assumption, Information was gathered on 24 recent

._.

(since 1946) insurgencies, and comparisons were made of such factors as gross national prod-_
uct per capita and annual increase in GNP per capita, among countries which had Insurrections

.

and those which did not. Another comparison was made to determine the relationship of thes
factors; to the success or failure of the insurgency.

(See Appendix B.)
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One hundred and twenty-two countries of the world were divided into four groups on the
basis of GNP per capita, and a comparison made to determine how the 24 insurgencies were distributed with respect to GNP per capiLa.
break of insurgency appeared.

No relationship between GNP per capita and the out-

Insurgency occurred at all levels of GNP per capita.

People may be less prone to rebellion if the economy is improving, thus providing them
with a rising level of expectations.

They may feel that although they do not possess wealth now

they may be able to attain it in the future.

However, a oomparison of the level of growth in

gross national product per capita showed that insurgencies occurred in countries with high
growth rates as well as low growth rates; there was no relationship between growth in gross
national product per capita and the outbreak of insurgency.
In addition, neither the GNP per capita nor the annual increase in GNP per capita was related to the success or failure of the insurgencies in the countries studied.

One explanation for

the lack of relationship between economic factors and the outbreak of insurgency may be that in
addition to poor economic conditions a precipitant event is required to crystallize dissent and to
trigger the insurgency.

Another explanation may be that while economic factors may be im-

portant when considered on a local or regional basis or for various subgroups within a nation,
the gross national product is probably too broad an indicator to be generally valid.

However, on

the basis of the available information and the comparisons made, the economic theory of insurgency is not substantiated by the data.
Within recent years, the occurrence of insurgency in rural areas has drawn attention to low
population density as a necessary condition for insurgency. In comparing the population characteristics of nations involved in recent insurgencies, it was found that although half of these
insurgencies occurred in rural, low-density population countries, a relatively high number of
insurgencies also occurred in countries with high concentrations of people in urban areas.

This

suggests that insurgencies are not restricted to countries with rural, low-density populations,
but occur also in countries with high-density urban populations.

Further, there was no relation

between urban-rural characteristics of the country and whether the government or the insur-

j

gents won.
There was no relationship between a country's percentage of adult literacy and the occurrence of insurgency, nor was this factor related to the outcome of the insurgency.
Since student populations seem to be involved in insurgent movements, an analysis of the

-

7

-

c

percentage of students enrolled in higher education was made, and it showed no relationship be-i

_

tween the percentage of students in higher education and the occurrence or outcome of insurgency within a country. It may be hypothesized that the educational level of those within the
insurgent movement itself may be important to its success or failure, but ther

seems to be no

-

relationship between national literacy and higher education and either the occurrence or the..
outcome of insurgency.
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In those cowutrics with a high percentage of military personnel in the total population, there
were more insurgencies than in other countries.

It is difficult, however, to draw conclusions

from the gross figures available; the percentage of military personnel per capita may have increased because of the insurgency, or the insurgency may have occurred because of the high
number of military personnel.
In another study of the relationship of the size of the military establishment and deaths due
to domestic violence in 33 countries, it was found that as the aize of the military establishment
increases there is a decrease in domestic violence.

The author concludes that the motive for

the creation of many large military establishments may well be the suppression of domestic
dissent.

It was also found that executive stability was negatively related to the size of armies

in these countries and that there was a more rapid rate of turnover in countries with large
armies than with small ones.

J

2

1. Insurgency and the stage of economic development.
velopment provides no immunity to insurgency.

A country's stage of economic de-

With the exception of the few mass-consumption

societies, insurgency has occurred in countries.at all levels of economic development.

While

economic factors may be important when considered on a local or regional basis or for subgroups vithln a nation, neither gross national product per capita nor GNP per capita increase
Is rulated to the outbreak or the success of the insurgency.

There may, however, be some re-

lationship between GNP per capita and the level of violence.
2.

Rural versus urban insurgency.

Insurgency is not restricted to countries with rural

low-density population; it also occurs among urban, high-density population countries.

Further,

no relationship is apparent between the rural-urban pattern and the success of the insurgency.
3.
literacy.

Literacy and education.

Insurgency occurs in countries with both high and low adult

While it may be hypothesized that the educational level of those within the insurgent

movement affects its success or failure, there seems to be no relationship between national
literacy or higher education and either the occurrence or the outcome of instrgency.
4.

FIXrcentage of military personnel.

No clear evidence appears as to the relationship be-

tween the percentage of military personnel in the population and the occurrenoe of or th success or failure of an insurgency.

However, there is a de.-. ase in domestic violeam tM 0'

countries with large military establishments, and no insurgency.

Thre is also le" exacutivo

stability and a rapid turnover in countries with large military eatablis•.mnts.

WHO kRE THE INSURGENTS?

How widespread is the insurgency in terms of the Dumber of people actively involved? In a
study of undergrounds in seven countries, it was found that only a imall pUrcentage of the total
population actually participatod in the movement.
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percentage of combatants-both insurgents and government security forces-it was found that
from 0.7 to 11 percent, with an average of 6 percent, cf the population were directly or indirectly involved.

However, there may have been sympathizers within the rest of the population.

The ratio of underground to guerrilla personnel ranged from 2 to 1 to 27 to 1, with an average of 9, Indicating that a large proportion of insurgents work at everyday jobs and only 1 out of
9 joins a guerrilla group.

Table 1: RATIOS OF UNDERGROUND MEMBERS TO GUERRILLAS

AND COMBATANTS TO POPULATION FOR SEVEN INSURGENT MOVEMENTSa
Underground
Guerrilla

Country

Percent of CombatantR*
in Total Population

France (1940-45)

3/1

2.2

Yugoslavla (1941-45)

3/1

2.9'

Algeria (1954-.2)

3/1

8.3

Malaya (1948-60)

18/1

8.1

Greece (1945-49)

27/1

11.2

Philippines (1946-54)

8/1

0.7

Palestine (1945-4b)

2/1

7.0

*Underground, guerrilla, and security forces.

In summary, since so few of the total population participate, insurgency can be described as
a low-intensity conflict in which the active combatants make up only a small proportion of the
country's population.

Most of the combatants maintain themselves by performing their "normal"

functions within the society along with their clandestine underground activities.
Documented evidence on the place of origin of the insurgents is scarce.

Available data are

baad on interrog.aLn of captured insurgents, on interviews with local civilians, and on security

'

forces' intelligence records.
In the Malayan (1948-1960) and Philippine (1946-1954) insurgencies and the Koreanconflict,* 70 to 80 percent of the members of the movements were native to the provinces In which
they operated; of these, 60 percent were native to the settlements in which they were active. t

*Although the Korean conflict (1950-1953) wks a limited-war sihtitlon, there was a siUicant degree of guerrilla activity behind the lines. The references heroin to Korea refer to the
organization and operations of the Communist guerrilla forces and the supporting covert underground units.
+This gave the insurgents certain advantages: they were aoualnW with the tsrrain and
accustomed to its hardships; relatives and friends offered various korms of aid and asslstance;
the kr.owledge of the local people made It easy for *hamto pos ,as 'utrals" when qustionld by
7t ,o 0 .vo t-1m a fealizgof tt!tg for tht r own home s and local nt.r64 ts.
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Although men constitute the majority of insurgents, sizable numbers of women are active
in insurgent movements. 6 In Korea, women played an unusually prominent role in the urban
People's Self-Defense Units, which provided for a company of three platoons of women.
26 percent of all prisoners held in Korean Government detention camps were female.

About
Of 4,039

guerrillas captured from December 1, 1951, to January 2, 1952, about 32 percent were women.
The percentage of women in the underground organization was probably even larger.

In Malaya

the underground arm of the insurgency, 5 to 15 percent of the Min Yuen, were women who acted
as couriers, agents, and occasionally as saboteurs.

In the Philippine Huk uprising, a few women

h3ld high positions in the movement's leadership.
InKorea, Malaya, and the Philippines, most age groups were represented.

The underground

noncombatant units had proportionately more old people and young people than did the guerrillas.
(See table 2.)

Table 2: PERCENTAGE OF GUERRILLA AND UNDERGROUND
MEMBERS IN THREE INSURGENCIES: KOREA, MALAYA, AND THE PHILIPPINEST
Age

Guerrillas

X _)

Underground Members

(%)

12-15

1

5

15-20

8

7

20-25

18

32

25-30

29

22

30-35

25

13

35---

19

21

In a sample of 2,700 Korean insurgents, more than half were below age 30. 8

Armed boys and girls 15 years old and under were captured; children 11 and 12 years old
were used as regular couriers between guerrilla units and in other underground activities.

It

is significant to note that there is a difference in the age distribution of male and female guerrillas.

While 19 percent of the male guerrillas were either below 17 or over 40, 50 percent of

the female guerrillas were in this age group. ýSee table 3. )
According to British data on 2,000 captured Malayan insurgents, 63 percent were urder 30
years of age.

The data sheets on 1,300 guerrilla and underground prisoners and information on

1n contrast, only 30 percent of the counterinsurgency fcrces came from the

Sas* province

in which they operated, and of this n,-mber only 35 percent came from the same vicinity. 4 The

cour.terinsvzr;ents thus lacked the advantages of having people of local origin. But when they do
not have old friends and relative% in the iocal population, soldiers are less reluctant to enforce
'xnpopuiar measures.

I,

--

about 230 killed bandits indicate that the younger people (12 to 15 years old) and the older people (over 35) were more often active in underground operations than in the guerrilla fighting
units.9

(See table 4.)

Table 3: AGE AND SEX OF KOREAN I,?SURGENTS
Male Insurgents (2,000)

Age Groups

1o

Female Insurgents (700)

5

26

18-30

49

30

31-40

32

20

Over 40

14

24

Total

100

100

Below 17

Table 4: AGE BREAKDOWN OF CAPTURED MALAYAN INSURGZNTS it
Percent

Age Groups
15-17

9

18-25

28

26-30

26

30-35

22

Over 35

15

Total

i00

Fragmentary data on 600 members of the Hukbalahap in the Philippines supnlemented by
information from 62 Huks rese.ttled through the go:ernment's Economic Development Corps
(EDCOR) show age distribution similar to that found in Korea and Malaya. 12
In Vietnam, a study of the ak*e ,afViet Cong members showed that well over half (81 percent)
were under 29 years of age, with the average age beilg 23.8 years.

The study was based upon

captured personnel history records of the Viet Cong's 261st Battalion.
cadre varied with rank.

The average age of the

The assistant leaders averaged 24.6 years old, squad leaders 26.8

years, a platoon-grade cadre 30.8 years, and comoany-grade cadre olde.- than 30 years. Is The
greater age of the higher ranking officers probably reflects the long, intensive training whioh
the Commimist cadres receive before reaching ranking positions.
In Korea, the Philippines, and Malaya the occupational backgrounds of insurgents were
similar. Tlukwbulk of the membership consisted of peasants and workers.
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and urban areas, more industrial workers and members of the intelligentsia were found, and
these had great influence on planning and policymaking. 14

Table 5: OCCUPATIONAL BREAKDOWN OF KOREAN INSURGENTS16
Percent

Occupational Group
Laborers and artisans

40

Farmers and peasants

30

Students

20

Former municipal employees

5

Former police employees

5
100

Total

A survey of captured Korean insurgents described a large majority of the insurgents as
coming from working-class or peasant background. (See table 5.)

In Malaya, it was estimated

that 70 percent of the Chinese members of the guerrilla arm of the movement were from the
working classcs.

This group formed the rank-and-file.

Those classified as intelligentsia and

professionals were primarily engaged in political activities and held medium- or high-level
executive posts. 16
In Indochina, additional data from a French poll among Vietminh prisoners taken during the
Indochiness War shows that 46 percent "ore peasants and laborers, with laborers prod&min=ng;
48 percent were classified as "petty bourgeois"; and 6 percent came from the trades and miscellaneous professions. 17
In summary, that small percentage of the total population involved in insurgency can be
characteri'•ed in severr• ways:
1. Tvpe of insurgeat. The inxurgent organization is composed of an underground andq
guerrilla force, with an average ratio of nine un-dergrounders to every guer.-illa.
2.

Local origin. Most in.surgents are assigned to units in areas to which they are native,

w4ilt counterinsurgent forces are usually not nattve wothe area in whion they fight.
3. Sex.
participate.

Although most of the insurgenth are men, a relatively large pro-porton of w"men
There is a tendency for women to be members of the covert underground eleirxmrts

rather than to serve with guerrilla units.
4.

Ag.

The membership of the insurgent movements gurveye•d is generally youthful;

however, this tends to reflect t;-o age pattern of the population involved.
est members appear most often In support activitiee.

The youngest and old-

The average age of the cadre is generally
.

older than that of the memberu of a unit.
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The occupations of the insui grents tend to be similar to those found in the

area within which they operate.

Units in the rural areas are composed mostly of farmers and

peasants; those in the urban areas are made up of workerb and intelligentsia. In general, the
occupation of the insurgents tended to reflect the occupational pattern found in the population as

a whole.

REASONS FOR JOINING

As an insurgency escalates in size and scope, the kind of individual it attracts and the nature of motivation for joining change.
cruitment is selective.

In the early stages of an underground movement, re-

,'

Recruits are thoroughly screened and tested for leadership potential

and dedication. At the later stages of expansion and militarization, the underground usually
aims for miass recruitment.

(See Chapter Six.) Although there is little information on why indi-

viduals join the underground during the early stages, several motivational factors can be assumed from the underground recruiting technique itself. In its initial recruiting of cadre, for
exazple, the underground specifically looks for those with ideological sympathies.

Rational

ideological considerations undoubtedly influence early recruits.
Motivation for joining during the expansion and mJiltarization phases is better documented.
However, the motivation for joining an underground movement during the militarization phase is
typically complex, with no single reason dominant.

In addition, motivational data are usually

based on interviews and records from prisoners and defectors.

Prisoners being Interrogated

are likely to feel at the mercy of their captors and may tend to conceal their true motives and
opinions and may give false answers to save face.

Furthermore, the more dedicated members

of tho movemenc are less likely to defect and thus may not be represented in the available
samples.
A study of the Philippine insurgency suggests that individuals usually join as the result of
a combination Af factors-most often reflecting immediate needs and situationasl oonstraints.

A

cbh~nce to obtain personal advan.ag --ownershlp of land, leadership, or postion of authoritywas frequently cited. Situationa1 problems, such .a family discord, violations of minor laws,
and so on, also influenced decisions to :in.
through chance.

First contact with the mover.mnt usually came

Aniindividual joined If it flleMd a personal need or served as an escape, or if

sociali pressure or acal for.e were applied. Once he was in the movemrnt, indoctrination and
other organizational processes heiped him to rationalize his coomltment.* This chain of

A former Huk exemplifies the interplay of motives. This man was recognized as a leader
in his !arri•o and became the local contact for the Huks. He got involved in the arrangement of
a rally. When the h,cal people thou decided to form a Huk unit, they chose him as its leader.
*
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interlocking acts eventually led to full-fledged membership.
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While not invariable, this process

was typical of most of the ex-Huks interviewed. 19
A survey of a group of captured Vletminh showed that 38 percent of the prisoners expressed
a belief in the Vietminh cause. 20 Yet only 17 percent of a Huk taumple of 400 prisoners expressed sympathy with the political objectives of the Communant Party. 21
Promises and propaganda appear to have been involved in a number of cases, although their
actual effects are difficult to determine.

One source has noted that among ex-Huks a majority

had joined the movement without any noticeable propaganda influence, most had been primarily
concerned with issues like land distribution and lower interest rates.

Less than 15 percent gave

their only reason for joining the Huks as propaganda or verbal persuasion, althoul 27 percent
reported persuasion or propaganda as a contributory factor.
became involved through personal friends.

Thirty-eight percent of the Huks

It was probably later, after being exposed to prop-

aganda and indoctrination, that motives for joining were related to specific grievances.

22

A number of prisoners claimed that they wore coerced into joining the movement, but because they were prisoners their claims may have been exaggerated.

At any rate, in one stady

25 percent of the Vietmlnh prisoners stated that they had been forced to join against their wishes
and had resented being coerced.

Another 23 percent also claimed to have been forced to join,

but did not appear to resent the fact.

23

Huk leaders realized that recruiting could not wait for the slow process of persuasion and
free decision. In one study it was found that 20 percent of ex-Huks had been forced to join at the
point of a gun or because of threats of violence agairst their families;* for another 13 percent,
violence was one important factor among several others. 21
During the Indoc~inese War some cases were reported of young men who had been forced to
join the Vietminh by direct physical coercion.

Other men entered the movement because of in-

direct pressure on their families or on village leaders to provide recruits.

The Communists

in general combined strong-arm and other pressure techniques with propaganda appeals stresing indipendence.

They generally avoided open appeals for communism. 26

Coerclon alone did not seem to be a large factor (20 to 23 percent) in either the Huka or
Vietminh.

Coercion combined with other positive incentives related to personal and situational

factors, however, accounted for a larger proportion of joiners (33 to 48 percent).

Another

He couldn't refuse without antagonizing the Huks nor could he leave the town and move elsewhere. The Huks sent him to a "Stalin University" where he was exposed to Communist thinking
and propaganda, and :he propaganda points which particularly impres.sed him were promises to
eliminate usury and government corruption and to distribute lan• to the poor. it
*Cne type of coercion is seen in the example of a farmer's young son who, while working in
the fields, was asked by the Huks to help carry supplies to their mountain hideout. Since they
were armed, he complied. After they got to the mounains, the Huks told him he had bettor stay
or else they would report him to the constabulary, who would im'nsh him for helping thm. U
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Of the 95 ex-Fluks interviewed, 19 per-

cent said they joined the Huks because of persecution or terrorization by government forces.
The effort of the army to suppress the revolt apparently was a factor in leading many to join the
movement.

27

Reviewing the reasons stated by captured members for joining a movement, one finds a
paucity and ambiguiLy of data and further difficulties in the interpretation of the data available.
Nonetheless, certain conclusions may be stated:
Usually, more than one motive is present when a member

1. Multiplicity of motives.

joins. A combination of factors is usually cited, with no one factor being preeminent.
2.

Personal and situational factors.

Most of the motives cited for joining tend to be re-

lated to situational or personal problems and to reflect the individual's immediate needs.
3.

Belief in the cause or political reasons.

Only a minority admit that political reasons

or sympathy with the Communist Party are related to joining.
4.

Propaganda and promises.

Few join because of propaganda or promises alone.

These

are apparently more effective when combined with situational factors.
Coercion alone is a small but important factor In joining.

5.

Coercion.

6.

Coercion with other poqitive incentivea.

Combined with other positive incentives re-

lated to personal or situational factors, coercion vzoounta for a significantly large number of
recruits.
7.

Government persecution.

This factor, real or imagined, appears to be a small but

significant factor leading individuals to join the movement.

REASONS FOR STAYING

Although there are few empirical studies of Insurgent motives for remaining with the movement, a rev, -w of two studies of conventional military personnel may provide insights Into the
motiv s of men in combat situations and Into the sustaining role of ideology.
I a study oi American soldiers during World War II, it was found that the soldier's willingness to fight was not significantly affected by indoctrination, ideological Justifioations, or by,
receiving awards for exceptional valor.

More important were the norms of onuduot developed

in small, intimate group associations with other soldiers.

8s

The concern for what his fellow-

men wit)in the unit thought of him was an important influence on his performamo acd group
effectivanesss.

It was concluded that most nonprofessional soldiers fight reluctantly and are

probably motivated by status-group considerations.
Another study, based on the collapse of the German Arry in World War IL found that in
those units which did not surrender, values such as honor and loyalty bad created a sense of
obligation among the soldiers.
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Loyalty to their comrades was more important than ideology, In
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their willingness to continue fighting to the end.
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Ideology, however, did play an indLect role.

The type of leadership had a positive effect upon the combat effectiveness and con; Atment of
the individuals within a unit.

When the men in the units accepted the leadership of offic rs and

noncommissioned officers who were devoted Nazis, the units' performance was much more effective than that of units without ideologically oriented leaders.

28

If the leader'ship is "deologi-

cally oriented, the units seem to be more cohesive and effective, even if the members are
apolitical.
In most military units, individuals fight less because they agree with tW) political system
than because they feel a loyalty to their fellow soldiers. They develop an esprit do corp and,
in spite of adversity, try not to let their comrades down.

Many Insurgents who have defectud

still have favorable memories of the comradeship and togetherness of the guerrilla camps or
the underground cells.
In one study of the Philippine insurgency, it was concluded that although people joined the
Huks for various reasons, there was a tendency for a person, once a member of the movement,
to gradually develop new motives for staying.

Members stayed on becawu e they were made to

believe that the movement would bring about a better life for them and for the masses. 30
Insurgents often are influenced by their own propaganda and agitation themes.

The impact

of agitational slogans was shown in one study of 400 captured Huk guerrillas: 95 percent asserted that their main reason for fighting was to gain lax4 for the peasants. 31
Psychological methods and morale-sustaining techul.ues have been used to induce loyalty.
Since defections often occurred after serious losses, the Viet Cong went to elaborate lengths to
keep up morale.

Those killed in battle were carried away, often by special volunteers for that

purpose, and buried with great ceremony.

If It was not possible to carry the dead away imme-

diately after the battle, the insurgents re urned for them at night. This experience built up
support for the movement through a desire to avenge the deaths of comrades and was apparently
a significant psychological factor in keeping up morale. 31
New recruits or suspected individuals are not usually given tasks of responsibility and are
kept undei close surveillance.

They are not allowed to leave the camp area alone.

Most under-

ground movements require recruits to take an oath promising to remain with the movement on
the penalty of death. Terror or enforcing squ - are also used to retaliate against defectors.
Threats of revenge are especially effective when it is difficult to defect to safe area3. * Atrocity
stories about how the government mistreats defectors are also used.

*In Vietnam, insurgents controlled much of the countryside; even government-oontrolled
hamlets were vulnerable to the Viet Cong; there were political agents in the villages; and the
countryside was patrolled by small Viet Cong units who shot deserters or persons suspected of
cooperating with government forces. 33
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The Communists' frequent criticism and self-criticism sessions act as a form of catharsis
and permit members to voice fears and problems.
be heard.

In this manner members may speak out and

No matter how limited and directed it may be, this process apparently serves as an

outlet for emotions which might otherwise lead to defection.

In addition, an individual who is

disillusioned with the movement will find it difficult to conceal this in the frequent self-criticism
sessions.
Another significant factor which prevents people from leaving a subversive movement is
the human tendency to inertia: to do what is customary and expected of them in spite of any displeasure with the organization.
Several conclusions can be drawn as to why insurgents tend to stay with the movement:
1. Changing motives. Motives for remaining within the movement are usually qulse different from those for joining.

Indoctrination and propaganda expose the Individual to new Ideas, of

which he may have been unaware before joining. New friends and orgenizatlonal responsibilities
are also motives fo- staying.
2.

Group norms.

Insurgents are influenced by other members of the movement.

They are

probably more motivated by what their friends and comrades think of them than by any ideological considerations and tend to stay out of loyalty to them.
3.

deo.log.

Ideology plays an indirect role.

Units whose leaders are ideologically ori-

ented are more cohesive and effective than those whose leaders are not, even when the members
of the group are apolitical.
4.

Morale-sustaining techniques.

Various psychological techniques are used to maintain

morale, such as special ceremonies and group discussions that give members an opportunity to
air their emotional problems and receive group support and reinforcement.
5.

Surveillance and threat of retaliation.

Continual surveillance and threats of retaliation

from terror enforcement units keep many members within the movement.
6.

Inertia.

Simple inertia and habit may be stronger than any inclination to leave. It is

easier to continue a habit than to change It.

REASONS FOR DEFECTION

Disaffection may result in a person's leaving or defecting from an insurgent movement to
the government side.

He seeks the easiest and safest avenue of escape.

If circumstances are

such that he can simply leave, he will likely do po; if, on the other hand, the poselbility of going
to government forces arises first, and Is relatively easy and afe, he may defect.
of leaving is, of course, an unseen phenomenon.

recordable.

72

The process

Only defection to goveornaet forces is

Little systematic research has been done on the motivation of insurgent defectors.

How-

ever, there have been case studies based on interviews with defectors from the Vietnam insurgency, the Huk rebellion in the Philippines, and the Malayan insurgency.
In Vietnam, in January 1963, President Ngo Dinh Diem began the chieu-hoi (open arms)
program. Viet Cong defectors were offered amnesty and assistance after a short indoctrination
and retraining course. Betw.aen February 18 and June 25, 1963, 6,829 Vietnamese defectors took
advantage of the chieu-hoi program.

(See table 6.)

Table 6: VIET CONG DEFECTORS AND AREA OF DEFECTION34
Number of Defectors

Area
Central Lowlands

779

Highlands

128

13

Capital City (Saigon)
Eastern Area

1,252

Western Area

4,657

Total

6,829

The defections from the Central Lowlands were primarily from Quang Ngai and BX-h Thuan
The majority of

Provinces, both sparsely populated; there were none from the city of Da Nang.

the defections from the Central Highlands were in the rural provinces of Darlac, Lam Dong,
and Phu Bon.

There were no defectors reported from the city of Da Lat and only 13 from Saigon.

The largest number of defectors, more than twice as many as from the other areas combined, came from the western region.
Province.

The majority of these defections were in the An Giang

The wide range in the number of defectors from the various areas probably reflects

local political, social, and psychological conditions, as well as Army of the Republic of Vietnam's

military strength in particular areas.
One explana.,n for the low defection rate in the more populated urban areas, where it
would appear tc be easier to defect, could be that undergromd members in the cities do not haw'
to endure the hardships that uaits in the field do.
An analysis was made of the relationship between RVN Government appeals and the number,
of Viet Cong defectors.

(Seetable 7.)

On the basis of t•is sample, there appears to be a low

relationship between appeals for defection and the number of people who defect.

Ot those who

defected as a result of government appeals, most heard of defection appeals indirectly fom
civilians and other insurgents.

It is likely that many individuas decided to defeat first and then

became sensitive to propaganda appeals.

A large number found their resa

for de•etacm so

compelling that they defected without ever having hear any appealh...
j
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Table 7. APPEALS AND DEFECTION OF VIET CONG 35
Returned of own will

210

Responded to direct appeal

48

Responded to indirect appeal

124
382

Total

4
In an analys-, of 382 Viet Cong defectors, figures for defectors from guerrilla units were
higher than those for political dufectors.

This is significant in that there are usually far more

underground members and liaison agents than guerrillas. 36

Table 8: TYPE Ok' VIET CONG DEFECTORV7
Guerrilla

189

Political

69

Liaison

19

Desertees, Draft Dodgers

91

Detained by Viet Cong

14
382

Total

There are several explanations for this disproportion: political units have a less rigorous
physical existence than military ones; political units' day-to-day activities require them to reiterate propaganda themes and carry on persuasive arguments in favor of the movement, so that
they tend to be insulated from thoughts of defection.

The number of defections of liaison agents

suggests that, in spite of insurgent efforts to place only the most reliable people in such positions, it is a highly vulnerable job.

The liaison agent has unusual opportunities for defection,

since he usually travels by himself and goes into government-controlled areas.

Amnesty offers

probably influence liaison agents to take advantage of their chance to escape.
In October 1964 the chieu-hoi program reached its low point, with only 253 Viet Cong defecting during that moIA1h.
iccted.
June.

Defection continued at this low level untii April 1965, when 532 de-

Then the figures bkgan to climb: 1,015 defectors were reported for May and 1,089 for
The increase in the defection rate coincided with and was largely attribut-d to the

6Lcpped-up Viet Cong coilscription program.

The young men pressed into service did not have

Le l dcolog-ical conviction of earlier recraits and, in many cases, resisted recruitment. Among
tne new conscripts who defected, personal hardships and the contempi shown them by theveteran
Vict Cons were among the reasons cited for defecting, 38
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A 1965 study of 1,369 men and women who defected from the Viet Cong showed that most
attributed their defection to the harshnesd of material life in the Viet Cong.
limited medical supplies were most often mentioned.
ideological factors.

Food shortages and

Almost none of the defectors mentioned

39

In addition to material and personal factors, the military situation also affected the decision
to defect.

Members of guerrilla units, for example, were found to be most susceptible to de-

fection appeals immediately after a battle-especially if their unit had suffered heavy losses. 40
An analysis of defection from the Huk movement in the Philippines has also been made. 41
Several motives for leaving were given by the 95 former Huks interviewed, just as they gave
several reasons for their earlier entrance into the movement.
Sixty-one percent gave physical hardship as their chief reason. * In particular, they complained about the cold, hunger, and lack of sleep.
hardships by frequent attacks.

The government forces contributed to these

Many of the interviewees said that they were tired of years of

being fugitives and ju3t wanted to live in peace.

Forty-five percent said they defected because

of the failures and disappointments of the Huk organization.

Specifically, they resented the

strict discipline in the mc:,ement and found orders distasteful, or had lost the feeling of progress and foresaw failure of the insurgency.
Twenty-three percent surrendered because of promises and opportunities offered by the
government.

The most effective promise was that of free land.

the promise that the surrendering men would not be tortured.

Mentioned almost as often was

Other promises cited were those

of a job, of payment for surrendered firearms, and of freedom for those against whem no ceiminal charges were being held.
Almost half (45 percent) of the defectors had heard of the government-sponsored Economic
Development Corps (EDCOR), and most of these indicated that the program was influential in
their decision to give up.

'&me said the EDCOR program gave them hope for a new life. 42

Not more than 5 percent said they surrendered because of pressure by their families.

Of

course, most of the Huks were unmarried young men who did not have many fam-_j responsibilities.
In sum, there was no single overali motive for the defections.

The hardships of existence

and the constant pressure cf pursuit, disillusionment with the Huk organization, and government
promises appeared, in that order, to be the main reasons for surrender.

Thus, the government

effectively pressed the Huks toward surrender by maintaini.ng steady pressure against them and
by various promises and opportunities-in pardcular, EDCOR.

*The reasons for surrender given in the following discussion add up to more than 100 percent because more than one reason was given by defectors.
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Intcrviews with 60 former Communist insurgents in TMalaya indicated that some of the reasons that led them to join the Communist movement were related to their later defections.
Many joined as an avenre for personal advancement and security.
strong organization which would give them a voice in the future.

43

They saw the party as a
But as they perceived the

party to be growing weakr, they felt that they had made a mistake and wanted to extricate themselves as expeditiously as possible.
Most defectors gave no serious thought to leaving the movement during their first year,
The critical phase

being too strongly involved in party work or still having high 'xpectations.
for most came about a year and a half after Joining the party.

At this point they gave critical

thought and reappraisal to their current position and possible future.

Most had made groat

sacrifices for the party, and it was increasingly clear that greater sacrifices were to be demanded even while the chances of victory grew slimmer.
Many began to feel that the future was hopeless and passed through a period of doubt in
which variou; "crises" arose that often triggered defections.

One category of crisis centered
Generally, an indi-

on the member's inability to meet the requirements of party membership.

vidual who developed personal difficulties within the party simultaneously developed critical

"arguments against

the party's goals and methods and the Communist cause in general. Most de-

fectors specified communisxa as "bad" in terms which werc most meaningfal in a setting of
pezsoaali'y politics.

If t)e party and its leader,, were seen to be "corrupt," the defector could

justiy hus own personal position and his subsequent defection.
Party members

Another category of crises resulted from the party's attitude toward sex.

were sunposoi to load chaste lives even though 10 percint of those in the Jungle were women.
Even thinking about sexual matters was classified as symptomatic of "counterrevolutionary"
altitudes.

Permission to marry was generally refused.

The part* made death the penalty for

rape, which was loosely defined and judged by party leaders rather than by the woman.

Acoord-

ingly, the women te.nded to attach themselves to the party leaders, and members resmnted this
departure from the party policy of "equality."
Another type of crisis appeared when the party fAiled to zattsfy the defector'& personal
hopres, either not meeting his needs at all or doing so at týo high a price.

After Worli War II,

the living standard of the general population increased and social stability improved in _alaya.
Among the imme-

In contrast, the party member often saw his life as rugged and unrewarding.
diat

problems cited by many ex-Communists were that they had to work too much, that life in

the juwngle was too bWr-ing, or that they underwent too much physical suff~ring.
felt that their exis.dtnce had become too dangerous.

Almost one-third

Some were pushed into a decision to defect

by tho death of a frierd.
Ln near'-, all cases, the decision to dafect took place after several mi war crises. T71 likeiih....

of a crisis leading to defection was especially strong if earlier cri&a

wore not resolved.
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The psychological preparation for defection was complete when a momber began to formulate
general criticisms of communism.

Once members became disaffected, they sought to disengage

t!emselves from the party as rapidly as possible.
Although these interviewees, because they were defectors, are not necessarily representative of the whole party membership (many of whom might conceivably fight to the bitter end
rather than surrender), the Malayan data strongly indicate that there is a continuity in the defectors' motivations.

At ,ono point in time they joined the movement, at another they deserted

it; the roots for both a('tions lay in the same purposes and hopes.

As conditions ohanged, the

attractiveness of the alternative paths for achieving these hopes also changed.

As the overall

prospects of the rebellio:-. -hanged, many felt their desire for personal security and social advancement could be better fulfilled by defecting than by staying in the movement.

Thus, appar-

ently contradictory actions (joining and defecting) had a motivational consistency.
Certain generalizations can be made about acts of defection among insurgents in general
and among members of the underground and of guerrilla forces:
1. Types and rate of defection.

Once the individual becomes disaffected, he may stay in

the movement but not participate actively, he may leave the movement simply by withdrawing,
or he may defect to the government side.
in some areas and a low one in others.
2.

Multiplicity of reasons.

The rate of defection varies widely, with a high rate
Local factors chiefly determine the rate of defection.

Defectors usua!'y give many interrelated reasons for their

defection, usually involving personal and situational factors.
3.

Conflict and crisis.

ally precede defection.

Internal conflicts and personal crises within the organization usu-

Conflicts usually arise over frustration of individual goals, harsh dis-

cipline, or lack of advancement.
4.

Time of defection.

Yong recruits who are forcibly conscripted tend to defect early;

those who join for ideological reasons tend to reconsider and have second thoughts some months
(approximately a year) after joining the moverient.

It is at this time that they are most sus-

ceptible to defection.
5.

Appeals.

Although many defectors are unaware of government appeals and rehabilita-

tion programs, these programs appear to be an influencing factor among those who do hear of
dhem.
e

d

6, Underground defection.
defection.

There are some unique characteristics related to underground

There is less defection to the government side among members of the underground

engaged in political work than among ir --mbcrs of guerrilla units; similarly, there is lee•
fcction in the populated urban areas than in thc rural areas.

do-

There are several reasons for

t-is: po1oi-1iJ activities probably insulate waderground members from thoughts of defeotton; the
u:de~r,- :ound is not exposed to the rugged, harsh -.7.itetnc
xC t'oenldy

L_

optionl

gofuerrillas,underground ma-m

of guerrilla life; and while defection may

rs may be able to simply witlhdraw or be passive

-1
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7. Guerrilla defection.
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Among the guerrilla units, the rigors and hardships of life in a .

guerrilla unit, such as bad weather and lack of food and eleep, are often cited as reasons for doe
fcction.

Usually, however, a personal crisis involving individuals in the guerrilla force is the

utimate triggering force.

Defection is also frequent immediately after battle, especially if

there have been heavy losses among the guerrillas.
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CHAPTER FOUR

IDEOLOGY AND GROUP BEHAVIOR

Common to most underground movements is an ideology, a set of interrelated beliefs,
values, and norms.

Ideologies are usually highly abstract and complex. 1 An ideology is wore

than a group of rationalizations and myths that justify the existence of a group; it can be used to
manipulate and influence the behavior of the individuals within the group. I
In every society ideas, knowledge, lore, superstitions, myths, and lemenad
its members.

are shared by

_

-

These are culturil beliefs. Associated with each belief ar values-the "right"

or "wrong" judgments that guide individual actions.

Thin value code is reinforced through a

system of rewards ind punilhments dispensed to members within the group.

In this way, ap-

proved patteras of behavior, or "norms," are established. 3
Human bWangs dislike ambiguity and uncertainty in their socisl and plWalsa
Through generalized beliefs individuals seek to give meaning and organizatio
events.

environment.
to unexplained

Common agreement on certain beliefs also enables individuals to operate collectively

toward a desired goal.

Leaders can interpret ambiguous situations in terms of the group's be-

liefs or ideology, translating abstract, ideological beliefs into specific, concrete situations in
which actions are to be taken.'
Because beliefs and values are only distantly related to concrete action in daily life, an
interpretive process is essential to derive specific rules of behavior.
historical truths are used to justify the norms, values,

Commonly agreed-upon

beliefs of the group. Significant

events which occurred in distant times are given symbolic meanings, and a reinterpretation or
"reification" of these events in the form of myths or legends supporting the group's purpose is
developed.

In doing this, the group may select certain concepts and adapt or distort them to

justify sp,-itic .orms of behavior; where existing concepts couiict with current activities, the
group may deny that a particular coucept is relevant in a particular case.

i :

Within any organization, there are reification sources whose role it is to appA° official interpretations to signifi-cant changes in the social environment.

-4--

An example of this Isthe Com-

munist Party theoretician who modif~es '..a official part./ line to fit world events.
In established groups, many beliefs are based upon authority; that is, since they are
voiced by the leaders of the group, they are accepted aA true.

When a leader controls the dis-

semination of information :o the members of an orgaizAtion, he censors and approves varir, q
types of information.

As a result, the group receives a restricted range of information, and

group members tnd.l to develop a set of common beliefs.

Thus, in some cases, members need

not be persuaded by argument, induced by reward, compelled by pressare, guided by past belcfs,

or

":.cv have

mnfhecnced

by the opinions oi other people; the restricted range of information to which'

access is sufficient to determine their beliefs.9
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There is a constant drive among people to understand and validate certain beliefs.

ever, experiences are not always based on first-hand observations but upon second-hand accounts.

Beliefs that cannot be validated empirically by events may be verified through a proc-

ess called "consensual agreement," or agreement within the group.

That is, each individual

says to himself that whatever everyone else believes must be true. Members of a group tend
first to seek a consensus within the group and thea. enforce the decision of the group.

If subse-

quent events do not justify a group's belisfs or behavior, it may redefine the real world. A
group tends to rationalize any situation and to blame external factors rather than internal group
behavior. 7
Within organizations, certain rules specify desirable behavior and the consequences of not
conforming.

Ihe rules are enforced by organized rewards and punishments that are relevant

to the objectives of the group.

Normative standards are also enforced by surveillance of

members.

INDIVIDUALS AND GROUP MEMBERSHIP

Group membership, such as in an underground, serves to satisfy several types of individual needs. It satisfies the need to "belong" and offers recognition and prestige.

The member's.

status is enhanced and self-esteem is ra.sed.- A strong organization protects its members from
external threats.

It also gives opportunities to gain economic or political goals which could not

otherwise be obtained. 8
What others think of us, their praise or reproof for our actions, affects our self-esteem.
Threats to our self-esteem can motivate us to perform poorly or well.

Thus, group assess-

ments of individual performance can exert a strong influence on our behavior.$
The inu vidual carries out ideas to which he thinks the group aspires and is either encouraged or intimidated by how the group

is actions.

esponds to

Further, an individual's

"level of aspiration" is influenced by the standard. of his group and his culture, and his group
t

influence him to raise or lower that level.

I

_L

hScanf

People see hiegs--other people, objects, an' events-not in isolation but within a frame of_ 8
_ reference (the standard or yardstick by which an individual evaluates new information).

To

understand what a person sees when he looks at an object or event, we often need to know the
properties of the frame of reference to which he relates the perceived information.

T
I

Identical-_-

events can be given different meanings, depending upon inJividual frames of rederence.

If a

-

_!

landowner distrib--hes money among his peasants, some may be irritated, feeling that of all the: wealth he "stole" from the peasants he is returning only a small part, while others interpret the-_
act as a sign of generosity.
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A man in certain circumstances and situations can be led to make decisions and take actions
which might be against his better jadgment under normal conditions. A man is particularly
suggestible when he must seek a totally new frame of reference in order to interpret a particular event, or when his mental context is so rigidly fixed that all events are rationalized within
it. 10 1- Aither case, group pressure can lead an individual to take action consi!-tent with group
-objectives.

Factors Related to Group Influence

In his efforts to make his enviror--.ent meaningful, man distorts, emphasizes, and suppresses the information he receives.

Further, he perceives only a limited number of those

things to which he is exposed, an., tends to listen to those which interest him most.

Selective

exposure to environment is furthered by membership in occupational and other groups.
Human perception is also limited by the tendency to concentrate on a few immediate alternatives when making a decision.

Instead of developing other, or more logical, alternatives,

man tends to take the best of those available to him at the moment. 11 This tendency is probably
one reason why situational factors are so important in recruitment and defection of insurgents.
When events contradict normal expectations, the need to understand and explain the frustration frequently leads to a distortion of facts. When Stalin concluded a nonaggression pact
with Hitler, until that time the foremost enemy, CommunIst members had to rationalize the
situation and remain loyal.
An individual conforms to group norms for many reasons.

He may conform out of habit,

he zn-5. anticipate group-administered rewards, such as promotion or group approval, or he
may be directed through the use of group disapproval or sanctions. VZGroup signs of disapproval ranging fr.)m mild disapprobation to utter condemnation are immediately recognized by
members.
-

For slight deviations from group norms, the group may withdraw signs of approval

rather than offer reproach.

Such psychological sanctions depend for their effectiveness chiefly__

--:on the value vhich the individual places on his status in the group. While great loss of status
seldom results from a single act, serious or persistent deviations may lead to partial loss of
-status, in which recognition of the individual as a "member in good standing" may be tempo. rarily withheld.
The leader's authority is often sufficient to maintain social control.

Persuasion may be

used to present a particular judgmnit in such a way that the. individual members se, the value
of accepting it in place of their own Judgment.
they will act.

The group can also be

unit consensus may be represented as

They remain free to decide how and in what way_'

-manipu'.lcd
by a calculated presentation of facts, or the
1,.i

total group when in fact it is only a small part of it.

i-"I
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Coercion aay bc :sed, but, since it may create a high degree of alienation, only ,s a last resort; even then, the threat of pahysical punishment is more often used than the actuality.
Expulsion from the group is another form of punishment.

13

This may have extreme effects

upon the individual, especially if he is dependent upon the group for protection.

Underground

*

and guerrilla units frequently kill deviant members and the possibility of this penalty serves to
keep members in line.
A group's code of normative behavior is largely implicit; members know what is right and
wrong, what can and cannot be done, but 11-1 .1.difficult to express +he code in words.
cannot define a role but can say "this is th<, way

At is

done."

15

Within any organization, the individual has a status position.
of him.

They

Certain things are expected
Status roles

He plays his role and expects others to act toward him in certain ways.

involve a set of clearly defined and rigidly maintained rights, including such "status symbols"
as special uniforms and insignia and deference from others. 16
Rituals or ceremonies may be developed to bring about normative behavior as well as to
create a feeling of belonging.

They may involve signs or symbols signifyii., membersnip in the

organization or ceremonial entrance and initiation rituals.

Most underground organizations

have a formal initiation and pledging ceremony which actempts to impress on the new member
the value of membership in the group as well ats the desirability of conforming to the group's
point of view and group norms.

Candidacy for a group may involve considerable pretesting.

A

candidate may be invited to participate on a guest bsis, then may face an election, and fLially
be inducted into the main group.

Such procedures are not always functional; sometimes they

are purely ritualistic and valued in themselves. 17
There are several factors which will determine how much influence the group exercises
over the individual through group pressures and norms.

One factor is the size of the group.
Other things

The smaller the group, the more effectively control is exerted over an indivicdual.
being equal, the control exert!

i by the group is in inverse proportion to its size.
a,.

The frequency with which a group meets also affects the relationshios --

more often it meets, the more intimate the relationships within the group.

2rs-the

The a"-1it ,,fIa.-

group to control the behavior of an individual is directly related :o the length of time that the
group has existed and the frequency of its members' contacts with each other.
in highly structured groups, whose members' relationships and duties are clearly definand in which there are generally recognized norms, more controi ia exercised over members
than in loosely structured groups. is

the National Liberation Front kEANMI was
Grýrecc, du.ng World ,.ar 11. a mcIbewith physical harm. ic ,cit compelled to Join the rival undergrourd
!,tnreatene'.
",

cx-pe:.tJ ai

,ro-tp to gc: lrotect.in against his former associates.!' ..--
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Factors Related to Conformity

Factual matters and personal preferences are resistant to change, while political ideologies, social attitudes, and expressions of opinion are susceptible to prossures toward conformity. 19 Ambiguous topics are more changeable than clear-cut ones and suggestibility
increases when it is difficult to check the accuracy of on.e's response.

Knowledge of another

person's response In a similar sittiation also increases Uuggestibility, aspeciaily when influence
is exerted by a person of higher status than oneself. Suggestibility is also greatjr under pres-._L
sures from friends or auqaaintanc3s than from stranzers.
with the size of th2 group.

Conformity grows progrcssively

However, influences toward conformity decrease when other group

members are not in unanimous agreement.

When interaction among group membc:'s is in-

creasnd or a permissive group-centered approach is employed, susceptibility to .onformity is
increased.

Sasceptibility to group pressures is greater when rewards are giver, for "success-

ful" performance ar1 penalties for "mistakes." and among group members who have shared
success.
*

An individual who maX-es a dei hite commitment and is then subjected to pressure tends to

!resist and maintain his pusition strongly.
made in public.

This iU especially true if the commitment has been

This is one reason why insurgents require formal oaths for new members of

,their movement and why lhey insist upon symbolic acts of public corn.':ment in exercosinc,
population control.
If the individual displays anx. ty before a pressure situation appears, he tends tV be more
susceptible to suggestion.

Also, young people consistently give in to social pressure more

,readilý "ha: older persons.
joining insurgent riovemcats.

This is probably w,- ycmng people are more readily coerced into
Loss of sleep, too, tends to make an individual more susceptible.

to p, essures.
Tendencies toward conformity j-

case when the %iwspresented to a person appear to himi

to be only slightly different from wY.. Le believes to be his

L'fln

convictions.

_jminimized when the new views are presented gradualf-, ii small steps.

Pesistance is

This is reflected in

,i _underground recruitment techniques.

"
.

about factual
Conversion, like -onformity, is highest among persons who are uncertain

T

The degree of co: ,rersion is limited by how intensely a mai. hela his initial views.

L

matters.

The longer ax, individual re-

-

The less intensel, he held them, the e-.s-er it is to convert him.

-

sists, the longer he will stick to a new position once he has altered his views.

It has been found'_

that behavirr which was altered by social pressure generally persists over time.
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UNDERGROUND ORGANIZATION PROCESSES

Underground movements can be described as "normative coercive" organizations.

They

are normative in that they appeal to people by offering to satisfy certain goals and to provide
rewards, prestige, and esteem. However, coercive power is also applied through the threat of
deprivation of certain satisfactions or the application of physical sanctions such as pain, deformity, or death.

20

Although an individual may be persuaded, coerced, tricked, or forced to join the movement,_
his goals and desires change as he stays with the organization.
phase of involvement.

Recruitment is only the initial

Indoctriration brings about a socialization of the individual, and is ex-

periences in participation with members of the movement change his attitude and eventually his
goals. 21
Insulation and Absorption

During the indoctrination period, the aim is to have the individual internalize the values of
the organization.

Total control is achieved through insulation and absorption.

Through ideology

the individual is ins ilated and given a separate moral and intellectual world within which to
think and operate; all events are interpreted within the context of ideology. 22 The conspiratorial
atmosphere, with an emphasis on illegal work, starts a process ef disintegration of normal
vioral principles and a reduction of inhibitions which hampers an individual's actions and manipulability.

All of his time is absorbed by organizational activities--meetings, demonstrations,

distribution of literature, and recruitment.

This constant activity gives the individual's life an

apparent meaning and removes him from outside interests and contacts. 23
Indoctrinatilmi and education tend to reinforce an individual's loyalty to the underground org;mLzation and to immnrse him in the movement.

The individual is disciplined and schooled to

think in terms of how individual actions help or hinder the organization, not how they suit
.ýcrsonal goals. 24
When an individual joins an oganization, Lhe number of decisions and alternatives available
_ to him dcrcase..

That is, h2 *levotesmost nf his time to organizational activity and therefore

]imits hjs outside interests.

As an individual reduces the ,umber of personal relationships

with others, iie tends to intwrnaliz,- the rules of the orgailization and the less he searches for
alternate forms of behavior.
havior.

S6
5

•mrall, olosely knit cnhesive groups are highly predictahle in be-

This rigidity increases the extent to which th- group goals are perceiveu L be shared

by all the members of the group, and thus its esprit de corps,

in this manner irdividuals

within the group protect themselves from outside pressures. 25
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The internalization process is complete when the group member maintains his conduct
without such enforcing agents as surveillance or direct threat of punishment and when he performs his duties for their own sake.

As the individual builds up institutional habits and inter-

nalizes a code of conduct, he is less likely to leave the organization.2G The smaller the group,
The larger the organization, the

* the greater the individual's involvement and compatibility.
*greater the chance of conflict.

The more extensive his participation in group activities, the

more likely the individual is to develop loyalty and moral involvement and finally a commitment
_,_

to the general goals of the organization. 27
Frequent assignments and a high degree of activity also have a useful side effect, providing:
the individual with an "invulnerability concept."
loses any fear of harm coming to him.

He becomes so engrossed in his work that he

While aware that others have been caught, he is so busy!

with his daily routine that he unconsciously considers himself invulnerable.
Joining an underground movement is quite different from joining an ordinary political
group.
chuý,ch.

One ex-Communist says that it is not like joining a political party but like joining a
It is a way of life. 28 Another former undergrou,,der says:
A faith is nvt acquired by reasoning. One does not fall in love with a woman,
or enter the womb of a church, as the result of logical persuasion. Reason
may defend an act of faith-but only after the act has been committed, and the
man committed to the act. Persuasion may play a part in a man's conversion;
but only the part of bringing to its full and conscious climax a process which
has been maturing in regions where no persuasion can penetrate. 29

The act of commitment in indrgent organizations is uniformly an oath-taking process. The
individual performs some symbolic, overt act which demonstrates that he is willing to accept
the rules of the organization and abide by its sanctions if he does not conform.

Once committed,

the individual reorganizes his frame of reference and the way he views the world to conform to
his commitment.s.
Th,-e are several major mechanisms for keeping members cooperative and working in
unison.

An individual rises to leadership positions by being highly active and then assuming a

full-time position within the organization.

Those individuals who have special qualifications but

10

-- lack essential disciplinary characteristics can be put in special positions through the process oft
-co-optation:

1-

they are put on certain committees and participate in eome organizational activi-

ties without following the rules of ordinary membership.

0n

Individuals outside of thi organization'

may also be brought in to support the organizational goals through cooptation. An individual
who does not agree with the subver.sive group's main goals or activities may be brought to sup- I
port the organization by giving him assistance in attaining limited goals which the individual
favors within the comrmunity.

This happens frequently in front groups.

An individual may favor

disarmam~ent or be opposed to the government for specific reasons; the subversive group sponsers and supports him , obtaining his loyalty in return. 30
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The atmosphere of the underground has been described as
... a paradoxical atmosphere-a blend of fraternal comradeship and mutual
distrust. Its motto might have been: Love your c-mrade but don't trust him
an inch-both in your own interest, for he may betray you; and in his, because
the less he is tempted to betray, the better for him. This, of course, is true
of every underground movement; and it was so much taken for granted that nobody seemed to realize the gradual transformation of character and of human
relationships which a long Party career infallibly produced. 31

Communist Factors in Organization Processes

Communist organizations are characterized by five major organizational factors:
(1) ideology, (2) democratic centralism, (3) criticism and self-criticism techniques, (4) the
committee system, and (5) cell structuire.

The effectiveness and use of these org ailzatlonal

techniques rest on some basic principles of social organization.
Endless indoctrination sessions are characteristic of Communist organizations.
not primarily designed to teach specific or detailed ideological content.

They are

The organization coins

value terms-such as "deviationist" and "personality cult"-which to the outsider have no real
semantic value but within the organization carry positive or negative connotations and indicate
to the membership those things which the leadership favors or does not favor.

Through con-

stant indoctrination, the value systems these terms represent are inculcated into the membership and normative patterns of behavior are developed.
Individuals tend to abide by a decision as long as thAy are permitted to voice their opinions,ý
notwithstanding the outcome.

Through the principle of democratic centralism, the Conmmunists

have capitalized upon this common social phenomenon.

Members are seemingly permitted to

participate in the decision-making process even though the leadership fully controls the structure.

Although the Communist organization does not allow free elections, and even though de-

cisions are largely made in advance, the membership doe2 discuss and criticize issues before
-they are guided to the "correct" position. Further, if the individual has supported a measure,
even superficially, he is more committed to carrying out required action.

SAll

10

cells within the party hold criticism and self-criticism sessions in which each member I

must criticize others' activities as well as his own.

These sessions permit the leadership to

4

better understand the individual member's capabilities and problems and provide socike pres- sure to reinforce normative behavior.

I
6

The group discussion provides consensual validation of

group beliefs, and the indivicual can justify his behavior in his own mind because the rest of thel
group approves of it.

The leader also can use the self-criticism session to praise members.

--4-3

However, precautions arc taken to prevent attacks on the goals of the party itself; criticism is,
directed toward improving means to further the ends of the party.
-

Furthermore, each individ- I

ual must state his plan to correct his defects; the group thusreýqutres himto raise his level of aspira-L
tion in performing his duties.
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The committee system provides ample opportunity for everyone to participate in le'.dership
roles.

Members learn to be leaders in this way, and in the process the group satisfies the

power desires of its members.
The small size o' the cell makes it a more cohesive group and tends to reduce inner
frictions.
-members.

As stated earlier, the smaller the group, the more effective its control over its
Where the party is illegal, and where such control is especially important, cells

average four to six members.
In summary, it may be seen that the Communist Party has evolved value and norm systemsas well as organizational mechanisms which create a high degree of cohesiveness in its operations.

Furthermore, the techniques seem to be effective in providing informational feed-back to

the leadership.

The criticism and self-criticism sessions auply social pressure to reinforce

the behavior patterns acquired through indoctrinaticn; they also increase levels of aspiration
and commitment.

3
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CHAPTER FIVE
CLANDESTINE AND COVERT BEHAVIOR

A former underground leader has suggested that while it is difficult to completely
escape from modern scientific surveillance methods, there are many ways to misle&d the
surveillants.

The underground member, wishing to minimize risk and chance factors,

attempts to be as inconspicuous as possible and refrains from activities which might
bring attention or notoriety. 1 He strives to make his activities conform with the normal
behavior and everyday activities of the society in which he lives.

By appearing conven-

tional and inconspicuous, he makes it difficult for the security force to detect, identify,
:or locate him.

Besides making himself inconspicuous, the underground :n.ember avoids

materials or contacts that might give him away.
and contact other agents only when essential.

Subversives keep a minimum of records

Without physical evidence, signed confessions.

or defectors who accuse others, it is difficult to link an individual to a subversive organization.
Contact and communications between agents is considered the most critical phase of su-versive,
operations.
Even when a subversive is identified and his activities known, the practice of clandestine
and covert behavior makes it exceedingly difficult for security forces to locate him among a
country's millions of citizens.

DEFINITIONS OF CLANDESTINE AND COVERT BEHAVIOR

Both clandestine and covert operations are secret, but in different ways.

Clandestine op-

erations are those whose existence is conc :•ied, because the mere observation of them betrays
their illegal and subversive nature.
rrendering it invisible.

Secrecy depends upon skill in hiding the operation and

For example, weapons might be manufactured in some rural redoubt,

_out oi view and hidden from the eyes of the security foroes.

Covert operations are usually lea_

that serve as a cover
Sactivities
for their concealed, Illegal sponsorship.
-

_

In short, clandestine

behavior is hidden from view, while covert behavior is disguised to conceal its subversive
character. 2
A classic example of a covert operation appeared in Italy at the end of World War II.

The

Mossad was the Jewish underground organization in charge of the movement of Jews from Cen-tral Europe to Mediterranean ports.

In 1946, the Mossad unit operatilg in Italy found it im-

possible to move on roads and obtain fuel and spare parts without special licenases and permits.
The unit had acquired 40 British Army vehicles, but a major problem was how to matitain and
fuel the vehicles without arousing the suspicion of tho British military polio..

To provide the
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needed cover, the Mossad created and staffed an imitation British Army installation of their
own on land "requisitioned" near a town.

Since many of the underground had served in the Brit-

ish Army, they were able to duplicate the authentic military atmosphere.
plete with badges, insignias, and notices.

The camp was com-

It had identification numbers in accordance with

British practice, and local laborers were employed.

With forged company papers, work tickets,

and requisition papers, they took over a large courtyard and garage in the center of Milan.
They provided themselves with everything that the Army should have-signboards, official docu-'
ments, papers, guards, motor pool, and so on.

The whole installation operated without sus-

picion Irom the Italian civilians it employed or even from the genuine British soldiers who periodically brought their jeeps to the motor pool for gazoline.

In this manner, the Moesad

provided both provisions and fuel for the motor vehicles that transported many thousands of
refugees.

The camp functioned for two years without arousing suspicion.

It attained the repu-

tation among the British camps in the zone as being a proper, well-disciplined camp, which
would "not issue even a drop of petrol without orders. "3

TECHNIQUES OF CLANDESTINE BEHAVIOR

The techniques of clandestine and covert behavior utilized by undergrounds are multifarious.

They involve organizational devices, patterns of communication, and rWvd security

procedures. *

Organization

Subversive organizations try to distribute cells and units over widely separated geographic
areas and among different ethnic and social grc~ups.

In this way, the government security

forces can be extended so that they cannot concentrate on any single area or social group.
-

The

Malayan Communist Party, made up almost entirely of indigenous Chinese, was easy prey for
tthe security forces.

On the other hand, the FLN in Algeria was composed mostly of Muslims,

who constituted 90 percent of the population, and its cells were widely distributed throughout
_

_

the country.

7

The specific geographic location of the cell can minimize the chance of being detected.
-

-

During the Palestine insurgency the Jews set up a major transnortation center less than 100
yards from the headquarters of the British forces in Tel Aviv but aroused no suspicion.

How-

ever, it was also near a powerplant and a central bus station and amid many garage& and auto
workshops where day-and-night traffic was normal. ' Similarly, In Algeria, Yassef Saadi, a
*For a brief summary of the rules of clandestine and covert behavior practiced by five
underground organizations during World War II, see Appendix C.
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political-military commissar of the FLN, took advantage of the hustle of a busy spot, and set
up his offices only 200 yards from the office of the Army Commandant of the Algiers Section. 6
Individual cell members are instructed to seek no more information than is required to
perform their tasks. 6 The cell members must go through an intermediary or through e malldrop in order to get in touch with the cell leader, whose identity and location are unknown to
them.

Liaison between echelons is so regulated that a captured member cannot lead his captors

to the next highest official with whom he regularly conducts business.

All contacts with higher

echelons are prearranged through intermediaries, and tLe higher official sets the time and placefor meeting. If a cell member is captured, the chain between the cell and the leader is broken,
thus CL.ing off the cell from the organization and protecting the underground organization from
compromise.

This fail-safe principle is found in almost all underground organizations and

operations. 7
Records are kept to a minimum; wherever possible, information is memorized rather than
recorded.

Messages are coded in some manner before being written down.

used in order to protect the identities of the people.

Cover names are

Individual members are instructed not to

keep any written messages or diaries. 8 False units are established and communications and
records created for them in order to confuse the security forces should they acquire or capture
any organizational records. s

Communications

Communicating with another undergrounc member is the most dangerous activity in
clandesti'ne or covert operations. 10 A cardinal rule in underground operations is that agents
should be seen together in public only when absolutely necessary.

They usually work through

an intermediary who meets each agent separately and conve-.:s messages back and forth.

The

use oi couriers is probably the safest means of communic .ýion and transmission of information
- between various agents.

Ninety perceni of all communications in the Philippine insurgency and

J -in Korea involved the use of couriers.

Couriers generally are children, women, or aged men.

who can move about without drawing attention to themselves.
-and in Belgium.

This was true in Italy, in Poland,

Preferably, thr courier should travel as a natural part of his Job, and such

,- people as taxi drivers and traveling vendors make good couriers. 1

-,

Another means of transmitting informalion between agents is tho mail-drop.

The under-

grouna agents come by prearranged schedule, one at a time, to a particular location where a
message is ict.

The location of the mail-drop must be a natural and safe place, such as an

old log in a park, where strangers will not accidentally pick up Jhe message.
serve drop is designated in the event the first one is unusable.
be ILht in the mail-drop for lo%,.

Usually, a re-

The communication should not

Sig-nals are prearranged for each drop, usually at a different
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location, so that the agent will know when the drop is full or when it is empty.

In this way he

need not go there and perhaps arouse suspicion only to find that there is no communication. 12
Ideal locations for mail-drops or for the alerting signals are places such as telephone booths or
washrooms where an individual commonly goes alone without suspicion.

13

The telephone is seldom used; agents are usually forbidden to call each other directly. If
telephones are used in an emergency, the individual goes to a pay station and uses a prearranged
code.

Neither is the open mall used often.

If mail must be received from abroad, It is sent to

a cover address, which may be that of a person who has frequent visitors, such as a merchant.-Mail is never delivered to an agent's house.

He goes to the post office to get it so no letter can

be traced through the malls directly to an agent. lI
Strict rules for meetings are cbserved.
same meeting place too frequently.

Underground members are careful not to use the

I

Before the meeting, the family at whose house the meeting

will be held is checked to be sure that they are thoroughly reliable.

Someone within the family

is assigned to answer the door in case an outsider knocks and to serve as a lookout.

Times of

arrival and departure are staggered to avoid attracting attention to large groups coming or
going.
Once at the meeting, explanations or cover stories are arranged among the members in
case the meeting should be broken up by security forces and the group interrogated separately.
A reason for the gathering is established, such as "getting together to play cards."
would be such occasions as birthdays, anniversaries, or weddings.
taken or carried to the meeting than are absolutely necessary.
the individual must use his memory.

Others

No more documerts are

Note-taking is not permitted;

After the meeting, a rearguard checks to be sure that no

materials have been forgotten. 15
When meeting in public, visual identification marks and passwords are usually used as
recognition signals. Generally, passwords are innocent-'ýounding, so that if the wrong person
is approached or the exchange is overheard by bystanders, it will not be interpreted with sus,

_

picion.

The password may ask directio-s or make similar innocent requests.

Visual identifi-__

-cation marks include the wearing of unique combinations of clothes or the carrying of specified_.
--objects.

For any meeting between agents, should contact be missed on the first try, a second

place is prearranged for ten minutes later. 1There are many ways in which an individual takes precautions to insure against being
followed to a rendezvous with another agent.

When driving to make a contact, an individual can

alter his speed, enter intersections on a yellow light, or turn a corner and stop abruptly,

Or

he may use the s',tch-point technique: he drive-s to a particular location in_ a "drop car," gets
out of the car, aand walks across a parking lot or into a department store to another locatioA
where he ls picked up by a second car ýthe "pick: up"), is driven to another placi to be picked up
by a third vehicle, and then is taken to his destination. IT

4

WVhcn traveling on foot, an agent attempts to leave a subway at the last minute nr to enter a
hotel or bus terminal at one door and leave by another.

He can also use a store window along a

main street as a mirror to see if anyone is following him. Is

Security

Recruits are usually not accepted until their family life, jobs, political activities, and
close awsociates have been investigated.
membership period.

Most undergrovnds also require a probationary

The individual is assigned limited tasks and his contacts with other mem-

bers of the cell are restricted.

Even in guerrilla units, the recruit is given no assignments

that would bring him in cnntact with outsiders.

The new member goes through an indoctrination

period and is given tests ii. order to determine how he thinks and what he feels on particular
Issues.

In addition, disciplinary squads are used to inspect the belongings of individuals on

occasion to find out if they have violated any security rules. Is
Most underground movements require new members to take a loyalty oath designed to
commit them• to the organization and impress upon them the seriousness of the job.

Such oaths

usually require the individual to accept all missions and obey all orders on penalty of death.
Sometimes there are lesser penalties for lesser violations of security rules. 2

HUMAN FACTORS iN CLANDESTLNE AND COVERT BEHAVIOR

The most serious danger in clandestine operations comes not from spies or infiltrators but
from the inadequacy of the human beings who compose the underground.

One of the miost criti-

cal areas of underground work is the teaching of members to maintain silence.

Normal curi-

,osity leads members to find out more information than they should know. A second difficulty is
that people want to talk about their accomplishmunts to someone; it is through idle talk and un-

guarded conversations that most clandestine organizations are compromised.

,.Oiis,

To guard again"t_ 1

among the members so
Scretion
that "adherence to the rules" won't stifle initiative.
--

SI

undergrounds stress discipline. At trle name time, they try to develop a sense of dii-

i

Maximum

9

I

!

observation of rules can lead to passivity and inaction, so members must be willing to waive

, any rule and attcmpt any action which circumstances demand, if the end seems worth the risk. 2t
Wit:in any society there are customs and norms by which people abide without question. By
_ capitalizing upon thiese customs the underground, can carry out many of its activities in
manner and under good co~er.

-

,iormaal

For e-xamp'6, one woman courier cuiried a message concealed

among half a dozen eggs in a bag. the guard. afraid of breaking the eggs, did not inspect the bag
coseivy. 2 1

I

The role of women and chilldren in most societies is a protected oni and they ar

usuaily beyond suspiclon, which it why t1ay are so frequently used as courters.--
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Certain social roles can be assumed to avoid interrogation.

Pretending to be insane, deaf-

and-dumb, or sick-e. g., having a toothache-is effective because such roles are generally accepted without question. 23 Similarly, certain locations are unlikely to be investigated.

One

courier who could not find lodgings sought out the redlight district of a major city; he assumed
that the underworld had agreements with the police and he could be safe for a short time in
these quarters.
In populations where there are many subcultures, a knowledge of normative behavior is
critical.

I

During the Arab-Israeli campaign, Arabic-speaking Israeli raiders disguised them-

selves as Arab military personnel, police, tribesmen, or pilgrims to carry out sabotage missions. A special unit o. dark-skinned Jews from Yemen, Iraq, Syria, and Morocco was formea.,
This "Black Regiment" had many successful exploits.
tions failed because of human error.

However, in some cases their opera-

For example, not knowing that only Arab

the rank-and-file-use handkerchiefs and toilet paper jeopardized missions.

ficers-not

A Mecca-bound

Muslim pilgrim never relieves himself facing east, for this is the direction of the holy city and
is reserved for prayer.

Further, it is a grave offense to clean one's nose with a finger of the

left hand; this hand is reserved for the lavotory. Other missions failed because the raiders
,smoked Israeli-made cigarettes and dropped butts along the beach after clandestine landingsArabs not only did not smoke Israeli cigarettes but seldom, if ever, threw cigarette butts
away.

These cultural factors compromised many of the disguises of the raiders. 24

Another exampi. vf habit being relied upon ior use as cover occ -red in Palestine.
legal cargo was covered with a tarpaulin and a layer of fresh marure.

An il-

The police disliked

:searching such a load too closely and the cargo got through police inspection without being
stopped. 25
An individual who has a preexisting frame of reference reacts immediately to new events,
ýwithout reflection.

When a person's mental context is thus fixed, he possesses what has been

described as a "will to believe. "26 This factor may be capitalized upon by the underground by
kmowing the mentality and habits of the police.

X)
-

S

For example, in Palestine trucks with in-

signias of well-known transport companies were used to transport illegal cargo.

A "policeman'l

preceded the truck, which appeared to be moving from an established factory.27 In addition,

I

_diversionary efforts were made: a man would strike a policeman just as the truck was about toi.
pass.

The resulting commotion permitted the truck to go by unnoticed.

avoid roadblocks was to have trucks join military convoys.

Another device used to!

It was necesgaiy, however, to call- 5

ahead and include in the convoy two or three trucks from "another unit,"

The ujnit was usually

expressed in some abbreviation which would be unquestioned by the men at roadblocks.
Trademarks of well-known products have been put on illicit equipment.

Capsules for ex-

pmosives have been marked "Bayer"' (like the aspirin). In this manner, suggetion and the use of_
normal everyday patterns of behavior have concealed illegal activities. U-

100
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Within any society, there are symbols associated with certain roles.
recognized as important, but not specifically idcntific-,

Individuals can be

by the uniform or clothes worn. In one

operation, an Israeli reconnaissance squad req isitioned a set of fancy dress uniforms from the
llebrew National Opera in Tel Aviv.

The commanding officer put on a 19th-century, Imperial

Austro-Hungarian Hussar uniform with gold shoulder boards and glittering buttons.

In a white

jeep, the squad calmly drove across the Arab lines and introduced themselves to the sentries
at the~first control checkpoint as Un.te( Nations military observers from Luxembourg.
cruised up and down the enemy lines for a day and even lunched with an Arab colonel.

They

29

Sometimes an underground establishes certain innocept patterns of behavior that it later
capitalizes on.

For example, in Palestine an isolated seashore police post was penetrated by a

young boy and girl working for the Haganah.

They went swimming daily, and, on leaving the

bathing area, walked directly past the police -r-ards. The police became accustomed to seeing
the couple, and even the dog at the police station got to know them and stopped barking. In this
manner, information was obtained for a raid. 30 By conditioning the guards to an apparently innocent pattern of behavior, the underground was able to take advantage of opportunities for
gathering intelligence.
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-INTRODUCTION

To develop an effective orgapiization, .undergrounds must perform certain basic administrative activities, such as recruiting qualified and loyal personnel, indoctrinating and training
-

the membership, and obtaining financial support. In all of these activities a number of critical
human factors are involved.
For instance, people must be recruited in such a manner that those who refuse to
not later inform on the recruiters or expose the movement.

in do -4-

Undergrounds must also devise

means to persuade and deeply commit those who join for a whim.

Training processes must be

structured so that recruits are steeled to carry out dangerous assignments, yet remain loyal
for long and stressful periods of time.
funds is required.

In order to finance an insurgency, a regular supply of

Because tax collection or other imposition of financial burdens on a popu-

lace is unpopular even under normal circumstances, undergrounds must devise ways to get
!large sums of money while keeping the voluntary support and protection of the people.
The following three chapters discuss these three important administrative operations: recruitment, education and training, and finance.

The performance of these administrative ac-

tivities varies widely and is contingent upon the situation an.d the effectiveness of the security
forces.

There i6 no one best way to perform them, and so several approached are described

for each operation.

For example, both selective and mass recruitment methods are discussed.

In the chapter on education and training, topics and documents which have been considered important enough to be included in various training programs are reviewed.

The chapter on

finance aLtempts to bring together the littie that has been written on collectice techniques and
places a special emphasis on human factors considerations.

I
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CHAPTER SIX
RECRUITMENT

The types of people recruited into an underground movement and how they are recruited de-I
pend largely upon the movement's stage of development.

At first, primary attention is given to I

the development of a carefully chosen, well-disciplined cadre.

Later, greater emphasis is

given to developing mass support.
First the recruiter identifies talented people with grievances, surreptitiously tests each in-'
dividual's loyalty to the government, and then through a process of gradual commitment leads
the recruit into illegal and un.;ergrotrid work

j

Recruits are seldom placed in positions where

they must immediately decide to join or not Lo join the underground.

Instead, through a series

of seemingly innocent or slightly illegal acts which, when viewed by an outsider, appear subversive or illegal, the recruit is led to believe that an overt commitment to the underground is
his only alternative.

He suddenly finds himself in a position where to betray the underground heI

must also incriminate himself; if he does not join, the undergrouna may tell the police about the
illegal acts he has been enticed to commit.
Appeals to recruits are usually bazed upon the assumption that everyone has grievances,
temptations, and vulnerabilities.

It is the recruiter's task to uncover, crystallize, and exploit

the right combinptLon of these personal and situational factors.

Appeals to ego, Power, or

recognition are strong factors in attracting individuals to a movement.

Such rewards and

profits are devices used to wtice individuals and to keep them involved, whereas techniques of
docial pressure and threats of social sanction are used to obtain final commitment.

In short,

the recruit is attracted by making appeals which coincide with his value system, yet which lead
him front lesser acts for profit to final acts of commitment.
Undergrounds seldom rely solely upon the good intentions of recruits.
avoid leaving anything to chance.

)

Typically, they

Because reasons such as patriotism, social justice, or
.

9 -personal grievances may or may not be sufficient for attracting or sustaining recruits through
the long dangerous struggle of protracted war, coercive measures are also implied, or even
_applied, by Lhe undergrmund.
defect.

Incriminating evidence may be kept to insure that recruits do not__ 77

in the recruit's oath, a death penalty is usuall) the price for betrayal of organizational__

5- ecrets or defection, and special terror squads are retainad especially to carry out the penalty-,3
During mass recruitiment the recruiter realizes that while many people will volunteer,
-

others muat be persauaded and coerced into joining.

For those wh-

2

r.@likely to volunteer (per-_

hape because of personsl grievances), the recruiter finds that listening is a technique as imn-__
-

portant as persuasive argument.

Professional recruiters &lso rmcoguize that knoving KLh

_

valuq,, vocab&iary, and specific grievances of local people is•importaanta russ-rrutirUtI--

107
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But since the knowledge tx, make such specific appeals requires a long association with the
people, recruiters usually must rely upon keymen who are native to the area or village to help
them tailor their appeals.

Through such keymen they attempt to use local customs as welU as

social and group pressures as tools in winning recruits.

SELECTIVE RECRUITMENT

The recruiting process is dangerous to the undergrounc organization for several reasons.
If an individual • tho is approached informs the police, a valuable recruiter may be lost. Accepting any recruit without investigation an,' trial may lead to infiltration or the inclusion of un-:
desirables.

Recruitment is conducted by a small team which follows the fail-safe principle in

each step of the process.

A potential recruit is identified and put in a position where he can

safely be approached about joinhig the movement.
various acts to the underground.

Then he is led to commit himself through

He must be tested and trained and finally, if he proves ac-

ceptable, he is assigned to a permanent cell.

The Recruiters

At meetings, organizational groups, or discuission clubs, the first recruiting agent, or
steerer, identifies individuals who are in positions which might be useful to the underground or
who are ideologically susceptible t, recruitmenat.

The steerer may engage an individual in

general discussion to identify his grievances awrd feelings toward the gcvernment.

If an in-

dividual is considered ideologically attuned, he is then introduced to the next person in the
recruitment chain.

Thz steerer never mentions the underground organizatioa or vok•.•s any

subversive opinions.
formation on.

S_,danger

of beirn,

It is his job to discover an inoividual's characteristics and pass the in-

In this way, the steerers conceal their subversive connections and escape the
dencunmcod by recruits whose attaiades they may have misjuged.

.3--

j

The Baildup

The second member of the recruitment team asks the potential recruit to join him at ail !n--

-,

;

10

-.

formal social party or discussion group at which current eveAts and political Issues ,re dis-

-

cussed,

1

-

In the d.,cussion, the Individual's attitudes can be further evaluated and at the sama

time his background can -be checked.
u

The tuderground agent befriends the recruit and plays

upon his ego and personal desires for position, power, and Importance.
wi Malaya, in some of the Communist-le!d unions, lec,-ros were given to party remibers
_ several times a week.

108

Agents in tbe &udieuce ot~wrvc4 the

-_iona cf the wcrker_._Thoav--

7
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who soeered interested and receptive and who possessed leadership ability were identified as potential recruits. The topics discussed were usually broad social issues rather than ideological
material.

Front groups were used in a similar way to evaluate the attitudes and inclinations of

potential recruits. 2

Commitment

The individual is not asked pointblank to join but is led gradually toward commitment
through a series of small decisions.
lect funds, or carry messages.

He is asked whether he is free to distribute leaflets, col-

The final decision to join the underground really becomes an

extension of lesser decisions preceding it.
from a local store.

He may be asked to buy food or other materials

Later, he is told by a third member of the team that he was buying supplies

for the underground and warned that if the police were to find out he would be arrested.

He is

not given the option of joining, but may merely oe asked whether he wishes to stay in the village'
as a tax collector or leave to join the guerrillas in the mountains.

I

Faced with this choice and

implicit threats of violence from the undeiground or arrest by the police, he will select the
least undesirable alternative.
In another approach a person may be asked to donate funds to the movement.

If he seems

reluctant, the third member of the team may suggest to him that if he collects money from
others, he himself reed not donate to the movezr int. The individual may

islf-heartedly attempt

to collect some money and once he has committed himself to this extent, even if he collects
only a token amount, he can be coercetd into performing other assignments.

The Test

The individual's loyalty to the underground is tested by assessing his willingness to perform
-some minor illegal task. He may be asked to deliver an "important" message to a particular
-

location.

_1_

The message may be a blank piece of paper with a hidden seal. The individual in

--

then evaluated as to how well he carried out the assignment ana whether o," not he exmhined the
-.

contents.

Even If iw reports the incident to the police, nothing is toet.3 Desire to join is tim-

-7

portant but often de8ire wanes, therefore acts which may be used to coerce loyalty are also
-

required.

I

The Oath

Most, if noL all, underground movements administer a loyalty oath to new members to im- _
press upon them the seriousneaa of their Jobs and the necessity for sA*crecy.i tIA Moot 0[ti.7 1
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European resistance movements, violation )f the oath was pun -hable by death. 4 Tv the MkA
Mau movement, oaths were especially significant, for the Kikuyu 'ribesmen believea that if
they violated the oath they would be punished by a supernawral power. S
In the Viet Cong, the ceremony for admission is simple but very serious.
and a picture of Ho Chi Minh are used to convey authority.

A Viet Cong flag

At the swearing-in ceremony the

only people present are the applicant himself, -the secretary, and two comrades wbh

sponsor

the member.
In the Malayan Communist Party, after recruits had been screened in security investigations, they had to be recommended by members with whom they had had contact.

Members

were often held personally responsible if the recruit proved uhreliable. 6

Assignment

t

During the background check, the recruit's personal record is thoroughly investigated.
Until cleared as reliable, he is placed in a probations,-

cell.

During probation, he is tried on

various underground activities to determine which he performs best.

He is assigned a variety

of tasks during this apprenticeship and is forced to practice a variety of security precautions;
in this way he is trained to becoma a well-disciplined, highly security-conscious individual who
can be counted on to work independently and to show initiative in future assignments in his
permanent cell.
This last step in the recruitment process, assignment to a permanent cell, is reached
only after the recruit has been thoroughly tested, ooserved, trained, and evaluated.

,MASS

i

RECRUITMENT

After the underground cadre has been est;talished, a base of support is sought

-. segments of the population.*

-nong large

Cells set up in the cities and throughout the courtryside form the

_ nucleus for artion devised to win sympathy and, ulntately, popular support.

__

Most often such -_

_support is rallied behind a specific grievance and only later chRnneled into active inhurgency.

__

_.Many techniques are used to infiltrate mass organizations and gain iLedership posts.
--

U

Feelings of In,'

t~dness

Members of tOe underground are instruc~td to create social indebtedness by finding and
helping families "in troubie'"-the propert.v>ss, tsie unemployed, and the sick.

This enables the

*In in-lochina, Vo Nguyen Glap sa.d that, mnorder to prepare for an insurrection, organiza,ions must be developed and consolidated .-ithiLn the cities, mines, plantations, and provinces; he
stressed thal only on the basis ofstrong politic4, organizatl•
couid armed orgLaizations be set up.7
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urderground worker to enter the family or the neighborhood and gain the attention and loyalty of
a large number of people.

Pressure is then applied to have the people repay their indebtedness

by assisting the movement and eventually joining it. A favorable word from a mother, father,
relative, or cIl se friend can be a more powerful persuader than any impersonal propaganda
message. 8
-

The agent, much like a ward or precinct politician, surveys the needs, likes, and dislikes
of the people in his district. He may keep individual records on all who live in his area of
responsibility.

He may find jobs for the unemployed, arrange housing for those who do not

hay"u gblirtill', -it Ada~idt iuvtilibrg WVith their Orupt. *
In rurai areas and F,nall villages, where the close personal contacts among the villagers
make it difficult to organize secret cells, a special technique is used. An insurgent force
marches into and takes over a village.

They assist the farmers in the fields and help raise

)roduction, hoping in this way to develop close contacts in spite of having come uninvited. 12

Coercion

Coercion is widely used againm.t those who do not voluntarily join the movement.

Tech-

niques range from the simple "armed invitation," where recruiters brandish their weapons and
extend an invitation to "volunteers," to more-complex techniques of gradual involvement and
threat of exposure. t Another technique in insargent-controlled areas is to assign quotas to
local officials, such as mayors and village chiefs, who use the social power and prestige of
their office to recruit new members.

15

The Communist ChineseS*used mutual aid teams to help far-ners harvest crops. 9 Vo Nguyen
'Giap said, "Our army has always organized days of help for peasants in production work and in
!the struggle against flood aad drought. Political work begins by establishing good relations
,with the populace. ",0 In Cuba, Alberto Bayo recommended that the men should volunteer to repair household items, help put up fences and sow fields, or do any kind of manual work, in
order to "demonstrate our affection and gratitude and bring him over to our cause. "11
1
tA typical example of coercion was used in Malaya. A rubber tapper's duties took him
'9daily into the jungle to tend ,ae rubber trees. On one occasion, he was approached by three
_jarmed men. They were friendly, and talked him into bringing them cigarettes the next day.
iSoon he began smuggling such items as easpirins and flashlights; getting these things past the
- 7
7 -'guards at the village added a little interest to his life. One day, only two of the three men
-;showed up, e'xplaining that the third had been captured and would almost certainly reveal the
6
'rubber tapper's smuggling activities. Faced with the alternatives of returning to his village
13
he
joined.
protect
him,
would
who
the
Communists
or
joining
and
prison
5 --facing arrest
In Cyprus, the EOKA underground used coercive means to secure recruits. A respected
watchmaker in Nicosia was warned that his name was high on the EOKA list for execution be3
- causc he was suspected of having been in contact with 'lhe British Army, which he had served
with during Wor!d War II. He was told, however, that he could save his life and protect his
family if he joined the undorground. Once in, he became more and more involved. His shop
was one of the mail-drops for the underground and he was given increasingly dangerous asL.'gnrnents. He was considered so thoroughly committed to the undrgropund that he was -allowed
to meet George Grivas, the closely guarded leader of the Greek Cypriot movemenl. 1
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Even after "recruitment,

coercion is continued to discourage defection.

cruits are often given money for which a compromising receipt is obtained.
sign documents and papers which would also incriminate them.

Underground reThey are made to

Even those who are initially at-.

tracted by some idealistic approach may lose enthusiasm under stress, but by then they are
trapped with evidence of their membership in the movement and have little choice but to remain
there.

16

Mao Tse-tung described what he called the "Road to Yenan" for winning control of the
people.

He said,. "People like doctors, generals, dentists, town mayors, lawyers, who are

not rich, do not seek power for itself; much less for the good they can do with it.
for the wealth it can bring."

They want it

He went on to say that if the Communists can help these greedy

people, they should. It would be absurd not to help them.

-. _

The more help they receive the morl

positions they will help the Communists capture. However, he admonished, never openly pattie,

f

ipate in fraud or plunder, and in carrying out collaboration, never leave evidence that can be
used against the Communists.

In selecting people, Mao suggests that politicians who have been

pabsed over, doctors mired in mediocrity, and lawyers with limited means be sought out, for,
he said, these people know they must fulfill their end of the bargain or be destroyed.
jective is not so much to win friends and sympat1'?'ýers as it is to gain servants.

The ob-

Workers will

stay with you if you get them something and .banuL. you if you don't.
In countries which have dew.'crauc processes aw

-

cWil liberties, Mao suggests adopting a

t

popular front to attract all groupr, lef ist or not, good o.r bad, sincere or insincere.
all, "tempt them, each

-roh.gh his particuhar weaknuss ...

pressure, first with offers, later with threat&.

But above

help them to get what they want, put

Compromise them if you can, so that they can'ti

get away."
Mao said,

'

,-e wsýe puxple who serve us, through greed, through fear, inferiority, venge-

ance, what hfzve you. out who serve us, serve the party, serve the design of the Comintern.,
serve the cauze of th+e revolution... that Is the essence of the Yenan way" It
],
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In recruiting young people, persuasion is particularly effective.

-

-

i

---

Teenagers are highly

+

7

I

suggestible and strongly influenced by their peers. Is It is a usual technique to separate the
youngsters from the elders, so that cooler heads will not prevail against youthful eathubiasm.

p

-..-

6

5

According to a Viet Cong recruiting document, the first step is to organize large gatherings-_
of young people for a celebration, a political rally, or a cultural event, segregating them from-,
the older people of the village.
nouncing the government.

During the gathering recruiters make heated speechea de-

Earlier recruits are planted in the audienoe to applu the spoeck.

112t
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rnd volunteer to ullow the Viet Cong tc the movn'ta. bUses.

I F

I

The young people, emotioaa.Uy

aroased Ly the apeechea and seeikig fellow teenagers "'v-Anlteering," also volunteer to go.
Another technique used by the VWet Cong- !n areas wLere they have little or no following, is
to bring •n crmed propag9nda teams.

TIftoey have lEttle success iL getting volunteers, they kid-,

nap several young men who have not evidenced positive hostility. After training aMindiootrina-,
-

tion, the yot ng men art returned to their villages where they report on tkeir good treatment.

i

The Viet Cong seldom has difficul., getting subsequent volunteers from the area.

Alienation From the Government

Counterinsurgent actions can be used by the rebels to alienate the local people from the
government.

I

Insurgent activity may 1-e designed chiefly to draw heavy reprisals, moat of which

fall on innocent villagers' heads.

The insurgents can then point out how unfairly and harshly

their gwvernment treats its loyal cit!T'ens.

Recruits will be gained from the vengeful or dis-

illusioned members of the populace.
In Algeria, terroristic action such as assassinations and bomb-throwing cauned the French
to take severe repressive meanures against the general populace.

These meamir3s dnmve

people into the rebel camp. 19 Similarly, in Greece, guerrillas made their attacks on inptallations appear to come fronr nearby villages; government troops then retaliated agaiust the v:llagers.

This alienated the villagers from the government forces, and many joined or st.pported'

the underground cause. W)
i

In South Vietnam, the Viet Cong ma-ched ir.t0 one 1asle'. LnC aflloed ý.Jormation to be

I

passed to government security forces that they qere going to hold the hamlet for at least 3 days]
:The next day, Republic of Vietnam mll tarv forces arrived r .i

fo;. 18 .1Arestri~ed the area

1from air and ground, Wben they entered tue hamlet, tWLey founo tant the Viet 1,ong had long del
; the villagers had borne the losses, both of personnel And propary. It In the Philippina
10 -,one man who was beaten up by government troops as a suspected Huk bitterly )oined the Huks
;!n o•der to get revenge. 22
1

Thus, government mbaui-w and muitary ,tiucs have alienated a irimber of indlivduls

7 •,nd driven them intc the ina',gert crinT.
7

10

8

Tht, uj

c c-a.
n
s •s.aLuctn wesapozz ouch am nsalm_ 7
-6
!•,•d artillery on villages
G---believftO hiding Laiu.-nJ fs p,'kAbw safitioiD' to turn an antir

sge

agxinat the government and toward the insurgents.

Appeals3
-2
Sevlr.-A tyTea oi appeals _r.t uzd to draw people into the movement.

Some individuals klfl

bchu~rte They feel tk-e,r vL riceive positioxns of power a.." a-result of beiza-on th 'wlzmIw a-e
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An interview with a former anti-Nazi underground member revealed that he joined in hopes of
getting a high-rarnking post in the government.

23

One undergrounder said:

...
The love of power is today endemic even to those social classes which in
other days were least susceptible to its temptations. It drives men to run
risks and make sacrifices of which they would not otherwise be capable. 24

One Soviet agent was instructed to search for those who would profit from connections with

him. He was instructed not to be concerned with offering material advantages.
told to neek out those who were hurt by fate or nature.

Instead, he was

+

The types of people to look ior a.e the

ugly, those suffering from inferiority complexes, those craving for power and Influence, and
those who hIve been defeated by circumstances.

He was told to look for people who have suf-

J

fered from poverty-not so much those who lack material wealth but those who have suffered
Belonging to a strong organisation gives them

from the humiliation associated with poverty.

a benLe of importance and a feeling of superiority over the handsome and more prosperous
! eople whom they have always envied. 25
The underground is careful to appear highly selective in its recruiting, thus flattering the
prospective recruit with the knowledge that he is wanted by an exclusive group. One former
'underground member said that he was told that they were interested in him but not his friend;
later hi found that both he and his friend had been recruited.

Another recruit was told that

everyone In the movement felt the same as he-did,-and that if he joined he would have an entire
ýorganizatlon at his disposal to help him carry out his own ides. 2,
Some individuals are enticed into Joining the underground nhopes of bettering their con,dition economically.

I

In Poland during World War U, the underground members never lacked

food, clothing, or other necessities, even when such items were generally unavailable. 21 In thei
Philippines during the Huk insurgency, young men were offered jobs st salaries far higher than
could be gotten outside of the movement.

Iaay kind available
10 -!dealns
i
9 L

on the outside.

Others joined simply bec*Ae there were no jobs of

In many areas, i- Aviduals have prospered by black-market

with the undergrod u
Indvlduail grievances can be amplified to create fedings of helplesness and frustration.

8 _'The organization is then offered as a means for redrems.

TIe !dvidual is led to believe that _ 8
to remedy his personal __7

by joining he will receive the massive support of a large organizatcitu

7

i10
_9

6grievance.

G
It is clear, therefore, that effective appes

-

-and varied.

One individual may feql that the cause

for recruiting underground member

is good An Join the moveamt out of can-

_i'itIo4; sLch a diAuion is usually based upon careW delibersaon.

-

A seoo

jjoin ax aw emotional reaction agaLnst people or conditiono: he idntiftl
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because his parents, friends, relatives, or neighbors are members.
sonal advantage.

. .. .

A fourth type seeks per--

Another may join because of a "bandwagon" effect; If the movement Is suc-

ceeding, he muy join because others join or because he fears being penalized or persecuted In
some way if he does not join before victory is obtained. 2S

DEVELOPMENT OF KEYMEN

In areas where the agent must remain secret or where the insurgent underground has no

-.

control, the agent-organizer is instructed to form secret channels consisting of himself, a
keyman, and sympathizers.

He may recruit up to three keymen, each of whom recruits two or

three sympathizers, who in turn contact the people of the village.
The type of keyman sought by the agent is one with natural leadership abilities, the respect
of his community, and some susceptibility to recruitment.
taiored to his dissatisfactions.

The approach to this individual is

The most important thing that the agent can do is to be a

sympathetic listener, hearing complaints and using these details to build up a sense of dissatisfaction. According to one captured member of the Viet Cong:
You must be patient in listening to people's problems. You must know what
they ar., talking about and, most of all, you must leave the impression that
their specific grievance is your main concern. With the peasants you diacuss land reform and perhaps you promise education for the youth. You do
not go far on generalities. 30
Thus, the first step of the agent in his recruitn~ent of keymen is to survey the oonditions
and attitudes of the group from which he seeks recruits. Once a natural leader has been
the second step is to involve this potential keymian in some campaign, preferably one related in
;some way to his personal grievance.
uignments.

rest

Once his interest has been aroused, he is give

minor as-

The third step is to change the individual's specific dissatisfaction into general

regarding the status quo.

All current evils ý,re blamed on the government. Where there

10 -,is overlapping loyalty to the government and to the movement, the agent must polarize it,

10

S-'up an "in-group" feeling, and alienate the recruit from the government. IT.doing this, the

9

8 - ruUng authority is always referred to abstractly; government leaders are not attacked
i personally.
6-p
once
a
e is recruited, the keyman in turn recruits sympathizers and is asked to Infiltrate

8

S-and seek leadership positions in civic organizations. His recruiting is clandestin until a
-

cohesive group has been developed.

Then the collective support of the organised group serves

-to encourage others; there is a bandwagon effect-other members In the oommunaity join be-cause th*er friends are members or because of the soclal pressure broght to bear by the

_

ru4

2

Keymen are important because people are more willig to acoept gudidane. from members
of their•own

_ommun•
•..tha..om

r.
USI

[_'N.
I.

11_

r

within his community and can phrase appeals within its context.

I

,

Since there Is more confidence

in the Keyman than in the agent-organizer, it is the keyman who communicates with the people,
not the organizer.
In summary, underground recruitment techniques are probably most successful when
selectively applied.

To a large degree, underground recruitment depends upou the careful

-screening and constant testing of potential recruits.
.L•ecruitment.

This is true for both selective and msa

Careful study of potential recruits' loyalty to the government and their personal

likes and dislikes is important in all underground recruitment.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

--.

ll-z-_.-_izz. I

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Educational and training programs are an essential organizational feature of underground
movements.

The importance of training special cadrew for the successful launching and opera-

tion of insurgencies has been emphasized in most undergrounds.

SCHOOLS

The training activities of the internatioaal Communist movement are particularly illustratve of underground training.

The Communists have long specialized in the establishment of

special schools for providing "international instructors." These schools have frequently been
established, on an international basis, outside of the countries involved.

During the early phase

of the Comintern, the primary training headquarters for the Communist movement was the
Soviet Union.

The University of the Workers of the East, located near Moscow, was established

in 1921 to train revolutionaries selected from throughout the world for special instruction.

Tbe

school trained agents in underground political tactics, guerrilla warfare, intelligence and organizational methods, and the promoting of agitation and strikes. Students at the schoolusedcover
names and addresses, so that when they returned to their own countries they oould iritruct
others in subversive methods without danger of exposure. I
Today, the Lenin School near Moscow provides advanced training to Communists who have
proven themselves in national parties.

Again, the students follow the rules of conspiratorial

behavior in their day-to-day activities, with assumed names and false biographies.
vary in length from one to three years, and the subjects covered
strikes, and guerrilla tactics.

iocludiD

The courses

Ideology, mass agitation,

During the summer the classes move to the field for special

exercises, map readlig, and weapons training.
have lectured a tb school.

Prominent Communists, such as Stalin and Tito,

if

o wel--kown graduata of the LeI n Sohool is Walter Ulbrioht of:

East Germany.

-

There are other schools vtere
rw-ug students receive political ane ideological training.
The Communist Un•iernity for Western National Minorities (KUNMZ) was established in MoI-• •
cow in 1921 to train White Russians and Ukrainians living outside the Soviet Union.

A German

sector was created after 1933 when larp numbers of German Com-nists emigrated to the
Soviet Union.

Over a 3-year period, the youths oovered MLrxism-lninism, Pay history,

dialectical materialism, and other political and cultural subJects.
closed, there w
Austrian.

.
__3

One year beore the school

-.

2350 stdintm enrolled, apzoximataly half of whom were Germa or
.

-....

.

.

_
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The People's Friendship University in Moscow was established to "train leaders for new 11countries of Africa and the poorer, older ones of Latin America."
psychological-political warfare.

Its colleges concentrate on

One former Communist trairee reports that the range of in-

struction in political warfare subjects includes:
General
.

The doctrines of Marx and Lenin concerning the role of government (the state,
the party, and their roles in society);
The Communist Party insurrectionary organization, Its stiucture and methods;
Labor unions as an instrument of economic and political warfare aginst capitalist democratic society;
The strategy of neutralizing or demoralizing the middle classes;
The strategy of winning over or neutralizing tho farm population of the advanced countries;
Communist colonial policy-the teachings of Lenin as elaborated by Stalin;
The peasants as a main base for Igniting colonial revolution.
Underground Warfare
The role of Communists in the event of war against the Soviet Union;
Infiltration of armed services;
The relation between aboveground (legal) and underground (illegal) activities
and the necessity of carrying on both at the same time;
The purpose and methods of infiltrating gov'arnment departments;
The role of sabotage and espionage in political warfare.
Armed Insurrection
How to form a paramilitary combat Zorce;
Means and methods of arming such a ftrce;
The role of such a force in case of war against the Soviet Union;
The general scheme of seizing a city;
How to hold a city after seizure;
The supremacy of surprise in carrying out a successful insurrection;
Techniques and objectives of guerrilla warfare;
Probable countermeasures of a government sensing an insurrection and methods
of overcoming same;
The consolidation oi power. 4

It has been reported that several thousand men and women have been trained in these colleges and then assigned to various posts throughout the world.

Those from foreign areas are

assigned to the countries from which they came, but can be recalled Ao Moscow at any time the

-

university desires. I
As interest grows in new areas, new subjects are introduced and tailored to the situation.

-

For exanmle, t.' potential use of witchcraft Is included in programs for Afrloav nations. BReportedly, native Afr.cans are trained in witchcraft so that upon their return to Africa they oen
use it to create unrest and cause the poi-tation to rise against the Caucasiana. 4 One xtsWient
who had paraipated In suh a course but who later defected, stated that he was instructed •n "
how to produce speech or noise
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how to simulate spirit rappings. how to make a phantom appear from a cloud of smoke. and ... •
other bizarre techniques. I
In reviewing the activities of past and present Mrscow schools and the Communist under- I
grounds organized since the 1930's, there is evidence that many underground leaders have been'
trained in the Soviet Union. Besides Marshal Tito of Yugoblavir. and Walter Ulbricht of Germany,
these include Maurice Thorez of France, Crisanto Evangelista of the Philippines, Lai Teck of
Malaya, Ho Chli Minh of Indochina, Chou En-al of China, and Tan Malakka, Muso, and Allmin of
Indonesia. 8 Muso remained more than 20 years in the Soviet Union.
Stalin's choice as chief Communist leader in Southeast Asia.

He was said to have bew

Both Muso and Alimtn attended

Lenin University, where the latter met Farl Browder of the United States, Pollitt of Great Britain, Sharkey of Australia, Thorez, and Chou En-lai. # There were, of course, many others such
as Ana Pauker of Rum-.nla who, because of their training in thc Soviet Union, were chosen for
positions of importance in post-World War 11 Communist governments.
The Moscow schools and universities were significant because they inculcated students with
the Importance of the policies of the Communist Party. In addition, they provided the technical
knowledge necessary to run secret organizations throughout the world and to bind them together,
both oa a personal and organizational level.

The graduates also served as a backup for Russian

intelligence, one of the principal reas-ns for establishing schools for foreign students in the
U.S.S.R. 10
The idea of training special cadres has spread from Moscow and schools have been established in many other parts of the world.

For example, the Chinese Communist Party maintains

a number of schools for putpils from Latin America.

in a conference between Mao Te-tung and

Khrushchev in Peking it was agreed that the Chinese had more experience than the Russians in
guerrilla warfare and therefore could more effectively operate training centers for South
American needs. 11
Alberto Bayo, Castro's teacher and mentor, directs a training site in Cuba which acts as a
center for Latin American subversion. -Byo
Spanish Foreign Legion.

learned his lesaons in tactics as an off••er in the

While serving in Morocco he became impressed with the ability of a

few guerrillas to harass columns of troops many times their number.

Bayo made a study of

guerrilla warfare and advocated t iat it be used by the Spaniah Republican forces (with whom he
later served) against the forces of General Franco.
"conventloaal warfare" was the order of the day.

7

His superiors demurred, however, because

With the dwfeat of the Republicans, Bayo fled__

to Cuba, and later to Mexico, where he trained ailes from Nicaragua and the Dominican Fepublic who made abortive attempts to start revolut~iors in tbair respective co.intries. 13

3

Aftar his initial failure in Cuba in 1953, Fidel Castro went to Masio and prevailed upon
Bayo to train his frst band of 58 man.

This group unrwant a rlczrouos G-rmeth oures which

included long daily marches with ALU pack, travvrsIA Jungle oNrry Slaiam
-and

-pzatU

the mamdfachure and use of &.1l types of damplition eq,~t
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Alberto Bayo now heads nine training schools for revolutionaries in Cuba. A Venezuelani-_student in one of these schools has stated that during the 4-month courso the studerts worked
:16 hours a day, 7 days a week. The principal textbook was Beyo's book, 150 Questions for a
Guerrilla.

The students were taught to make various kinds of incendiary and time bombs, booby

traps, mines, and torpedoes.

They also learned specific techniques for destroying bridges, oil

pipelines, communication facilities, police stations, and even large government buildings.

13

Emphasis was also placed on terror tac-

Sabotage, however, was only part of the course.

Techniques of robbing banks,

tics to be used in urban areas to provoke riots and incite mobs.

destruction of natural resources, and assassination were also on the curriculum. U4
On July 3, 1963, the Council of the Organization of American States called attention to the
existence in Cuba of a training center for subversive activities aponsorf.i oy international communism. The instructors for thi: center came from the U.S.S.R., China, and Czechoslovakia,
while most of the students were from Latin American countries.

The Council foresaw not only

the danger of the ideology taught at the Cuban center, but the even greater danger in the eventua]
return of students to tieir own countries as underground agents. Is
External training bases are common to most insurgent movements.
for National Liberation (FLN) followed the Communist pattern.

The Algerian Front

Headquartered in Ca.ro, the

FLN early made arrangements for establishing training bases for Algerian revolutionaries in
Libya, Tunisia, and Morocco.

Training was also provided in Egypt, Syria, and Iraq. Is

In Greece, an external training base for Communist guerrillas -vas located in Yugoslavia.
A report issued in 1947 by the United Nations Special Commission on the Balkans mentioned the
existence of a training camp at Bulkes, Yugoslavia.

1?

The anti-Portuguese insurrection in Angola began in March 1961.

Angolese insurgents

were sent to Tunisia where they undertook a 7-month training course with the AXgerian Liberation Army.

Upon their return, 18 were appointed officers and given tha task of trn.iuing th.

entire rebel army.

The Congolese pro, ided an abandoned bivouac area about 70 miles from the

Angolan border for the bite of the training base.
training 2,200 men every 8 weeks.

By November 1963 the camp was reportedly

In addition to weapons training, emphasis has been placed

on political indoctrination. Is
Externi sources also influenced the training of the Vietminh in the early 1950's. Mao Tsetung's scheme for conducting victorious wars of national liberation was outlined 7.ýi conference
in Peking in November 1949, attended by Vi-tuinh members and Commu.tsta from other South-east Asian countries.
The Vietminh quickuy adopted the Mao formula and General Glap returned to North Vietnam
in the 1950's with two basic plan.. The first ordered general mobilization whils the &econd
made provisions for a chane, from pureJ' guerrilla warfare to mobila warfare.
General Giap also made arrangeme1ts for Vietminh grrillu
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As the Mao0-

Accordingly, early in 1950, thousands of Vietminh traveled to China.

influence increased, Ho Chi Minh introduced far reaching political changes.

r-I -

To emphasize the

need for a long-term struggle, he personally translated Mao Tse-tung's On Pi1.otracted Warfare
Into Vietnamese. 19
Much of the present-day training of the Viel Cong takes place in North Vietuam.
principal training centers is Xuan Mai near Hanoi.

One of

Political and military subjects are taught

and training is given in such specialtiPs as metallurgy, medical treatment, and intelligence
work. The courses range from 4 to 6 months.

The trainees then move to Vinb on the east

coast and stop for additional training at Don Hoi, from where they are trucked to the Laotian
oorder.

From Laos they infiltrate South Vietnam and implement their training. 20

TRAINNG

Literature

An international body of literature on the strategy and tactios of modern insurgency, under-,
ground, and guerrilla warfare has markedly increased during the past half century.
writers have perhaps contributed most to the literature.

Communisit

One of the first was Lenin, who in

1901 began writing "Whatls To Be Done?" followed later by State and Revolution and Left-Wing
Communism. 21 These works are not remote philosophical essays, but concise statements of
the strategy and tactics of revolution.

Lenin called for an integration of organizational aid

combat factors with Marxist economics and sociology, and set forth a guide to such necessary
organizational and political work.

Similarly, Mao Tse-t,.ng•'s vings22 serve as a primer for

revolutionary strategy and tactics, empnaslzing the political as well as the role of purely
guerrilla-type fcrces in insurgent action.

Both Lenin and Mao Tse-tung stress the close rala-

tionship between political and military or guerrilla action.

Taur works have been reprinted in'

millions of copies and are used as basic traJning manuals in many countries.
Following Mao Tse-tung's lead. General Giap of North Vietam elaborated on the techniquw_ 0
anl strategy of guerrilla warfare in People's War, People's ArM.

General Giap stresses the. -9

coordinatiou of political, propaganda, and military strategies during insurgencles.

He calls

this "armed propaganda," advising that "political activities [are] more imnportant than military 1 6
activities, and fighting leas important than propaganda."

General Giap's lists of principles and I

advice for "preaxing forces for an insurrection" make it an important modern handbook for

-4-4

irsurgents. 23
Similarly, Ernesto "Che" Guevara in Guerrilla Warfare relates in detail various procedures and tactics developed during the Cuban insurrection of 1959.

Although Wfluenoed

greatly by the works of Mao Tue-tung, Guevara tailors his stra,-gies
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He deals more with daily tactics than with overall organization or_--4--

planning. 24
More pragmatic still is Gen. Alberto Bayo's 150 Questions for a Guerrilla.

In terse, spe-

cific fashion, this experienced insurgent spells out the most mundane elements of organizing
and executing underground and guerrilla warfare.
organized and manned, down to latrine orderlies.

For example, he explains how a camp is best
Bayo also has prepared a kind of do-it-yourself

kit for insurgents, explaining multifarious techniques and giving detailed Instruction for making
such things as "Molotov cocktails," tank traps, mines, and booby traps. 21
An example of a non-Communist handbook for guerrillas Is Abdul Haris Nasution's Fundamentals of Guerrilla Warfare. 26

This indonesian army officer reports on the experiences of

indonesia's 'insurgency against the Dutch.

He lists a number of ",fundamentals" for insurgent

operations, enumerating the kinds of political, psychological, and military fantors that should be
considered.
Because these writers, particularly Giap, Guevara, and Bayo, emphasize action as well as
ldeoh, gical Puialysl-, their works have been used as training manuals for both anti- and proCommunist forces.

Political Indoctrination

Political and ,eological
its content.

training in Communist movements has importance over and beyond

Such training Inibues the Individua) with a sense of dedication and ideological pur-

pose that will insure his carrying out all directives, nwen under conditions where the party has
no control. 21 The more distant a unit is from central control, the greater is the politinal
training.
In the Viet Cong military organization, for eanmi:,

full-time regular units have a rigid

training schedule in which two-thirds of the time is spent in military study and one-third dovoted to polhticai content.
military study.

At the district level, the proportion is fifty-fifty for political and

At the village level, study is 70 percent political and 30 percent military.

Th..__

units are required to study the scope and objectivss of the National F1ront iNFISV) as well as
the guerrilla warfare tactics of Mao Tee-tung. Is Political training includes discussions of

+-

7

commoundrm, plans for wining control of the country, and tho need for support of the National
each issue and are then required to "adopt an

5

attitude." This is designed to enable each man to react immediately in a politically "oorrewV'

4

LiermGton Front.

They ar• instructed to stu'

manner on every question.

-

The a&m of Comm:.nist political instruction is to ilmbe stouents with the proper atttudes, beliefs, and •bjectlves of the Comminist system.
"correct" approach even in the _ab
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(United Press International Photo)
The writings of Mao Tse-tung, more than any Communist leader since V. 1. 'enin, h~ave been
widely used by ?uidergrounds throughout the world as basic training documents.-Outlining theI
close relationship between political sand guerrilla action, they serve as a primer for revolulton!
ary stratepWand tactics.
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One of the most important aspects of Communist training is its emphasis on orga'Iirational

techniques. A former Communist who was in charge of the Communist Party's Latin American!
bureau has described the party's training approach. His first task ution arrival in Bogotf, (,olombia, was to set up courses in organizational work for local labor unions and peasant groups,,
OrganiLation was the aspect Latin American leaders knew least about, and they were greatly
impressed with anyone who could bring them organizational knowledge.

He trained ten people I

at a time during a series of 2-week courses in organization, and by the end of the year hM
trainees' organizations had all increased their memberahip.

i

Later, he established courses for

training students in organizational techniques at a university in Caracas, Venezuela. ts
An American and former Communist who served with the Huka. National Education Depart-I
ment in the Philippines described the daily activities of this center of revolution. One of the
important features of the department's work was to pultish, twice a month, 4- to

-p

sal-

study booklets, one for Huk soldiers and one for political workers, covering such subjects as
organizing people and operating schools. A

Guerrilla Trainin

The study of guerrilla warfare principles, particularly Mao Tse-tung's protracted war the-.
sis, is also stressed in many Communist training programs.

Communist doctrine suggesta

that military training should be carried out every day and that nuw townlques should he introdtoed regularly.

Frequently, trainees are instructed to discuss and draw conclusions from

field exercises and from documents exchanged between regions, and they are admonished to
carry out battle analysis after every engagement.
The Vietr•a•i

-aining program varied for the different levels of military force.

The local

or village level units had a self-training program consisting of politlcrl, small arms, and sa•o-•.
tap instructions.

)

More advanced village units performed oise-order drill and reoived auto-:

matto weapons instruction. Assistance for these trainingp ograms was providod by regloal
or occasionally main-fome troops-3

8

At the district level, additionml Instruodton on the use of I

automatic weapons and individual arms was given and fundammetals of small-unit tactics were .

6

irtroduced.

5

The regional unite usually were made up of men who bad been in the local and disbict Vier'

4

rilla units and had received basic training with thoe units". At the regiona level, more empiha-F 3
.sis Ws placed tn individual instruction on advaed weapans, unit tactics, special skills, and ýý 2
low-leval staUdutiss.

nstructors were usua•Uy offlotrs fromft main firee. Th. n

force were usually ch
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The process of training and rising through the levels of organization often took several
yeare and political training was stressed throughout.

The main cbhective of the training pro-

gram was to produce politically reliable and enthusiastic soldiers who could srvo both as experienced fighters and propaganda agents.

Underground Support Training

North Vietnamese have trained Infittrators tc manufacture and repair crude weapons to
make simple blast furnaces for producing cast iron for weapons.

Specialists, such as doctors,

pharmacists, union and youth organizers, a.d radio technicians have also been given 2 months
of basic training before infiltrating south, U
Training for the Viet Cong has included special intelligence instruntion in radio transmission,
coding and decoding, use of ambush techniques, sabotage tactics, methods for enltitIng draftevatur., &n

--'rorist

techniques.

Training in propaganda techniques is also stressed. One ex-Communiat has described bow
trainees learned to produce propaganda leaflets under clandestine conditions.
ways of manufactu•ring materials needed for production were explained.

The methods and'

They were instructed

t

in methods of production, such as using a lump of o Ay to produce up to 100 CopIes o short text.?
They were also shown photographic methods of reproducing leaflets and newspapers, including
drawings and caricature.
Although the instruction was very detailed, trainees were not permitted to take notes ad
were required to memorize eveything.
clandestine behavior.

Reportedly, this was to give the studeaut practice In

33

Courier activities are also frequently stressed in training for underground operations.

For

example, the non-Communist underground movement in Czecholovalkia in 1962 operated a spe-'
cial school in the Tatra Mountains in Eastern Slovakia to train couriers. Trainees in this pro-.!
gram were required to run until they felt exhausted, and then run another mile.
taught

to

They were

- l

swim rivers with their clothes on In zero temperatures and, having crossed, to run in

order to keep their clothes from freezing to teiLr bodies.
ing for a week wittt
cation of contacts.

fiod, In both summer and winter.

-

They were also taugtt to pinto hid-,Emphasis was pLaod an thekidetifl-

They were, of oours, warned against gambling, heavy drinki,

7"

maidwoa•

6

since the Communist regime utilized women as decays.
Once the studonts were considered thorouShy trained, they were given SAs

misson,

h..- 4

as making contact with other underground members; finally they were sent on more dangerous
missions in whlch they had to cross the Caech border into Austria and return, Wring

with

them materials needed by the underground. The couriere bad to avoid fishermen as beth the
Danube and Morava. rivers. becuoV*.Cmnsimkainats

zswwusd

wo.rmtaioeftoeý--t
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took an oath to turn in border-crosaers, and they had to avoid well-traveled trails on the Aa-'
trian side as the Czech authorities offered large rewards in Austrian currency to anyone who
ca'tght a border-crosser on Austrian soil. 34

Practical Training for the Cadre

Besides political indoctrination of odres, "trial by fire" seems to be an Important aspect
of all underground training.

Cadres must be tried and tested In the field. Acoording to Cor-

munist theory, work in the field not only increases an agent's knowledge, but gives him an opFurther, field activities deemen

portunity to exercise leadership in a specific situatlon.

commitment and test reliability and capabilities. 36 While ideology may be the chiu factor for
Joining, Communists do not believe that ideology alone will sustain commitment to the organi-

I

zation. Hence, constant participation in activities is emphasized.
In summary, education and training are essential elements in LMc4rground adminstrtive
operations.

Undergrounds need schools in order to train cadre in the tactics, techniques, and

strategy of underground operations and methods; most frequently these schools are located in
a foreign nation, outside of the area of conflict.

Underground training particularly empbas zes

organizational sklls and political training, equipping its Zadrs to make independent, rapid decisions in the field.

is

Indeed, to make underground decentralization operative, such training

essential. FInally, underground trainit provides the skills and inowledge necessary for member* In adapting to the requirements of olandestine work.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
FINANCE

An underground organization needs iunds to carry out its activities.

Full-time agents must

be paid and military units armed; escape-and-evasion networks must have money for extra food,
for safe houses, and to give to escapees; psychological operations need funds for publications,
visual aids, and portable radios; headquarters and administrative sections need typewriters,
radios, and so on.

The exact income needs of an underground naturally depend on the nature

and scope of its operations.

i

COLLECTION METHODI
When a government-in-exile is apsoclated with the underground movement it can provide a
symbol of legalism; it can negotiate substantial loans from other governments, issue bonds,
establish currency, and perform similar fond-raising tasks.
Collection methods in underground movements vary with the source being tapped.

Funds

from sources outside of the oountry-foreign governments, expatriates, foreign sympathizers,
business speculators-are usuasy solicited by sLall teams of collectors.

The funds collected

are transferred back into the country through couriers, international banks, or dmnmy corporations set up by the underground.
During the Algerian revolution, the FLN sent fond-collecting teams to Arab and European
countries.

In Arab towns the imam or other religious leader was contacted and requested to

plead for the rebel cause or allow the team members to do so.

Using the religious setting to

advantage, emotional appeals for Arab brotherhood were made.

The congregation wes then

asked to contribute to the FLN.

The imam was given a percentage of the oollection-oometlmes

as much as half-in return for sanctioning the collection.
used to deter the collectors from tkig

Implicit threats of retaliation were

funds for themselves, but as long as the net amount was

satisfactory, the leaders ignored slight discrepancies.

The funds were taken to Tangier and

I'

eventually deposited in numbered acoounts in Spanish or Swiss banks. I
Often the underground movement establishes a central finance collection agncy to acquIre
funds from sources within the country.

In Malaya, for example, the Min Yuen had this respon-

7
-

sibility; they extorted cash from landowners, mine operators, and transport companies, and
"taxed" workers in the local plantations and tin mines.

_.

In the Phlll/ppnes, the Comnuanit underground apparatus organised its flaas
on three levels-national, regional, and district.

5I

department

Each district finanoe department had an •.-.

counting setion with an accountant, bookkeeper, and cashier, cad a "ontaceso and collectors"l
division.
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SOURCES OF SUPPORT
Foreign governments often assist if an underground movement is in opposition to a common
enemy. Sometimes a foreign government contributes so that If the movement Is st) ccessful it
can expect some reciprocity from the new government.
Wealthy individuals or commercial enterpriseer may contribute voluntarily to the movement.
For Instance, the Hukbalshap movement In the Phil/ppins and the Malayan Min Yuen reoeived
substantial contributions from wealthy businessmen in Manila and Singapore. 4.
The underground can solicit for loans among the population and business community, but it
must deal with the problem of establishing the authenticity of the collecting agent and the reliability of the organization Itself.

In most cases, some form of IOU Is offered.

Private friendship societies or quasi-official aid groups often assist an underground when
their special interests are involved. The international labor movement supported the early
One of the more celebrated cases of support was the Jewish Agency's

anti-Nazi underground.

support of the Palestine revolution.

Throughout the western vorld, the agency establiebed

officers or representatives to make open appeals for money in newspapers, at lectures, and at
social events. 5
An underground may raise money by selling various items, including narcotics and fraudulent lottery tickets.

One underground unit in the Philippines raised money by having dances

and charging admission.

The Min Yuen sold stolen rubber and tin on the black market and is

said to have collected a million and a half British pounds for its efforts.
conduct sales either door-to-door or through "front" stores.

The underground may

The Malayan Conummiat Party

operated a bookstore, coffee shops, and general stores. I Undergrounds sometimes resort to
such measures as bank and payroll robbery and train hijacking.

Some have special units for

this purpose: The Blood and Steel Corps of the Malayan Communist Party was an example of
this. 7
A system of taxation can provide substantial funds for an insurgency.

The Viet Cong tax

system calls for an economy-finance committee to be established in each provincial captal, and
a specially selected collection committee in each town, visage, and hamlet.

The oolleotion

committee 's activities are divided into three phases: investigation, consultation, and olleotion.__
First, the committee investigates in detail the occupation and annual income of each individual
in its assigned area.

C

The individual's normal annual production, in appropriate units, is auoe'-,

taioed and divided by the number of members in, the family, Including any members who are
presently with the Viet Cong forces or who have been killed or imprisoned by the govemrment
forces.

For instance, if a family consists of father, nk.ther, one son at home, and tmw sons

with the Viet cong, and if its total antmls production aanwos
divided by five.

the total iU.

This quotient is thenm esaesd in money at the Soig rats and taedoordlg

tD an established percentage.

L

to 60 units of g

Tbe greater the anumal prodaction, the greater the tax.
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After the estimated tax has been figured for each householder in the village, the collection
committee begins the "consultation" phase by holding meetings and lecturing the villagers.
Agants planted in the audience support the lecturers and spontaneously volunteer to pay in the
name of patriotism.

If an individual does not volunteer, he is taken aside and privately asked

how much he is willing to donate.
assessmer.L, it is accepted.

If he decides to donate an amount higher than the committee's

If the amount is lower than the committee expected to collect, tax

information is used to intimidate him into a higher pledge.

Througbout the discussions, the

implicit use of force is present.
This syst, ,n has apparently been effective in the areas controlled by the Viet Cong. but
considerable difficulty is experienced in areas controlled by government forces, where the
people have already been taxed by the government.

To overcome this, propaganda
•s

intensified

to convince the people that the Viet Cong will eventually win the war and that they should support
the future, rather than the present, government. 8
In some cases a subversive move-ient can control transportation routes and collect tolls.
The Viet Cong operate toll booths on arterial Route 1, 50 miles east of Saigon. Nearly all
cars, buses, and trucks are stVpped and charged $. 00 to IL0. 00, depending on the weight of the
vehicle and the cargo.

In a '-m-nth period from November 1964 to February 1965, an esti-

mated $40,000 was collectea. I
The use of local currency facilitates exchange for local goods and services, but the physical
transfer of the money presents a problem, and the government may take countermeasures by
replacing the local currency with scrip. 10 Substitutes for local currency range from IOU's to
U.8. dollars or British pounds; in the Congo, trawlers'Ihecks were used In lieu of local
currency.

The Viet Cong use North Vietnamese currency in some areas in South Vietnam

and issue their own money in other areas.

The underground civil government in the Philppines

issued its own scrip in some instances. 11 It has been said that it is possible to determine how
the movement is pr,.--essing on the basis of commercial investment and the use of reW
currency.

HUMAN FACTORS CONISDERATIONS

People may contribute to an underground foy a variety of reasons: allegiac to the cause,
social pressures, present or future self-protection, chance of personal pin, or a desire to be
on the winning side.
Some people who have been influenced by the movement manifest their support through
regular and voluntary donations.

Individuals oonfronted with social pressures to contribute to

a movement may find it difficult to refuse to comply.

Applied iccial prsasere is soee

FLN4's use of btuasim religious leaders to make pleas for mo~oy wil~athin
tba-
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and In the Viet Cong tax-collection system of planting enthusiastic "volunteers" Wian audience
to pressure others into contributing.
Businessmen may contribute to a movement as an investment in or a hedge against the outcome of the revolution, so that if the movement is victorious they can be identified !7nd treated
as supporters.

Some people find it profitable to deal with an urderground.

An underground

may willingly pay inflated prices for various items obtainable only through the black market.
Individuals and firms sometimes make loans and contributions to an underground with stipulations for later concessions from the movement if and when it gains control of the government.
A foreign firm allegedly gave weapons to the Algerian underground in return for a pledge that
it would be given the oil concession in the country when the revolutionaries took over the
government. 12
If the underground employs coercive means to collect funds, individuals and business concerns may contribute for their own protection, paying the minimum acceptable amount to avoid
reprisals.

People who have once contributed, for any reason, may continue to contribute upon

threat that their initial support will be revealed to the government.
People tend to be more amenable if there is an indication of return on their investment.
Even a simple IOU helps, and underground members are usually directed to give some form of
IOU. There are less strenuous objections to taxes imposed by an underground if they are
levied with apparent fairness, as in the Viet Cong's impartial production unit asseesmeat
system.
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